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PREFACE

Acceleration of agricultural development through application of science and 
innovations has been the main goal of ICAR-NIAP. The Institute therefore has 
been working on policy and institutional reforms to promote science-led growth. 
It continued its efforts in 2017-18 also for policy analysis to step-up the reform 
process. The research programs for 2017-18 to 2019-20 were initiated and three 
projects in collaborative mode are in the areas of agricultural transformation, 
commodity value chains and regional crop and resource planning. The 

collaborating institutions are state agricultural universities, institutes of ICAR and Indian Council 
of Social Science Research, and general universities.

Important research contributions during the year under report pertain to strategy for doubling 
farmers’ income, advances in agricultural R&D policy, climate-resilient agriculture, mapping of 
agricultural commodity value chains and pattern of structural transformation of agriculture. The 
Institute also initiated research projects on agricultural foresight analysis, non-farm employment, 
gender mainstreaming, research impact, and commodity modelling. In terms of policy dialogue, 
strategy for doubling farmers’ income and implications of Goods and Services Tax for agriculture, 
commodity price stabilization, evaluation of R&D organizations, price policy and self-sufficiency 
in pulses production are some of the areas where NIAP provided proactive inputs for decision making.

Capacity development for agricultural policy research is another important goal of NIAP and the 
Institute organized short courses and training sessions for collaborating partners and other social 
scientists. The Institute also organized a training program for the probationers of Indian Economic 
Service. The Institute also shared the responsibility of reform process in ICAR and facilitated Peer 
Review of ICAR and Outcome Review for XII Plan and acted as a Member Secretary of both 
the Committees. In view of outstanding scientific contributions, two Fellowships of the Indian 
Society of Agricultural Economics (Mumbai) were awarded to NIAP scientists, besides several 
other professional recognitions.

We sincerely thank Dr T. Mohapatra, Secretary, DARE and Director General, ICAR, Sh. Chhabilendra 
Roul, Special Secretary, DARE and Secretary, ICAR for their guidance and continuous 
support. Thanks are also due to Dr N S Rathore, Deputy Director General (Ag Education) and  
Dr G Venkateshwarlu, Assistant Director General (EQA&R) for their support in undertaking 
various activities of the Institute. Members of the Institute Management Committee and Research 
Advisory Committee provided guidance and strength throughout the year for successful 
completion of various activities. I personally thank all my colleagues for their cooperation,  
Dr Kingsly Immanuelraj and Dr Raka Saxena for coordination of publication of the  
Annual Report, and Dr Prem Chand, Ms Jaya Jumrani, Ms Arathy Ashok, Ms Sonia Chauhan,  
Ms Umeeta Ahuja and Mr Deepak Tanwar for their help in compilation of the material.

 
 
 

(Suresh Pal) 
30 June, 2018 Director
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fof'k"V lkjka'k

Hkk—vuqi&jk"Vªh; —f"k vkfFkZdh ,oe~ uhfr 
vuqlaèkku laLFkku ¼ICAR-NIAP½ —f"k vFkZ’kkL= 
vkSj uhfr vuqlaèkku esa mR—"Vrk dks c<+kok nsus 
rFkk bls cuk;s j[kus ds fy, lrr~ ç;kljr~ gSA 
;g laLFkku Hkkjrh; —f"k vuqlaèkku ifj"kn~ dks 
fo'oluh; ,oa lk{;&vkèkkfjr lq>koksas }kjk uhfr 
lacaèkh fopkj&foe'kZ rFkk fu.kZ; ysus esa lgk;rk 
djrk gS lkFk gh esa ifj"kn~ ds fy, ,d fo’ks"kK 
lewg ¼Think Tank½ ds :i esa dk;Z djrk gSA ;g 
laLFkku —f"k {ks= esa mHkjrh pqukSfr;ksa vkSj mudks 
nwj djus dh j.kuhfr;ksa rFkk —f"k fodkl ds fy, 
çkFkfedrkvksa ds fuèkkZj.k ds ckjs esa uhfr&fuekZrkvksa 
rFkk ifj"kn~ dks tkx:d cukrk gSA ;g laLFkku 
ifj"kn~ ds vU; laLFkkuksa] jkT; —f"k fo'ofo|ky;ksa 
rFkk vU; ljdkjh foHkkxksa ds lkFk feydj vuqlaèkku 
dk;Z djrk gSA bl laLFkku esa lkef;d egRo ds 
fo"k;ksa ij vuqlaèkku dk;Z rhu çeq[k {ks=ksa&çkS|ksfxdh 
,oa fVdkÅ fodkl] —f"k çxfr ,oa fodkl] rFkk  
foi.ku] O;kikj ,oa laLFkkxr fodkl esa fd;s tkrs gSaA 
vuqlaèkku dk;ksZa ds vfrfjDr] laLFkku us {kerk fuekZ.k 
xfrfofèk;k¡] dk;Z'kkyk,a] fopkj eaFku l=ksa] çf'k{k.k 
dk;ZØeksa ,oa uhfr ppkZ,a vk;ksftr dhA o"kkZofèk 
2017&18 esa okº; foRriksf"kr ifj;kstukvksa lfgr 
laLFkku dk dqy O;; 673 yk[k :i;s FkkA 

Ïf"k çxfr ,oa fodkl

Hkkjrh; —f"k esa cnyko ds fo'ys"k.k gsrq ,d vè;;u 
fd;k x;k rFkk ifj.kke n'kkZrk gS fd mRiknksa dh 
lajpuk esa cM+k cnyko vk;k gSA èkkU; Qlyksa dk 
;ksxnku yxHkx fLFkj gks x;k gS] tcfd Qy] 
lfCt;k¡ vkSj i'kqèku] fodkl ds çeq[k óksr cu 
x;s gSaA mi&lhekar fdlkuksa ds 30 çfr'kr rFkk 
lhekar fdlkuksa ds 20 çfr'kr ls vfèkd fdlkuksa us 
viuh vk; dks —f"k vkSj xSj&—f"k {ks=ksa esa etnwjh 

djds vftZr dhA tEew vkSj d'ehj] rfeyukMq rFkk 
vkaèkzçns'k esa Qly {ks= ds lkis{k blds lacafèkr {ks=ksa 
esa o`f) esa rsth fn[kh] tcfd if'pe caxky] fgekpy 
çns'k] eè; çns'k] vle] dukZVd vkSj egkjk"Vª çkUrksa 
esa —f"k esa cnyko dk Lrj vis{kk—r èkhek FkkA 

1990 ds n'kd ls —f"k esa okLrfod etnwjh blds 
lhekar Je mRikndrk rFkk 2000 ds eè; ds n'kd 
ls blds vkSlr Je mRikndrk dh vis{kk rsth 
ls c<+ jgh gS] tksfd Hkfo"; esa etnwjh c<+us dh 
laHkkouk dk ladsr nsrh gS vkSj —f"k esa e'khuhdj.k 
ds fy, vfèkd volj çnku djrh gSA le;kofèk 
1993 ls 2015 ds nkSjku] iatkc] eè;çns'k vkSj tEew 
rFkk d'ehj jkT;ksa esa xSj&—f"k xzkeh.k jkstxkj esa 
100 çfr'kr ls T;knk dh o`f} gqbZ gSA gkaykfd] 
xSj —f"k {ks=ksa esa layXu dEkZpkjh Hkwfeghu vFkok 
lhekar fdlku gSa vkSj lkef;d ¼Casual Work½ 
dk;Z dj jgs gSaA 'kfDr&pkfyr e'khuksa ds {ks=&okj] 
Qlyokj rFkk Hkwfe&vkdkj ds vuqlkj buds ç;ksx 
ds :>ku fo'ys"k.k ls irk pyrk gS fd le; ds lkFk 
e'khuhdj.k c<+ jgk gSA ns'k Lrj ij e'khuhdj.k ds 
lwpdkad dk Lrj o"kZ 2004&05 esa 21-5 çfr'kr 
ls c<+dj o"kZ 2014&15 esa 24-4 çfr'kr gks x;kA 
iatkc çkUr esa e'khuhdj.k lwpdkad lcls vfèkd 
¼44-7 çfr’kr½ rFkk if'pe caxky esa lcls de ¼9-8 
çfr'kr½ feykA 

Ms;jh {ks= ds ekè;e ls fdlkuksa dh vk; c<+kus 
ds ,d vè;;u esa irk pyk gS fd nqèkk: i'kqvksa 
esa ladj&çtuu dks fo'ks"k :i ls lcls de vk; 
ds {ks=ksa&iwohZ iBkj rFkk v)Z&'kq"d dfVcaèk esa 
c<+kuk pkfg,A blds vykok] mRiknu vkSj xSj —f"k 
O;oLkk; ds voljksa] fo'ks"k:i ls NksVs iSekus ij nwèk 
çlaLdj.k gsrq rkyesy fcBkus ds fy, lcls de 
çn'kZu okys {ks=ksa esa mRiknu xfrfofèk;ksa ds lkFk ewY; 
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oèkZu xfrfofèk;ksa dks tksM+us dh vko';drk gSA jkT; 
ljdkjksa dks 'kksèk laLFkku ds lkFk feydj i'kqèku 
fodkl dk;ZØeksa rFkk lsokvksa dks lqfuf'pr djus dh 
vko';drk gS ftllsfd i’kqikyd i'kqqèku {ks= esa iSnk 
gks jgs voljksa dk ykHk mBk ldsaA

le;kofèk 2001 ls 2006 ds nkSjku Qly chek 
;kstukvksa ds rgr O;kfIr dk fo'ys’k.k n'kkZrk gS fd 
çèkkuea=h Qly chek ;kstuk ds 'kq: gksus ds ckn 
o"kZ 2016 esa dqy Ñf"k {ks=Qy dk 28 çfr'kr fgLlk 
chek ;kstuk ds rgr yk;k x;kA çèkkuea=h Qly 
chek ;kstuk ds rgr yk;s x;s fdlkuksa dk jkT;okj 
fo'ys"k.k n'kkZrk gS fd egkjk"Vª esa lcls vfèkd 
fdlkuksa us chek djk;k mlds ckn jktLFkku rFkk 
eè; çns'k dk LFkku jgkA o"kZ 2016&17 ds jch ekSle 
esa mRrj çns'k esa lcls vfèkd fdlkuksa us Qly chek 
djk;k mlds ckn jktLFkku rFkk eè; çns'k dk LFkku 
jgkA ih,e,QCkhokbZ ds rgr çhfe;e dh vis{kk de 
nkok dk vuqikr n'kkZrk gS fd fiNyh ;kstukvksa dh 
rqyuk esa çèkkuea=h Qly chek ;kstuk vkfFkZd :i 
ls vfèkd O;kogkfjd gSA bl ;kstuk dh fo'kky 
lEHkkouk ds ckotwn] Qly uqdlku dh vuqeku 
fofèk;k¡ vi;kZIr gSaA jkT; ljdkjksa }kjk lwpuk tkjh 
gksus esa nsjh rFkk dV vkQ frfFk;ksa ds c<+kus ds dkj.k 
leL;kvksa ds c<+us dh vk'kadk gksrh gSA

Hkkjr esa iks"k.k lqj{kk ds varj&vLFkk;h rFkk 
varj&LFkkfud fo'ys"k.k ls irk pyrk gS fd 'kgjh 
ifjokjksa ds lHkh vk; oxksZ esa dSykjh dh U;wurk 
gS blds ckn çksVhu dh deh feyhA vr,o mtkZ 
vkSj çksVhu ds i;kZIr lsou ds ckjs esa tkx:drk 
iSnk djuk furkUr vko';d gS ftllsfd ifjokj ds 
yksx thou 'kSyh esa ifjorZu djds vius Hkkstu esa 
vko';d mtkZ vkSj çksVhu lfEefyr dj ldsA blds 
vykok] ,d vkdyu fofèk ij iwjh rjg vkfJr u 
jgdj] vusd fofèk;ksa ls Hkkjr esa dqiks"k.k rFkk iks"k.k 
esa deh dk ewY;kdau ,oa çlkj fd;k tkuk pkfg,A 
Hkkjr esa iks"k.k cnyko dk fo'ys"k.k n'kkZrk gS fd 
dsoy leku dSyksjh ekud dks viukus ls dSyksjh 
dh deh dh laHkkouk Hkzked gks ldrh gSA LokLF;] 
jgu&lgu dk okrkoj.k rFkk vU; lacafèkr lkekftd 

cqfu;knh <+kpsa dSyksjh vUrxZzg.k dks çHkkfor djus esa 
egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrs gSaA mu jkT;ksa ds ifjokjksa esa 
iks"k.k lsou rFkk blds vUrxZzg.k dh laHkkouk vfèkd 
gksrh gS ftuesa chekfj;ksa rFkk laØe.k dk Lrj de 
gksrk gSA

rEckdw lsou dh vkfFkZdh fo'kys"k.k ls irk pyrk 
gS fd {ks=okj rRoksa dks ,dh—r djds rEckdw ds 
mi;ksx dks fu;fU=r djus esa vfèkd lgk;rk feyrh 
gSA —f"k fofoèkhdj.k ij /;ku nsus okys vkiwfrZ mik;ksa 
dks ekax mik;ksa ds iwjd ds :i esa nh?kZdkfyd mik;ksa 
ds :i esa ekuk tk ldrk gSA bl ckr ij Hkh tksj 
fn;k tkuk pkfg, fd vkiwfrZ&i{k ds oSf'od fu;a=.k 
ds fcuk ns'k ds Hkhrj dsoy ekax&i{k ds mik;ksa dks 
mfpr le; ds vUnj rEckdw ij fu;a=.k dk y{; 
çkIr ugha dj ldrkA

Ïf"k foi.ku ,oa O;kikj 

cktkj lacaèkh [kqfQ;k lwpuk ij vkèkkfjr usVodZ 
ifj;kstuk esa 40 ls vfèkd xSj ikjaifjd çeq[k —f"k 
oLrqvksa ¼ftuesa vukt] nkysa] frygu] Qy] lfCt;k¡] 
elkysa rFkk vfèkd ewY; okyh oLrq,a½ dks 'kkfey dj 
fdlkuksa dks fo'oluh; ,oa le; iwoZ ewY; iwokZuqeku 
dk fo'ys"k.k fd;k x;kA bl ifj;kstuk esa iwjs ns'k ls 
14 laLFkku 'kkfey FksA —f"k oLrqvksa ds ewY; iwokZuqeku 
dk fo'ys"k.k oSKkfud fofèk;ksa dks ç;ksx djds fd;k 
x;k rkfd fdlku le; iwoZ lwfpr gksdj cktkj lacaèkh 
ewY; tksf[ke fu;af=r dj ldsaA fdlkuksa dks Qlyksa 
dh cqokbZ ds iwoZ 180 ls vfèkd rFkk Qlyksa dh dVkbZ 
ds iwoZ 263 ls vfèkd ewY; iwokZuqeku fofHkUu lapkj 
ekè;eksa tSls O;fDrxr lEidZ] ,l,e,l] nwjn'kZu] 
jsfM;ks] fo'ofo|ky;h; osclkbVksa] lkekftd ehfM;k 
vkfn ij çlkfjr fd;s x;sA

le; ds lkFk lVhd ewY; iwokZuqeku] blds uohu 
lkaf[;dh ekMyksa ds ç;ksx ls çkIr gq, gS] gkykafd] 
ckxokuh rFkk nygu Qlyksa ds iwokZuqeku vfLFkj 
jgsA lHkh ckgjh çHkkoh dkjdksa rFkk mudh dherksa ds 
lUnHkZ esa vkyw rFkk I;kt dh Qlysa dkQh laosnu'khy 
gSaA miyCèk ewY; iwokZuqeku ds vkèkkj ij fdlkuksa us 
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oLrqvksa dk Js.khdj.k djds mUgsa cktkj esa vuqdwy 
le; ij cspk ftllsfd Qlyksa dh vPNh dhersa 
feyhA bl ifj;kstuk ds rgr {ks=h; vè;;uksa esa 
ewY; iwokZuqeku] cqfu;knh foi.ku <+akps rFkk ewY;ksa 
ds chp lacaèk rFkk fdlkuksa ds fu.kZ; ysus ds çHkko 
vkfn vusd vè;;u fd;s x;sA fdlkuksa dks le;o) 
miyCèk iwokZuqeku rHkh vfèkd mi;ksxh ,oa lVhd 
gksxsa tc cktkj <kapk rFkk vU; lacafèkr lqfoèkk,a 
eqgS;k djk;h tkrh gSaA 

detksj ifjogu rFkk lapkj usVoZd fdlkuksa dks 
cktkj rd igq¡pus ls jksdRks gSa rFkk lkFk gh esa 
fcpkSfy;ksa@vukSipkfjd [kjhnnkjksa ds fy, miHkksDrk 
}kjk pqdk;h x;h dher esa fgLlsnkjh ds fy, volj 
çnku djrs gSaA pkoy rFkk xsgw¡ Qlyksa dh fcØh gsrq 
NksVs fdlku dqN ekeyksa esa LFkkuh; O;kikfj;ksa rFkk 
dkjd foØsrkvksa ds Åij vkfJr FksA ftlls cM+s 
fdlkuksa dh vis{kk lhekar fdlkuksa dks 15&16 çfr'kr 
de ewY; feys] tksfd [kjhnkjksa ds lkFk mudh fuoZy 
lkSnk'kfDr dks n'kkZrk gSA vè;;u ls irk pyrk gS 
fd lwpuk dk çHkko rqyukRed :i esa vfèkd gksrk 
gSA ysfdu dsoy lM+dksa dh miyCèkrk gh i;kZIr 
ugha gS tcrd fd blds lkFk lgh lwpuk ugha 
feyrhA ifjogu <+kaps esa t:jh fuos'k ls fdlkuksa 
rFkk foØssrkvksa dh dhersa ?kVsxha tksfd —f"k cktkj 
dh n{krk esa lqèkkj ds fy, t:jh gSA cktkjksa esa lqèkkj 
ds lkFk bueas foi.ku lwpuk ç.kkyh ds fodkl rFkk 
fdlkuksa ,oa foØsrkvksa ds chp lwpuk dk vknku&çnku 
vko';d gSA

—f"k oLrqvksa dh ewY; J[akyk ds vkèkqfudhdj.k gsrq 
foRrh;] uhfrxr rFkk laLFkkxr vko';drkvksa dk 
fo'ys"k.k fd;k x;kA blds vfrfjDr] ;kstuk esa —f"k 
oLrqvksa ds mRiknu rFkk mudh miHkksDrkvksa dks fcØh 
esa layXu ewY; Ja[kykvksa ds çfrfp=.k ¼mapping½ 
dk çkoèkku gSA ifj;kstuk esa fo'ks"k è;ku ewY;  
o)Zu rFkk [kk| lqj{kk eqn~nksa ij dsfUnzr gSA blls 
uhfr fuèkkZjdksa rFkk fuekZrkvksa dks dfe;ka nwj djus 
rFkk —f"k oLrqvksa dh ewY; Ja[kykvksa dh rkdr ij 
vfèkd YkkHk çkfIr dks fn'kk feysxhA ifj;kstuk esa 
dqN ewY; Ja[kyk,a& mRrj çns'k esa HkSal dk ekal] 

dsjy esa leqnzh eRL;ikyu] dukZVd esa VekVj] 
ioksZRrj fgeky;h jkT;ksa esa tSfod vnjd rFkk tEew 
vkSj d'ehj es lsc vkfn çeq[k :i ls vè;;u ds 
fy, p;fur dh xbZ gSaA 

I;kt ds ewY; esa fxjkoV ds fo'ys"k.k ls irk pyrk 
gS fd mRiknu esa mrkj&p<+ko vkSj bldh ekax dh 
cnyrh ço`fRr nks çeq[k rRo gSa tksfd blds ewY; esa 
Hkkjh fxjkoV@c<+ksRrjh dk dkjd curs gSaA vè;;u 
ls Li"V gqvk gS fd fdlh Hkh lky I;kt ds mRiknu 
rFkk mlds vxys lky cktkj esa vkod ds chp 
etcwr rFkk lkFkZd lacaèk gSA fiNys 12 o"kksZ dh 
vofèk ¼2005&06 ls 2016&17½ ds nkSjku I;kt ds 
mRiknu esa pkj ckj fxjkoV vk;h gS rFkk mlds 
vxys o"kZ I;kt dh cktkj vkod esa Hkh fxjkoV vk;h 
gSA vè;;u dk lq>ko gS I;kt ds cktkj vkil esa 
lekdfyr gSa blls buds chp ewY; lapj.k rhozrk 
ls gksrk gSA vr,o buds cktkj ewY; rFkk vkod ij 
fdlh dsUnzh; laLFkk dks yxkrkj è;ku j[kuk pkfg,] 
ftlls ljdkj dks vfxze lwpuk çkIr gks ldsa vkSj 
I;kt ds ?kjsyw cktkj ewY; dh fLFkfr rFkk blds 
U;wUkre fu;kZr ewY; ¼minimum export price½ dks 
fuèkkZfjr djus esa lgk;d gks ldsA

—f"k foi.ku ç.kkyh esa ekStwn laLFkkxr rFkk vkèkkjHkwr 
ckèkkvksa ds dkj.k gksus okyh gkfu;ksa dks ekius ds 
mÌs'; ls frygu oLrqvksa ds foØz; gsrq cktkj 
,dhdj.k ,oa ewY; lapj.k ifj;kstuk dk 'kqHkkjEHk 
fd;k x;kA vè;;u esa feyk fd laLFkkxr rFkk 
vkèkkjHkwr leL;k,a frygu mRiknu dks grksRlkfgr 
djrh gSa ftllsfd ewY; lapj.k rFkk cktkj n{krk 
çHkkfor gksrh gS] tksfd fdlkuksa ds Qk;ns ds fy, 
vko';d 'krsaZ gSaA

fryguksa rFkk nyguksa ds eè;kofèk iwokZuqeku çeq[k 
vkfFkZd pjksa&mRiknu] ekax] LVkd] O;kikj] ewY; rFkk 
uhfrxr dkjdksa dks è;ku esa j[kdj fodflr fd;s tk 
jgs gSa tksfd buds iwokZuqeku rFkk uhfr;ksa ds çHkko 
fo'ys"k.k esa lgk;d gksxsaA ;s iwokZuqeku eq[;r;k nks 
èkkU; Qlyksa& pkoy vkSj xsg¡w rFkk vU; jkT;ksa dh 
dqN çeq[k Qlyksa tksfd iwjd rFkk laiwjd ds :i esa 
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ç;qDr gksrh gaS] fodflr fd;s tk jgsa gSaA ;g ekMy 
nqfu;k ds ckdh fgLlksa@ns'kksa ds lkFk oLrqvksa ds 
O;kikj çokg vkSj ns'k esa oLrqvksa dh dherksa dks è;ku 
esa j[kdj iwjh rjg cktkj fl)kUrksa ij vkèkkfjr 
gSA bl ekMy esa ns'k ds fofHkUu {ks=ksa ds fy, 
vyx&vyx vkiwfrZ lehdj.kksa rFkk LFkkfud vk;keksa 
dks 'kkfey fd;k x;k gSA ,d vU; vè;;u esa [kk| 
rsy ds cktkjksa esa ijLij lekdyu dk fo'ys"k.k 
n'kkZrk gS fd mRikndksa rFkk miHkksDrkvksa ds chp ,d 
fn'kkRed dj.kh; lacaèk feyk] tcfd ike vk;y 
vkSj ewx¡Qyh ds lacaèk esa f}&fn'kkRed dj.kh; lacaèk 
feysA ,sUtsy xzSaxj FkzslgksYM dks&baVhxzs'ku ¼Engel 
Granger Threshold Co-Intergration½ dk ç;ksx 
djds [kk| rsy cktkjksa esa viw.kZ çfrLièkkZ lacaèkh 
rRoksa dh iqf"V gqbZ rFkk vkerkSj ij lefer ewY; 
lapj.k dh voèkkj.kk [kkfjt gqbZA 

çzkS|ksfxdh ,oa lrr~ fodkl 

vuqlaèkku laLFkkuksa }kjk —f"k esa çkS|ksfxfd;ksa ds 
fodkl ,oa uokpkj] uhfr;ksa rFkk vkus okyh pqukSfr;kssa 
ds le>us esa —f"k esa çkS?kksfxdh nwjnf'kZrk dk vè;;u 
lgk;d gksrk gSA bl vè;;u esa ikSèkk fdLe vkSj 
—"kd vfèkdkj laj{k.k vfèkfu;e ds rgr iath—r 
ikSèk fdLeksa dh ço`fRr dk fo'ys"k.k fd;k x;kA 
o"kZ&nj&o"kZ dqy iath—r ikSèk fdLeksa dh la[;k 
esa c<+ksRrjh feyhA fdlkuksa }kjk iath—r vfèkdrj 
ikSèk fdLesa mM+hlk çns'k ds tsiksj&dksjkiqV ¼Joypore 
-Koraput½ {ks= ls lacafèkr FkhA vè;;u n'kkZrk gS 
fd futh dEifu;ksa us 395 [kk| ikSèk fdLesa rFkk 
214 xSj [kk| ikSèks fdLesa iath—r djk;hA mijksDr 
iath—r fdLeksa esa çeq[k :i ls pkoy dh 120] eDdk 
dh 108 vkSj dikl ¼VsVªkIyk;M½ dh 122 fdLesa FkhA 
ljdkjh {ks= ¼ifj"kn~ ds laLFkkuksa vkSj jkT; —f"k 
fo'ofo|ky;ksa½ }kjk dbZ rjg dh ikSèk fdLesa iath—r 
djkbZ xbZ] ftuesa ls 74 çfr'kr ls vfèkd fdLesa [kk| 
Qlyksa dh FkhaA 

—f"k vuqlaèkku esa fuos'k l?kurk rFkk blds çHkko dk 
ewY;kadu n'kkZrk gS fd —f"k vuqlaèkku ,oa f'k{kk esa 

fuos'k esa deh ds ckotwn bldk çHkko vkd"kZd jgk 
gSA vè;;u esa n'kkZ;k x;k gS fd pkoy vuqlaèkku 
us vfèkd la[;k esa lqxafèkr rFkk lw[kk jksèkh fdLesa 
fodflr dh gSaA fiNys cRrhl o"kksZ dh le;kofèk 
¼1980&2012½ esa Qly {ks= dh *dqy dkjd 
mRikndrk* esa o`f) 1-76 çfr'kr Fkh] ftlesa rduhdh 
lqèkkj dk ;ksxnku 43 çfr'kr rFkk 'ks"k ;ksxnku çs{k= 
ds vkdkj ds dkj.k FkkA blds vykok vè;;u dk 
vuqeku gS fd çfr gsDVs;j —f"k vuqlaèkku O;; esa 
,d çfr'kr dh o`f) ls —f"k mRikndrk esa 0-084 
çfr'kr dh o`f) gks ldrh gSA blh rjg çfr O;fDr 
vk; esa ,d çfr'kr dh o`f) ls xjhch esa 0-37 çfr'kr 
deh vkus dh laHkkouk gSA vè;;u esa lq>ko fn;k 
x;k gS fd —f"k çlkj lsokvksa esa fuos'k ls vPNs  
ifj.kke feysxsa rFkk —f"k rduhdksa ds ç;ksx esa c<+ksRrjh 
ds fy, lwpukvksa dh igq¡p c<+kus dh vko';drk gSA

eksckby vkèkkfjr ,si ds ç;ksx dk çHkko fo'ys"k.k 
n'kkZrk gS fd blds ç;ksx ls le;kofèk 2007&2022 
ds nkSjku dqy vk; 914-08 djksM+ :i;s gksus dk 
vuqeku gS rFkk lkFk gh esa bldk okLrfod orZeku 
ewY; 911-2 djksM+ #i;s gksxkA eksckby vkèkkfjr ,si 
ls gksus okyh vkenuh dh vkarfjd okilh nj 316 
çfr'kr jgus dk vuqeku gSA ,d vU; vè;;u esa 
—f"k f'k{kk esa lwpuk lapkj rduhdksa ds çHkko dk 
fo'ys"k.k n'kkZrk gS fd lwpuk rduhd ds ç;ksx ls 
Nk=ksa esa vdknfed fodkl gqvk gSA baVjusV dh 
xfr] cqfu;knh lqfoèkk,a] bZ&laLkkèkuksa dh miyCèkrk] 
lwpuk lapkj midj.kksa ds ifjpkyu Kku vkSj mu  
midj.kksa rd igq¡p; lwpuk lapkj rduhdksa ds Nk=ksa 
ds chp viukus esa egRoiw.kZ dkjd gSaA blds vfrfjDr 
dEi;wVj dh miyCèkrk rFkk bldk çf'k{k.k vkSj 
fo'ofo|ky; ifjlj esa okbZQkbZ dh miyCèkrk vkfn 
dkjd( f'k{kdksa ds chp lwpuk lapkj rduhd dks 
viukus esa lgk;d gksrs gSaA 

*—f"k esa tyok;q ifjorZu gsrq jk"Vªh; uokpkj* 
vè;;u esa LFkku fo'ks"k ds fy, vuqdwy j.kuhfr;ksa 
dh çkFkfedrk fuèkkZfjr dh x;hA vè;;u esa fofHkUu 
cqfu;knh lqfoèkkvksa] iks"k.k] vkfFkZd fodkl] LokLF;] 
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LoPNrk] dk;Zcy rFkk okrkoj.k ls lacafèkr çkpkyksa 
dks /;ku esa j[kdj vusd lwpdkad fodflr fd;s 
x;sA vè;;u esa ,d ,dh—r vkftfodk lqj{kk 
lwpdkad ¼SLSI½ fodflr fd;k x;kA ftlls orZeku 
vuqdwyu dh fLFkfr rFkk j.kuhfr;ksa ds viukus esa 
enn feyrh gSA vè;;u n'kkZrk gS fd ns'k ds 637 
tuinksa esa ls 163 tuinksa esa —f"k vkthfodk lqj{kk 
de Fkh] tksfd çeq[k :i ls mRrj çns'k] eè; çns'k] 
v:.kkapy çns'k rFkk egkjk"Vª çkUrksaa esa fLFkr gSaA 
vè;;u us —f"k mRiknu] ckxokuh] —f"kckfudh vkSj 
eRL;ikyu esa dbZ vuqdwy j.kuhfr;ksa dh igpku 
dh gSA

xsgw¡ Qly ds lUnHkZ esa ftysokj vkdM+ksa ds ç;ksx  
}kjk m"ekxr ruko dk uqdlku fo'ys"k.k n'kkZrk gS 
fd m"ekxr ruko ¼heat stress½ ls uqdlku le; ds 
lkFk c<+k gSA flapkbZ ds ç;ksx ls xehZ ls çsfjr uqdlku 
dks de djus esa enn~ feyhA xehZ çsfjr uqdlku dh 
c<+rh ço`fRr dks ns[krs gq, Hkfo"; esa blls uqdlku 
c<+us dh laHkkouk gSA *flapkbZ ty çcaèku esa laLFkkxr 
uokpkj* ds ,d vè;;u esa feyk fd iapk;rhjkt 
laLFkk,a ikuh forj.k ls lacafèkr ekeyksa ds fuiVkusa esa 
dkQh lgk;d gSaA flapkbZ lacaèkh ,d vU; vè;;u 
esa lw{e flapkbZ dk çHkko ewY;kadu n'kkZrk gS fd 
lw{e flapkbZ ds rgr fuos'k rFkk {ks=Qy esa c<+ksRrjh 
le;kofèk 2005&06 ls 2017&18 esa vfèkd jgh rFkk 
orZeku esa fuos'k rFkk {ks=Qy ds chp ,d :irk 
gSA jkTkLFkku ¼20-3%½] vkaèkzçns'k ¼15-3%½] egkjk"Vª  
¼15-2%½] xqtjkr ¼12-4%½ rFkk dukZVd ¼11-0%½ 
vkfn jkT;ksa us lw{e flapkbZ ç.kkyh dks cgqr çksRlkgu 
fn;kA ckxokuh Qlysa lw{e flapkbZ esa lcls vfèkd 
ykHkkfUor jghaA ç{ks= losZ{k.k vkèkkfjr vkdM+ksa ds 
fo'ys"k.k ls irk pyk gS fd jktLFkku çkUr ds 
chdkusj tuin esa QCckjk flapkbZ fofèk dks viukdj 
ykHkkFkhZ fdlkuksa us vfèkd {ks=Qy esa cqokbZ dh rFkk 
vfèkd mit çkIr dhA

—f"k ds fofHkUu ?kVdksa ds chp ewY; ,oa ek=k eas 
vlekurk ds lUnHkZ esa Qly T;kferh dks fQj ls 
fuèkkZfjr djus lacaèkh ,d vè;;u esa feyk fd —f"k 

ifjfLFkfrdh ds vuqlkj cktkj [kqfQ;k ra= dks Qly 
fu;kstu] Qly l?kurk vkSj mRiknu dkjdksa ds çcaèku 
dks è;ku esa j[kdj fn'kk fn[kkuk gksxkA bl vè;;u 
esa —f"k mRiknu dks fVdkÅ cukusa dh pqukSfr;ksa ls 
fuiVus ds fy, xzhugkml xSl ds mRltZu rFkk ikuh 
dh ?kVrh vkiwfrZ dks è;ku esa j[kus dh vko';drk 
gSA Hkys gh lHkh vkSj vU; igsfy;ksa esa le:irk vk;s] 
lekèkku ds :i esa D;k cqokbZ djuh gS\ dgk¡ cqokbZ 
djuh gS\ dc cqokbZ djuh gS\ vkSj fdrus {ks=Qy esa 
cqokbZ djuh gS\ vkfn cqfu;knh fparkvks dks è;ku esa 
j[kus dh vko';drk gSA

—f"k esa LFkkf;Ro ,oa caqnsy[k.M {ks= esa çkÑfrd 
laLkkèkuksa ds dq'ky mi;ksx ds lUnHkZ esa ,d vè;;u 
fd;k x;kA vè;;u esa feyk fd fiNys dqN o"kksZa esa 
lrgh ty dh vis{kk Hkwfexr ty ds ç;ksx esa o`f) 
gqbZ gS ftllsfd Hkwty Lrj esa fxjkoV vk;h gSA bl 
{ks= esa dqy flapkbZ ty miyCèkrk 17 fcfy;u ?ku 
ehVj gS] ftlesa lrgh ty dh fgLlsnkjh 60 çfr'kr 
vkSj Hkwfexr ty dh fgLlsnkjh 40 çfr'kr gSA bl 
{ks= esa çfr gsDVs;j 'kq) cqokbZ {ks=Qy ds fy, miyCèk 
ty dk vuqeku 0-41 gsDVs;j ehVj gSA ,d vU; 
lacafèkr vè;;u *b"Vre Qly ;kstuk ¼Optimum 
Crop Plan½ esa miyCèk laLkkèkuksa ds vkèkkj ij ,d 
cgqr vuqdwy Qly pØ dks lq>kuk gS ftllsfd 
[ksfrgj fdlkuksa dk lrr~ fodkl lqfuf'pr gks ldsA 

fcgkj çkUr esa ,d b"Vre Qly i)fr dk fo'ys"k.k 
n'kkZrk gS fd vfèkd ikuh pkgus okyh Qlyksa tSls 
pkoy] xsgw¡ vkSj twV ds {ks=Qy esa deh ykdj rFkk de 
ikuh pkgus okyh Qlyksa & eDdk] nkysa vkSj lfCt;ksa 
ds vUrxZr {ks=Qy esa c<+ksRrjh djds] oRkZeku miyCèk 
ty laLkkèkuksa ls fdlkuksa dh vk; esa 7-8 çfr'kr dh 
o`f) dh tk ldrh gS rFkk miyCèk flapkbZ ty esa 25 
çfr'kr dh o`f) djds fdlkuksa dh vkenuh dks 20-4 
çfr'kr rd c<+k;k tk ldrk gSA ,d vU; lacafèkr 
vè;;u esa rfeyukMq çkUr esa vfèkd ikuh pkgus okyh 
Qlyksa tSls dsyk vkSj gYnh ds {ks=Qy esa deh RkFkk 
vU; Qlyksa ds {ks=Qy esa c<+ksRrjh dk lq>ko fn;k 
x;k gSA uohu b"Vre Qly ;kstuk esa lfCt;ksa]  
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okf.kfT;d vkSj xUuk Qlyksa dks lekfgr djus dk Hkh 
lq>ko fn;k x;k gS ftllsfd ekStwnk Qly ;kstuk 
dh rqyuk esa dqy —f"k {ks=Qy esa 20 çfr'kr rFkk 
fdlkuksa ds vkenuh esa 27 çfr'kr dh o`f) çkIr dh 
tk ldsA bl vè;;u esa lw{e flapkbZ ç.kkyh] e`nzk 
vkSj ty laj{k.k dk;ZØeksa rFkk LFkku fo'ks"k ds fy, 
y?kq flapkbZ lajpukvksa ds LFkkiu gsrq vuqnku tSls 
lgk;d mik;ksa dks etcwr djus dh vko';drk ij 
cy fn;k x;k gSA

egkjk"Vª esa fofHkUu çlkj lsok çnkrkvksa ds lUnHkZ 
esa ,d fo'ys"k.k çlkj deZpkfj;ksa rFkk Hkwtksrksa ds 
vuqikr tkuus gsrq fd;k x;k] rFkk blesa fofHkUu 
laLFkkvksa ds chp dkQh varj feykA —f"k foKku dsUnzksa 
ds çfr deZpkjh ij 4166 fdlku vkfJr Fks] tcfd 
—f"k çkS|ksfxdh çcaèku laLFkk ds çfr deZpkjh ij de 
fdlku fuHkZj FksA vè;;u esa feyk fd tgk¡ dgha Hkh 
lacafèkr deZpkfj;ksa dh l[a;k lhfer gS] lwpuk lapkj 
rduhdksa ds ç;ksx csgrj ifj.kke fnykus esa lgk;d 
gks ldrs gSA tgk¡ dkS'ky fodkl ij tksj fn;k tkuk 
gS ogk¡ —f"k foKku dsUnz rFkk çR;{k lEidZ fofèk;k¡ 
vfèkd lgk;d gks ldrh gSA iwohZ Hkkjr esa pkoy 
Qly esa fdlkuksa dh rduhd rd igq¡p vkSj buds 
vaxhdj.k dk vè;;u n'kkZrk gS fd iq:"kksa dh igq¡p 
dk bZ,,l 22-5 çfr'kr tcfd efgykvksa ds fy, 
bldk Lrj dsoy 7-5 çfr'kr FkkA bZ,,l ds çeq[k 
óksrksa esa lkoZtfud laLFkk,a igys LFkku ij Fkha vkSj 
mlds ckn futh laLFkkvksa dh igq¡p FkhA iwohZ {ks= esa 
lwpukvksa dh igq¡p esa bysDVªkfud ekè;eksa dh igq¡p 
de FkhA vè;;u esa bZ,,l fdlku rFkk xSj bZ,,l 
fdlkuksa ds chp jklk;fud moZjdksa rFkk thoukf'k;ksa 

ds ç;ksx ds chp dkQh vUrj FkkA blds vfrfjDr 
budh ç{ks= mRikndrk ,oa foi.ku vfrjsd esa Hkh 
dkQh vlekurk FkhA 

la;kstu vkSj vU; fdz;kdyki

çfrosnu o"kZ esa Hkk—vuqi&jk"Vªh; —f"k vkfFkZdh ,oe~ 
uhfr vuqlaèkku laLFkku ¼ICAR - NIAP½ us vusd 
ljdkjh foHkkxksa ,oa fodkl laLFkkvksa ds lkFk vius 
lacaèkksa dks etcwr fd;k] buesa çeq[k :i ls —f"k ,oa 
fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky;] miHkksDrk ekeysa ea=ky;] 
ty lalkèku ea=ky;] foRr ea=ky;] jk"Vªh; —f"k 
,oa xzkeh.k fodkl cSad] uhfr vk;ksx rFkk jkT; 
ljdkjsa 'kkfey gSaA laLFkku us is'kojksa vkSj fodkl 
laLFkkvksa ds chp viuh igq¡p c<+kus ds fy, {kerk 
fuekZ.k rFkk vU; is'ksoj xfrfofèk;k¡ vk;ksftr dh 
vkSj vius çdk'kuksa dks çlkfjr fd;kA laLFkku us 
Hkkjrh; —f"k vuqlaèkku ifj"kn~ ds ofj"B vfèkdkfj;ksa 
¼f'k"Vtu½ dh xfBr leh{kk cSBdsa vk;ksftr dhA 
çfrosnu vofèk esa laLFkku us *oLrq ,oa lsok dj* 
fo"k; ij ,d dk;Z'kkyk vk;ksftr dh ftlesa ifj"kn~] 
ljdkjh foHkkxksa vkSj m|ksx txr ds dbZ ofj"B 
vfèkdkfj;ksa us Hkkx fy;kA laLFkku }kjk vk;ksftr 
xfrfofèk;ksa esa çeq[k :i ls laLFkku dk okf"kZd fnol 
¼2 ebZ½] vUrjkZ"Vªh; ;ksx fnol] LoPN Hkkjr fe'ku 
ds rgr vfuok;Z xfrfofèk;ksa dk vk;kstu] fgUnh 
i[kokM+k vkSj *esjk xkao esjk xkSjo* ds rgr fdlkuksa 
ls fu;fer okrkZyki] vkfn 'kkfey gSaA laLFkku udnh 
jfgr ysunsu vkSj ljdkj ds bZ&[kjhn iksVZy ds 
ekè;e ls oLrqvksa dh [kjhn tSls lqèkkjksa dks dk;kZfUor 
dj jgk gSA 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ICAR-National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research (NIAP) has 
been making persistent efforts to promote and 
sustain excellence in agricultural economics 
and policy research in the country. It serves as a 
think tank for ICAR through credible research 
to actively participate in decision making and 
facilitate various research and policy reforms. 
The Institute also sensitizes policy planners 
and ICAR about the emerging challenges and 
priorities for agricultural development and the 
strategy to address them. A part of the work 
is done in collaboration with ICAR institutes, 
State Agricultural Universities (SAUs) and 
other government departments. Research is 
mainly conducted under three broad themes, 
viz. Technology and Sustainable Agriculture, 
Agricultural Growth and Development and 
Markets, Trade and Institutions. Besides 
research, the Institute has undertaken capacity 
building activities and organized a number of 
workshops, brainstorming sessions, trainings 
and policy discussions. The total expenditure 
incurred, including externally funded projects 
in 2017-18 was Rs 1184.4 lakh. A brief account 
of research and other activities undertaken by 
the Institute during the year under report is 
given below.

Agricultural Growth and 
Development
The transformation of Indian agriculture 
was studied and the results showed major 
changes in the composition of output. The 
contribution of cereals has almost stagnated, 
while that of fruits, vegetables and livestock 
sector has become the major source of growth. 
More than 30 per cent of sub-marginal and 
around 20 per cent of marginal farmers derived 

their income through wage earnings, in both 
farm and non-farm occupations. Jammu & 
Kashmir, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh 
have witnessed a faster increase in the allied 
sector’s share, relative to crop sector. The pace 
of transformation was relatively slow in West 
Bengal, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 
Assam, Karnataka and Maharashtra. 

The real wages in agriculture have risen faster 
than its marginal labour productivity since 
1990s and faster than the average labour 
productivity since mid-2000s, indicating the 
possibility of rising wages in future, thus 
offering greater scope for mechanization in 
agriculture. Rural non-farm employment has 
increased by more than 100 per cent in the 
states of Punjab, Madhya Pradesh and Jammu 
and Kashmir during the period 1993 to 2015. 
However, many of the workers are doing 
casual work and most of them are landless or 
marginal farmers. The trend analysis of use 
of machine power across regions, crops and 
farm sizes shows that mechanization has been 
increasing over time. Mechanization index for 
the country as a whole increased from 21.5 per 
cent during 2004-05 to 24.4 per cent during 
2014-15. Punjab ranked high with an index of 
44.7 per cent, whereas West Bengal ranked as 
low as 9.8 per cent. 

The study on enhancing income through dairy 
sector revealed that crossbreeding of milch 
animals should be geared up, especially in the 
least performing zone (LPZ) of eastern plateau 
and semi-arid tropics, to boost farmers’ income. 
Further, efforts need to be made to link the 
production with value addition activities in 
LPZ to create synergies between production 
and non-farm business opportunities, 
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particularly small scale milk processing. 
The state governments, in conjunction with 
research institutions have to play a major 
role in ensuring that livestock development 
programmes and services enable the livestock 
keepers to take full advantage of the emerging 
opportunity in this sector.

An analysis of crop insurance schemes and 
their coverage from 2001 to 2016 indicates that 
the year 2016 witnessed the highest coverage 
in terms of area insured (28 per cent of GCA) 
after introduction of the Pradhan Mantri Fasal 
Bima Yojana (PMFBY). State-wise coverage 
under PMFBY shows that Maharashtra tops 
in terms of proportion of farmers insured 
followed by Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. 
For Rabi in 2016-17, maximum farmers 
covered were in Uttar Pradesh followed by 
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. The low claim 
to premium ratio under PMFBY signifies that 
crop insurance is economically more viable 
compared to previous schemes. Despite its 
huge potential, crop-loss estimation methods 
are inadequate. Delays in issuing notifications 
and extension of cut-off dates by the state 
governments can potentially lead to the 
adverse selection problem. 

Inter-temporal and inter-spatial changes 
in nutritional security in India pointed out 
that calorie deficiency is more prevalent 
among urban households across all income 
classes, followed by protein deficiency. There 
is a strong need to create awareness about 
adequate intakes of energy and protein, bring 
in attitudinal and lifestyle changes, and ingest 
higher energy and protein. Further, different 
measures, rather than relying on a single 
measure, should be adopted for evaluating 
the prevalence of undernourishment and 
malnourishment in India. The analysis of 
nutrition transition in India suggested that 
insight on prevalence of calorie deficiency, 
based on uniform calorie threshold norm 
alone is likely to mislead. Health, environment 
and other associated attributes such as social 

infrastructure have a significant role in 
influencing the calorie intake across the states. 
Specifically, households residing in the states 
where the prevalence of disease and infection 
is lower are likely to have better nutrient 
absorption rates in comparison to those 
residing in less healthy ones. 

The study on economics of tobacco showed 
that an integrated approach towards tobacco 
control, incorporating region-specific elements, 
seems to have better mileage in achieving the 
objective of controlling the use of tobacco. The 
supply-side measures focusing on agricultural 
diversification may be considered as long-
term measures to supplement the demand-
side measures. It should also be emphasized 
that only the demand-side measures within a 
country without global control of supply side, 
may not achieve the goal of tobacco control 
within a reasonable period of time. 

Agricultural Markets and Trade
The Network project on “Market Intelligence” 
was carried out to provide reliable and 
timely price forecasts to farmers for more 
than 40 major non-traditional agricultural 
commodities (including more of high value 
commodities covering cereals, pulses, oilseeds, 
fruits, vegetables, spices along with fibre 
crops) through a network of 14 institutions 
throughout the country. Price forecasts for 
agricultural commodities were developed 
using scientific analysis to allow producers to 
make better-informed decisions and manage 
price risk. More than 180 pre-sowing and 263 
pre-harvest price forecasts were disseminated 
through various means like personal contacts, 
SMS, television, radio, university websites, 
pamphlets and social network to the farmers 
before sowing and during harvests to facilitate 
informed and intelligent decisions by the 
farmers.

With innovations in application of statistical 
models, greater precision in price forecasts 
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was achieved overtime; however, forecasts 
of certain categories like horticulture and 
pulses remained volatile. Potato and onion are 
extremely sensitive to the impact of external 
influences on their prices. The farmers changed 
the marketing pattern, by storing commodities 
and selling them when prices were high, as 
per the price forecast information provided 
to them. The project also entailed regional 
studies which helped in understanding the 
price movements, linkages between marketing 
infrastructure and price behaviour, impact 
on farmers’ decision making, etc. Timeliness, 
adequacy and reliability of forecast will be 
more useful for farmers if these are supported 
by market infrastructure and other logistics.

Poor transport and communication networks 
restrict farmers from accessing markets, and 
thereby create opportunities for middlemen 
or informal buyers to increase their share in 
the price paid by the consumers. Even in rice 
and wheat crops, small farmers were more 
dependent on informal channels, comprising 
local traders and input dealers. In some 
cases, paddy prices realized by the marginal 
farmers from local traders and input dealers 
are 15-16 per cent lower than those realized 
by large farmers, reflecting the differences in 
their bargaining power vis-à-vis buyers. The 
study revealed that the impact of information 
is comparatively strong, indicating that 
presence of roads itself is not sufficient, but 
it is effective when combined with reduction 
in asymmetry in information. In improving 
the efficiency of agricultural markets, 
the policy should promote investment in 
transportation infrastructure that reduces 
the cost of marketing, for both farmers and 
traders. Also, improvement in markets needs 
to be accompanied by development of market 
information system to reduce asymmetry in 
information between farmers and traders. 

The project on “Promoting Value Chains of 
Agricultural Commodities”examined the value 
chains of important agricultural commodities 

with the aim to suggest financial, policy 
and institutional requirement for their 
modernization. Besides, the project would also 
include mapping of the supply chains, right 
from production to delivery to consumers. 
The special focus would be on product 
transformation for value addition and food 
safety issues. This would provide insight 
to planners and policy makers to reduce the 
weaknesses and capitalize on strengths of 
value chains of agricultural commodities. The 
buffalo meat in Uttar Pradesh, marine fisheries, 
tomato in Karnataka, organic ginger in NE 
Himalayan states, apple in J&K, are some 
of the selected value chains of agricultural 
commodities.

The analysis of recurring onion price shocks 
reveals that the main reasons for severe 
and frequent price shocks are production 
fluctuations and changes in nature of demand 
for onion. The study established a strong 
and significant association between onion 
production in any given year and the market 
arrivals in the following year. During the 
last 12 years period from 2005-06 to 2016-17, 
production of onion witnessed decrease in 
four years, followed by a decline in the market 
arrivals in the subsequent year. The study 
suggests that as onion markets are highly co-
integrated, price transmission from one market 
to the other would be quick. Hence, there 
should be continuous monitoring of prices and 
market arrivals by some agency of the Central 
Government, which should also provide 
advance information to the Government 
about implications of production fluctuation 
on prices. Also, the role of Minimum Export 
Prices (MEP) in easing the domestic price 
situation is significant.

The project “Market Integration and Price 
Transmission in Tradeable Agricultural 
Commodities: Oilseeds” was formulated with 
the objective to measure the welfare loss that is 
due to existing institutional and infrastructural 
constraints in agri-marketing system. The 
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existing institutional and infrastructural constraints 
severely dis-incentivise oilseed producing 
farmers by limiting perfect price transmission 
and market efficiency, which are necessary 
conditions for the welfare of the farmers. 

The Agricultural Outlook Model for oilseeds 
and pulses is being developed to generate 
medium and long term projections on key 
economic variables such as production, 
demand, stocks, trade, prices and policy, and 
to develop scenario analysis of policy impacts 
on those projected variables. These models also 
focus on two major staple food grains, viz. rice 
and wheat, and other state specific major crops 
to account for substitute and complementary 
relationships among them. It is an open model 
as it takes into account the trade flows of the 
commodities with respect to the rest of the 
world and endogenous prices are attached to 
the world market prices. Spatial dimensions 
have been incorporated by specifying supply 
side equations separately for different regions 
in the country. The study on market integration 
in edible oils showed that there exist 
unidirectional Granger causality at producer 
and consumer ends, and bidirectional causality 
was found between palm oil wholesale price 
and groundnut wholesale price, implying 
unequal role of market players. By using Engle 
Granger Threshold Co-Integration analysis, 
the study rejected the widely and usually 
followed assumption of symmetric price 
transmission and thereby established presence 
of imperfect competition elements in edible oil 
markets. 

Technology and Sustainable 
Development 

The study on technology foresight in 
agriculture seeks to understand the trends 
in agricultural research and innovation for 
developing technologies, institutions and 
policies that might be helpful in meeting 
upcoming challenges. The trends among plant 

varieties registered under ‘Protection of Plant 
Varieties and Farmers Right Act (PPV&FRA) 
were analyzed. Over the years, there has been 
an increase in the total number of varieties 
registered. Majority of the varieties registered 
by the farmers came from the Jeypore-
Koraput region in Odisha. Private companies 
had registered the varieties in both food (395 
varieties) and non-food crops (214 varieties). 
The varieties were mostly from rice (120 
varieties), maize (108 varieties), and tetraploid 
cotton (122 varieties). Public sector (ICAR, 
SAUs) had diverse set of crops and more 
number of varieties was registered in food 
crops (74 per cent). 

The analysis of investment intensity and impact 
of agricultural research showed that there 
is under investment in agricultural research 
and education in spite of impressive impacts. 
Taking the example of rice, the study showed 
that agricultural research has contributed 
quantitatively in terms of increase in number 
of varieties and qualitatively by developing 
fine grain aromatic and stress tolerant 
varieties. Total factor productivity growth 
of field crops was 1.76 per cent per annum 
during 1980 to 2012; and 55 per cent of this was 
attributable to technological change, 43 per 
cent to technical improvement and 3 per cent 
to scale of farming. Further, it is estimated that 
one per cent increase in agricultural research 
expenditure per hectare may lead to 0.084 
per cent increase in agricultural productivity. 
Similarly, one per cent increase in per capita 
income is likely to reduce poverty by 0.37 per 
cent. The results further suggested that returns 
to investments in extension services are quite 
attractive, and there is a scope for increasing 
outreach of information to accelerate spread of 
agricultural technology.

Impact assessment of mobile based app using 
Economic Surplus Model found that over the 
period of 2007 to 2022, this app is likely to 
produce total surplus of Rs. 9140.85 million, 
with net present value of Rs. 9111.94 million. 
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The internal rate of return was estimated to be 
316 per cent. Another study on impact of ICT in 
agricultural education indicated that ICT has 
improved academic development of students. 
Internet speed, infrastructure facilities, avail-
ability of e-resources, operational knowledge 
of ICT tools and access to ICT were found to 
be most important factors for enhancing its 
adoption among the students, while training, 
computer availability and Wi-Fi availability 
in university campus were most significant 
factors for adoption of ICT among the faculty.

Under the strategic research component of 
“National Innovations in Climate Resilient 
Agriculture” (NICRA), location specific 
adaptation strategies were prioritized. The 
study developed several indices using the 
parameters relating to infrastructure, nutrition, 
economic development, health, sanitation, 
workforce, agriculture, and environment. An 
integrated Sustainable Livelihood Security 
Index (SLSI) was developed to identify and 
understand the relevance of various indicators 
for assessing the current resiliency status and 
adaptation strategy. The study identified 163 
districts out of 637 having lower agricultural 
security, with most of the districts lying in 
the states of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 
Arunachal Pradesh and Maharashtra. The 
study further identified several adaptation 
strategies across agriculture production, 
horticulture, agro-forestry and fisheries. 

Assessment of vulnerability of wheat to heat 
stress using district-level data showed that 
heat-induced loss has increased over time. 
The harmful effects were slowed down with 
irrigation by moderating the heat stress. 
Given the tendency of a rise in heat stress in 
future, there is a possibility of accentuating its 
negative effect on crop production. A study of 
institutional innovations in irrigation water 
management observed that PRIs have played 
significant role in resolving the disputes 
related to water distribution. Another study 
on micro-irrigation showed that area coverage 

and promotion expenditure on micro irrigation 
during the period 2005-06 to 2017-18 have 
consistently increased, yet they converged 
in the recent time. Rajasthan (20.3 percent), 
Andhra Pradesh (15.3 percent), Maharashtra 
(15.2 percent), Gujarat (12.4 percent) and 
Karnataka (11.0 percent) have promoted 
micro-irrigation much effectively than the 
other states. Horticultural crops are the major 
beneficiary of micro irrigation system. The 
study further revealed that with the adoption 
of sprinkler irrigation, significant change in 
cropped area and yields of major crops are 
noticed on farmers’ fields of Bikaner district of 
Rajasthan. 

Keeping the value and volume mismatch of 
various components of agriculture, the study 
on re-designing crop geometry revealed 
that crop planning, cropping intensity, and 
input management need to be led by market 
intelligence and characteristics of agro-
ecology. Agricultural development must 
be tempered by the challenge of making 
agricultural production sustainable, while 
keeping in control greenhouse gas emissions 
and conserving dwindling water supplies. 
Regardless of how all these and other puzzle 
pieces fall into place, the solution lies in 
addressing the basic concerns of what to grow, 
where to grow, when to grow and how much 
to grow.

A study in collaborative mode was undertaken 
to address the issues of sustainability of 
agriculture and efficient use of natural 
resources in Bundelkhand region. The study 
found that over the years there has been a heavy 
shift from surface to groundwater sources 
leading to depletion of groundwater table in 
the zone. The study estimated total irrigation 
water availability of 17 billion cubic meters 
from all sources with the composition of 60 per 
cent surface and 40 per cent ground water. The 
irrigation water availability per hectare of net 
sown area (NSA) in the region was estimated 
at 0.41 ha mm. Further work on Optimum 
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Crop Plan based on resource availability aims 
to bring out best suited cropping pattern that 
will promote sustainable development of farm 
and farming community.

The optimization of cropping pattern in Bihar 
revealed an increase in area under less water 
using crops like maize, pulses and vegetables, 
while decline in area was found under paddy, 
wheat and jute with existing water use. The 
study further showed that the optimum model 
at existing use of groundwater resource can 
contribute 7.83 per cent increase in farmers’ 
revenue compared to the existing one, and 
with 25 per cent increased water, farmers’ 
revenue may increase to the extent of 20.42 
per cent. A similar study in Tamil Nadu 
suggested a decrease in area under high water 
consuming crops such as banana and turmeric, 
while higher area allocation was suggested 
under all other crops. Vegetables, commercial 
crops and sugarcane are suggested to be the 
most potential crops in the new optimum 
plan which gives rise to an increase in gross 
cropped area by 20 per cent and farmers’ 
revenue by 27 per cent, as compared to the 
existing crop plan. The study highlighted the 
need for strengthening supportive measures 
like micro irrigation system, soil and water 
conservation programmes and more location 
specific subsidy support in minor irrigation 
structures. 

Assessment of capacity of different Extension 
Advisory Service providers in terms of staff to 
agricultural land holdings ratio in Maharashtra 
indicated a wide gap among different 
organisations. It was as high as 4166 farmers/ 
staff in case of KVKs while lower in case of 
ATMA Staff. The study observed that wherever 
staff numbers are limited, ICT platforms help 
in better coverage. When emphasis is on skill 
development, then direct contact methods are 
very important and KVKs played an important 
role in such areas. Another study on intra-

household access dynamics of EAS in Eastern 
India and its effects on technology adoption, 
yield and income in rice revealed higher access 
of men to EAS (22.51 percent) than women 
(7.48 percent). Predominant source of EAS was 
private agencies followed by public agencies. 
Access to advisories through electronic media 
was very low in the eastern region. Significant 
differences in use of chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides, as well as higher yield and marketed 
surplus between the households with and 
without access to EAS were found in the study. 

Linkages and Other Activities
ICAR-NIAP also strengthened its linkages 
with various government departments and 
development agencies. Notable among these 
are Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers 
Welfare, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, 
Ministry of Water Resources, National Bank for 
Agriculture and Rural Development, Ministry 
of Finance, NITI Aayog, CG Centres and various 
state governments. The Institute also accelerated 
dissemination of publications, capacity building 
and other professional activities for larger 
participation of professionals and development 
agencies. NIAP also facilitated Peer Review of 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research and 
organised a number of interaction meetings 
of the Review Committee with different 
stakeholders. A sensitization workshop 
on Goods and Services Tax was organized 
for senior officials of ICAR, government 
departments and industry. Organization of 
NIAP Annual Day on 2nd May, participation in 
International Yoga Day, celebration of Swachh 
Bharat Mission through mandated activities, 
Hindi Pakhwara, and regular interaction with 
farmers through Mera Gaon Mera Gaurav are 
some other important activities of the Institute. 
The Institute is also implementing the reforms 
like cashless transaction and procurement of 
goods through e-procurement portals of the 
Government.
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The National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research (NIAP), 

established in 1991 by the Indian Council of 
Agricultural Research (ICAR), is committed to 
strengthen agricultural economics and policy 
research in the National Agricultural Research 
System (NARS) of the country. The Institute 
acts as a think tank of ICAR and helps the 
Council through credible research to actively 
participate in policy debates and decision 
making. It serves as the nodal agency of ICAR 
for policy research and perspective planning 
of ICAR in view of changes at farm level and 
macroeconomic environment at national and 
international levels.

Location
The Institute is located in the Pusa Campus in 
New Delhi. It has in its close vicinity several 
institutes of ICAR and CSIR, viz. Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute (IARI), Indian 
Agricultural Statistics Research Institute 
(IASRI), National Bureau of Plant Genetic 
Resources (NBPGR), National Physical 
Laboratory (NPL), National Institute of 
Science, Technology and Development Studies 
(NISTADS) and National Institute of Science, 
Communication and Information Resources 
(NISCAIR). The Institute is very close to 
the National Agricultural Science Complex 
(NASC) which houses National Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (NAAS), regional offices 
of nine Centres of the Consultative Group on 
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) 
and offices of many professional societies. 
Thus, the Institute has the locational advantage 
in terms of multidisciplinary studies, inter-
institutional interactions and research linkages, 
library facilities, etc.

I PROFILE OF ICAR-NIAP

Vision
‘Leveraging innovations for attaining efficient, 
inclusive and eco-friendly agricultural growth 
through agricultural economics and policy 
research’.

Mission 
To strengthen agricultural economics research 
for providing economically viable, socially-
acceptable and environmentally-feasible 
policy options for science-led agricultural 
growth

Mandate
• Agricultural economics and policy 

research on markets, trade and institutions

• Growth and development models for 
sustainable agriculture

• Technology policy, evaluation and impact 
assessment

Research Activities 
Research activities of NIAP are broadly 
covered under the following three major theme  
areas: (1) Technology and Sustainable 
Development; (2) Agricultural Growth and 
Development; and (3) Markets, Trade and 
Institutions.

As a part of policy advocacy, the Institute 
organizes workshops and participates actively 
in policy debates and interactions where issues 
of major policy interests are discussed by the 
policymakers, academicians and stakeholders, 
etc. The Institute also organizes events where 
distinguished scholars and policymakers 
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debate policy issues for developing a deeper 
understanding of various development issues. 
Trainings and capacity building in frontier 
areas of agricultural economics and policy 
research are accorded high priorities by the 
Institute. 

The Institute maintains close linkages 
with several national and international  
organizations involved in agricultural 
economics research and development. 
Collaborative research projects, seminars, 
workshops, publications and participation 
in policymaking bodies are the usual modes 
of policy interface which help improve the 
outreach of the Institute. The Institute regularly 
brings out publications like Policy Paper, Policy 
Brief, Conference Proceedings, and Working 
Papers, besides publication of research articles 
in journals of national and international 
repute. These serve as the main agents for 
dissemination of its research findings. The 
Institute has succeeded in integrating social 
science research into agro-biological research, 
and through its credible policy research and 
communication, has come to the expectations 
of its sponsors and stakeholders. 

Management 
The Research Advisory Committee (RAC) 
comprising eminent professionals, mostly 
from outside the ICAR system, ICAR official 
and farmers representatives, guides the 
Institute on its research activities. Prof. Abhijit 
Sen, President, Indian Society of Agricultural 
Economics (ISAE), is the Chairman of the 
present RAC. The RAC provides guidance 
to the Institute in planning research thrusts 
and strategies. Initiatives in human resource 
development, approaches towards improving 
policy dialogues and evaluation are some other 
areas in which the Institute receives guidance 
from RAC.

The functioning of the Institute is supervised by 
the Institute Management Committee (IMC). 

Besides, a number of internal committees and 
cells, including those mandated by ICAR, are 
operating for an efficient and decentralized 
management of the Institute. The Joint Staff 
Council (JSC) promotes healthy interaction and 
congenial work environment at the Institute. 
Director conducts regular meetings with staff, 
mostly every month, to discuss scientific and 
management issues to elicit suggestions for 
the cordial functioning of the Institute. The 
organogram of the Institute is illustrated in 
Figure 1. 

INFRASTRUCTURAL FACILITIES 

Agricultural Knowledge 
Management Unit
AKMU at NIAP is managing research 
information and products, and providing 
other research related information through 
electronic and web mode. The goal of AKMU is 
to strengthen information management using 
modern technologies within NARS. The unit is 
also helping in implementation of IT reforms 
and management system of ICAR. The major 
objectives are: 

1. To put information close to managers and 
scientists

2. To build capacity to organize, store, 
retrieve and use the relevant information

3. To share information about NARS using 
NIAP website, and 

4. To provide the technical assistance and 
instrumental support to the researchers 
on miniature basis

To attain these objectives, AKMU is well 
equipped with latest computers, servers, 
firewall (Fort iGATE 80c), centralised antivirus 
server and analytical software like SPSS, 
STATA, LIMDEP, GIS, GAMS, Stella, E-Views 
and SAS. For data management and in-house 
software development, SQL server and Visual 
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Figure 1 : Organogram of NIAP
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Studio facilities are also available. NKN leased 
line of 100 mbps has been functional to enhance 
quality and timeliness of network connectivity. 
All staff members of the Institute have been 
provided with latest computers and software, 
LAN, email account, internet facilities and 
other required computational facilities. ICAR 
email system is being fully used by NIAP 
scientists now and ERP and FMS are fully 
operating. AKMU has been instrumental in 
installing video conferencing facilities at the 
institute. 

MIS developed and used within ICAR like 
PERMISNET, PIMS, HYPM, MIS-FMS and 
many others as required by the Council are 
made use for various purposes. 

Implementation of MIS-FMS
A centralized ERP system solution developed 
for entire ICAR is fully functional at ICAR-
NIAP. The system includes solutions for 
Financial Management, Project Management, 
Material Management, Human Resource 
Management & Payroll. Various functionalities 
provided by these modules are as follows: 

a) Financial Management: Solutions for 
General ledger, Account Payable, Account 
Receivable, Cash Management, Fixed 
Assets Management, Budget Management 
and grants.

b) Project Management: Scope for Project 
Information, Costing, Project Documents, 
and Contract Management and 
Collaboration of Project documents. 

c) Material Management: Solutions for 
Purchase and Inventory Management.

d) Human Resource: Employee information, 
HR policies, Leave Management, 
Performance and Appraisal System.

e) Payroll System: Salary, GPF, Pension 
Payment, Retirement Benefit Calculation 
and Income Tax calculation Solutions for 
all the ICAR employees.

Library 
ICAR-NIAP library provides reading 
materials to scientists, agricultural policy 
makers, students and other stakeholders in the 
NARS. It has a specialized collection of print, 
electronic and digital resources. Presently, 
library subscribes Economic and Political 
Weekly (EPW) digital archives & database 
like EPW Research Foundation (India time 
series data base), Indiastat and Districts of 
India. Electronic databases are being made 
available through LAN to the library users. 
Library is conducting innovative information 
literacy programme of J-Gate, Consortium for 
e-Resources in Agriculture for NIAP staff. This 

Agricultural Knowledge Management Unit  
at NIAP

ISO 9001:2008 Certification 
ICAR-NIAP operates a quality management 
system which complies with the requirements 
of ISO 9001:2008. It has initiated the process 
of upgrading the ISO certification 9001: 2008 
to 9001:2015. ISO 9001:2015 and specifies 
requirements for a quality management system 
within an organization needs to: a) demonstrate 
its ability to consistently provide products and 
services that meet customer and applicable 
statutory and regulatory requirements, and 
b) enhance customer satisfaction through the 
effective application of the system, including 
processes for improvement of the system 
and the assurance of conformity to customer 
and applicable statutory and regulatory 
requirements. 
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library is housing a total of 7354 publications 
including books, journals, bulletins, CD 
ROMs, database publications, reports, SAARC 
publications and other reference materials, etc. 
The Institute’s library has subscription of 16 
international journals and 18 national journals. 
Institute library has reserved a separate section 
for books of official language (Hindi). 

institute’s libraries like IARI, IASRI. Inter 
Library Loan (ILL) facility on reciprocal basis 
from the CGIAR Centres.

Exhibition-cum-Record Room 
Exhibition cum record room is a showcase 
to display and document research and other 
accomplishments of the Institute. It displays 
all NIAP publications, annual reports, and 
publications of scientists, recognitions and 
awards received by the Institute and the 
scientists. A photo gallery displays memories 
of all important events organized by the 
Institute. 

NIAP Website 
The Institute website (http://www.ncap.res. 
in) in English and Hindi, provides a clear 
impression of the Institute with all the latest 
information and activities, particularly about 
its staff, infrastructure, research projects, 
publications, employment, tenders, RTI 
information and linkages. The Institute’s 
website is hosted by Education and Research 
Network (ERNET), New Delhi, and is updated 
on a regular basis. All the NIAP publications, 
viz. Policy Papers, Policy Briefs, Working 
Papers, PME Notes, Workshop Proceedings, 
etc. are available on the website. 

Display of new arrivals in the library

During the period under report, the library 
procured publications which includes 8 
reference books, 25 official language books, 6 
CD ROM and 15 database publications. The 
Library also acquired 116 gift publications. 
Library is playing active role in timely 
dissemination of scientific and technical 
information for research via Document 
Delivery Service (DDS), Current Awareness 
Service (CAS), Newspaper Clipping Service, 
Resource Sharing Activities in other sister 

Home page of NIAP website (www.ncap.res.in)
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budget 
The expenditure of NIAP and staff position for 
the year 2017-18 are presented in Tables 1 and 
Table 2, respectively.

Table 1: NIAP expenditure during 2017-18  
(Rs. Lakhs)

Head Grant 
Expenditure

Grants for creation of Capital Assets (CAPITAL)
Equipment 15.42
Information Technology 27.32
Library Books and Journals 13.35
Others 9.73
Total Capital expenditure 65.82
Grants in Aid-Salaries (REVENUE)
Total Establishment Expenses 495.83
Grants in Aid-General
Research and Operational Expenses 178.29
Administrative Expenses 178.01
Others 59.97
Total expenditure Grants in Aid-
General

416.27

Grand Total 977.92

Note: The expenditure on research for NEH and 
Tribal regions was part of the expenditure on research 
Programmes

Table 2: NIAP staff position during 2017-18 
(Number)

S. 
No.

Name of the Post Sanc-
tioned 

strength

 In 
position

Vacant

1. R.M.P 1 1 0

2. Principal Scientist 6 5 1

3. Sr. Scientist 6 3 3

4. Scientist 13 15 0

5. Technical Assistant 4 4 0

6. Technician 1 1 0

7. Administrative 
Officer

1 1 0

8. Assistant 
Administrative 
Officer

1 1 0

9. Assistant Finance 
& Accounts Officer

1 1 0

10. Private Secretary 1 1 0

11. Assistant 4 4 0

12. Junior 
Stenographer

1 1 0

13. Upper Division 
Clerk

1 1 0

14. Lower Division 
Clerk

2 0 2
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AGRICULTURAL GROWTH AND 
DEVELOPMENT

Structural Transformation 
and Institutional Reforms in 
Agriculture1

Suresh Pal, Balaji S. J. and Subash S. P.

Developmental process is described as a gradual 
shift of labour from low-productive to high-
productive sectors alongside corresponding 
changes in output composition. India’s history 
has been no exception either. However, the 
rate of decline in labour share of agricultural 
sector has been slower than in its output 
composition. Between 1981 and 2016, share of 
agricultural labour in total labour came down 
from 70 per cent to 42 per cent, while the share 
of agricultural output in the gross domestic 
product dropped faster from 42 per cent to 
15 per cent (Table 3). The sectoral changes in 

II SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS

output composition indicate that the decline 
in agricultural output has been accompanied 
by output generation in community, social 
and personal services during the 1980s, in 
trade, hotels and restaurants during the 1990s, 
and in financial sector after the mid-2000s. 
Interestingly, though trade and hotels have 
absorbed part of the labour, employment 
shares have not shifted towards those sectors 
where output levels have changed. Much 
of the workforce has rather shifted to the 
construction sector. Between 2005 and 2016, 
the workers’ share in construction sector 
drastically increased from 5.6 per cent to 
14.4 per cent. Barring construction and trade 
sectors, all the remaining sectors have failed 
to absorb labour, in spite of an increase in the 
output shares.

At the national level, industrialization phase 
is yet to develop fully with a rising share of 
manufacturing and service sector labour. To 

Table 3: Sectoral changes in output and employment composition in India (1981-2016)

Sector Output share (%) Employment share (%)

1981 1991 2005 2016 1981 1991 2005 2016

Agriculture 41.81 34.11 23.26 15.42 69.83 64.78 56.72 41.99

Mining and quarrying 3.48 4.70 4.14 3.10 0.52 0.71 0.58 0.52

Manufacturing 13.49 15.24 16.49 17.85 10.43 10.62 11.25 11.77

Electricity, gas & water supply 1.45 1.99 2.24 1.98 0.28 0.32 0.24 0.25

Construction 8.03 7.57 8.85 8.39 1.99 3.74 5.61 14.40

Trade, hotels, restaurants 6.94 7.43 10.29 11.97 6.60 8.27 10.79 11.93

Transport, storage, communication 3.61 3.86 5.45 6.99 2.04 2.77 4.01 4.63

Finance, insurance, real estate, business 2.00 3.24 7.19 14.56 0.49 0.81 1.56 3.29

Community, social, personal 19.20 21.88 22.08 19.76 7.81 7.99 9.23 11.24

Source: Computed using India - KLEMS database, https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/BS_PressReleaseDisplay aspx?prid= 
43504
1 Part of the work is done in collaboration with Network Project (Structural Transformation, Regional Disparity and Institutional 
Reforms in Agriculture) Partners-Jawaharlal Nehru University, Lucknow University and Madras Institute of Development Studies.
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better understand the developmental stages, 
an analysis was undertaken for the 17 major 
Indian states. Over the last six decades, the 
share of manufacturing sector output has 
been rising only for one-third of the states. 
None of the states has started to experience  
industrialization in the past 30 years. Between 
1981 and 2016, Punjab, Haryana, Kerala, 
Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh and Uttar 
Pradesh have been relatively faster in reducing 
both output and employment in agriculture. 
The states at the other extreme are West Bengal, 
Assam, Bihar, Maharashtra and Madhya 
Pradesh. To understand the employment shifts 
further, district-level estimates have been 
generated for the years 1987 and 2011-12 using 
NSS EUS data. Districts in the northern and 
eastern states have higher rates of declining 
workforce in agriculture. The southern and 
central regions are relatively slower, and the 
districts in the western region depict low levels 
of shift in agricultural workforce (Figure 2). 

Within agriculture, the ‘less farmers and more 
agricultural labour’ trend was prominent in 
the southern states, while the opposite was 
true for districts of eastern India.
To study the role of inter-sectoral-shifts in 
national growth, a decomposition analysis 
was undertaken for the period 1982-2012. An 
increase in labour productivity had been the 
major source of growth during this period. 
Employment’s contribution to growth had 
either been negative or negligible since mid-
1990s, supporting the notion of ‘jobless 
growth’. Inter-sectoral-shifts have contributed 
positively to growth, though with varying 
magnitudes. A major cause of this shift could 
be attributed to a consistent rise in the real 
wages in non-agricultural occupations. The 
non-farm sector’s real wages have grown 
at a faster rate compared to the agricultural 
sector and thus attracted labour. The real 
wages have risen faster than the marginal 
labour productivity since 1990s and faster 

Figure 2: Spatial distribution of changes in agricultural workforce (1987-2012)

Change in % of Agricultural Workforce in  
Total Workforce (1987-2012)

Change in % of Farmers in Agricultural  
Workforce (1987-2012)
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than the average labour productivity since 
mid-2000s, indicating the possibility of rising 
future wages. While the output share  dropped 
significantly in agriculture, its composition 
has undergone major changes. Contribution 
of cereals has almost stagnated, while that of 
fruits and vegetables and livestock sector has 
become the major source of growth. Having 
crop-livestock output share as the measure 
of transformation in agriculture, state of 
transformation was studied for the period 
1991-2016. Jammu & Kashmir, Tamil Nadu 
and Andhra Pradesh had been much faster 
in increase in allied sector share relative to 
the crop sector. Level of transformation was 
relatively slow in West Bengal, Himachal 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Assam, Karnataka 
and Maharashtra. Studying labour-oriented 
changes in agriculture revealed that the share 
of farmers in total agricultural workforce had 
consistently dropped down, especially since 
1980s. More than 30 per cent of sub-marginal 
and around 20 per cent of marginal farmers 
derive their income through wage earnings, in 
both farm and non-farm occupations.

Role of investment in agricultural 
growth
Investment in agriculture is a major source 
of growth as well as transformation. 
Adding investments in irrigation along with 
investments in other sub-sectors of agriculture, 
Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat, 
Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh have attracted 
a major share of public investments in absolute 
terms. Rather, investment per hectare indicates 
highest agricultural investments in Jammu & 
Kashmir (Rs. 6,198/ha), Haryana (Rs. 2,220/
ha), Tamil Nadu (Rs. 1,455/ha), Kerala (Rs. 
1,326/ha) and Himachal Pradesh (Rs. 1,131/
ha), and investments in irrigation was higher 
in Andhra Pradesh (Rs. 30,254/ha), Karnataka 
(Rs. 29,267/ha) and Maharashtra (Rs. 28,818/
ha). While the quantum of investment 
indicates preference, their efficiency in usage 

might vary across states. In order to study the 
efficiency in investments made in irrigation, 
stochastic frontier technique (using both 
time varying and non-varying approaches) 
has been employed in the study. Investment 
efficiency ranges from as high as 95 per cent 
in Uttar Pradesh to less than 10 per cent 
in Himachal Pradesh, Kerala and Assam  
(Figure 3). Further, investment efficiency has 
declined in almost all the states, indicating the 
need for interventions for its improvement.

Figure 3: Technical efficiency in public 
investment in irrigation (1981-2013)

Rural Non-Farm Sector in India
Subash S.P, Prem Chand and Balaji S.J.

The trends in rural non-farm employment at 
state-level during 1993-2015 were analysed 
using various NSSO rounds and Labour Bureau 
reports on “Employment and Unemployment 
Surveys” (EUS). States like Tripura (52.4 per 
cent), Kerala (43.6 per cent), West Bengal (36.7 
per cent) and Manipur (36.2 per cent) had high 
non-farm employment in 1993 (Figure 4.a). 
In 2011, rural non-farm employment was the 
highest in Tripura (69.2 per cent), followed 
by Kerala (68.6 per cent) and Manipur (54.5 
per cent) (Figure 4.b). During 2015, it was the 
highest in Himachal Pradesh (76.6 per cent) 
followed by Kerala (70.2 per cent), Tripura 
(68.4 per cent) and Sikkim (58.1 per cent). 
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In rural India, the movement of labour from 
farm to non-farm sector was more visible 
among individuals doing casual work, 
particularly those who were landless or had 
marginal landholdings. The movements in 
state-level monthly wages for the period from 
1998 to 2013 indicate that wage rates across 
the states for different occupations have 
increased over time with a significant shift 
after 2009. During the same period, the wage 
difference between males and females had also 
increased. The initial assessment of the trends 
and patterns of rural non-farm income and 
wages shows dynamic changes in the last two 
decades.  

Strategy for Doubling Income of 
Farmers 
Raka Saxena, Naveen P Singh, Usha Ahuja,  
Balaji S J, Ranjit K Paul, Rohit Kumar,  
Md Arshad Khan, Biswa Bhaskar Chaudhary and 
Deepika Joshi

Strategies for doubling farmers’ income 
need balance between both macro and 
meso environments. The yield gaps reflect 
loss in potential yield of the crops due to 
misallocation of resources and inadequate 
crop management. Nevertheless, bridging 
yield gaps is critical for, doubling income and 
need policy attention for the two major crops 
as these are grown by majority of the farmers 
in different parts of the country. The positive 
role of irrigation in productivity enhancement 
is unanimously accepted. Assured and timely 
irrigation not only encourages the farmers 
to take up the crops in field but also ensures 
higher production and thus income. The yield 
and income differential estimates with and 
without irrigation (Table 4) clearly signify 
that expanding irrigation coverage would be 
important for achieving the ambitious goal by 
2022-23.

Figure 4 a: Share (%) of rural non-farm 
employment across states (1993)

Figure 4 b: Share (%) of rural non-farm 
employment across states (2011)
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Table 4:  Gains from irrigation on crop yield and farmers’ income (2013-14)

Crop State Yield (quintals/ha) Income (Rs./ha)

without 
irrigation

with irrigation without 
irrigation

with irrigation

Rice West Bengal 40.18 48.11* 51091 61369*

Uttar Pradesh 35.76 40.33* 58659 59808

Punjab 48.51 58.55* 96215 95995

Odisha 28.38 52.85* 33064 63423*

Chhattisgarh 30.69 37.25* 38927 45595*

Gram Rajasthan 7.27 12.55* 20369 38853*

Maharashtra 10.47 12.88* 30075 37155*

Karnataka 9.42 10.59 28238 32250

Rapeseed & Mustard Rajasthan 13.03 15.25* 39182 46189*

Madhya Pradesh 14.66 15.43 43125 45779

Haryana 13.44 17.14* 38714 49770*

Uttar Pradesh 9.58 12.02* 28923 36948*

West Bengal 10.82 13.04* 34051 40835*

Gujarat 2.77 15.39* 8121 46045*

Cotton Gujarat 0.38 22.54* 71094 109089*

Maharashtra 17.81 20.03* 81735 91764*

Andhra Pradesh 16.91 17.42 69778 72545

Karnataka 14.78 16.63* 70639 81113

Punjab 17.20 17.40* 89168 89148

Source: Computed by authors, *: Significant at 5% level of significance.

Crop diversification is also important and this 
may include shifting orientation from cereal 
dominance to high value crops (HVC) like 
horticulture. Even, as pulses are becoming a 
high value commodity, shift in favour of pulses 
can meet the nutritional as well as income 
security. Table 5 shows ratios of the gross 
revenue from fruits and vegetables to the gross 
revenue from cereals. Jammu & Kashmir and 
Himachal Pradesh, due to their agro-ecological 
typologies, are highly suitable for cultivation of 
horticultural crops. Small farmers in Himachal 

Pradesh are able to earn 23 times returns in 
HVC as compared to cereals. Cultivation of 
vegetables is profitable (in terms of gross 
returns) for small and marginal farmers in 
majority of the states, except Haryana and 
Uttarakhand. The diversification strategy 
requires strong emphasis on regional crop 
planning and preparation of optimum crop 
plans for identification of competitive crops 
which ensure reasonable income, nutrition 
along with sustainability to particular agro-
climatic conditions. 
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Table 5: Ratio of the gross returns of high value crops to the gross returns from cereals

State Marginal farmers (< 1 ha) Small farmers (1-2 ha) All categories

Fruits Vegetables Fruits Vegetables Fruits Vegetables

Andhra Pradesh 0.8 1.0 2.2 1.7 1.7 2.4

Assam 1.7 1.7 2.5 1.1 1.9 1.5

Bihar 1.1 1.9 19.1 2.4 4.8 1.9

Chhattisgarh - 2.7 2.4 4.1 2.2 3.2

Gujarat 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.6 2.1 1.7

Haryana 0.9 2.0 - 1.0 0.7 1.6

Himachal Pradesh 22.2 3.5 23.6 4.5 22.0 3.6

Jammu & Kashmir 28.5 1.4 10.4 1.9 27.9 1.4

Jharkhand 12.0 2.9 18.4 3.1 13.1 2.9

Karnataka 2.8 6.6 3.2 3.7 3.1 4.5

Kerala 2.6 1.7 2.1 1.7 2.4 1.6

Madhya Pradesh - 2.5 - 2.5 - 2.5

Maharashtra 2.5 2.3 4.7 3.8 4.7 2.7

Odisha 9.9 2.8 2.3 2.6 9.2 3.5

Punjab - 0.6 - 2.5 1.9 1.4

Rajasthan - 1.3 - 1.0 0.4 1.5

Tamil Nadu 5.1 2.9 6.0 2.3 5.6 2.9

Telangana - 2.5 0.7 3.6 1.0 1.7

Uttar Pradesh 1.8 1.9 3.1 1.6 2.3 1.9

Uttarakhand 3.7 2.1 - 0.7 3.4 2.1

West Bengal 3.6 2.2 4.4 2.4 3.7 2.2

Rest of the states 0.9 0.5 0.9 1.3 0.9 0.6

All States 6.1 2.1 4.5 2.1 5.9 2.2

Source: Computed by authors based on unit record NSSO data (2014).

To realize the goal of doubling farmers’  
income by 2022-23, it is important that the 
sources of growth in income are identified. 
Increase in TFP would be a significant 
contributor to output growth. Most 
importantly, commodity prices are subject 
to fluctuations due to changing demand 
and supply conditions. Instability in prices 
of vegetables remains a matter of concern; 
policymakers as well as all the participants 
along the food supply chain have an interest in 

the instability in agricultural prices. Irrigation 
management can bring a substantial growth in 
output and stability of yield and prices. Micro-
irrigation can also bring substantial gains 
in productivity and resource use efficiency. 
Volatility can also be addressed through 
proper market information and intelligence 
efforts. Besides, effective post-harvest 
management and small-scale food processing 
at household-level would facilitate growth in 
farmers’ income.
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Enhancing the Livestock Incomes 
with Special Focus on Dairy Sector
Raka Saxena, Naveen P. Singh, Bishwa Bhaskar 
Choudhary, Balaji S.J., Ranjit K. Paul and Usha 
Ahuja

Livestock sector is now being considered as one 
of the promising sectors for enhancing farmers’ 
incomes. This study looks into this sector’s 
potential with special focus on dairying. The  
districts of major states were delineated into 
four broad zones based on livestock incomes 
using K-means clustering technique. These 
were named as: (i) least performing zone (LPZ), 
(ii) average performing zone (APZ), (iii) good/
moderate performing zone (GPZ), and (iv) 
well performing zone (WPZ). A wide variation 
was observed in distribution of districts into 

different zones. A large number of districts fell 
under LPZ (Figure 5) in almost all the states. 
Livestock farming appeared to be a sound 
source of income in Haryana and Gujarat as 
more than 50 per cent of geographical area 
of these states was under GPZs and WPZs, 
and area under LPZ was as low as 14 per cent 
in Haryana and 16 per cent in Gujarat. The 
entire state of Chhattisgarh and a majority 
of the districts in almost all the eastern and 
southern states were least performing in terms 
of livestock incomes. 

The drivers of livestock income were 
identified through a multiple regression 
framework. A significant buffalo to cattle ratio  
(Table 6) highlights the importance of buffalo 
in generating income. Crossbreed’s adoption 
and its milk yield contribute significantly in 

Figure 5: Distribution of districts across the livestock zones, number 
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enhancing the income. Thus, crossbreeding 
strategy should be geared up, especially in  
LPZ to boost incomes. Although indigenous 
cattle do not have any significant influence 
on  income, due attention on the productivity 
enhancement of local cows would be a win-
win strategy owing to their good adaptation 
potential to climate stresses compared to 
buffaloes and crossbreeds. In LPZs of many 
states, agricultural households rely on non-
farm income sources. Therefore, efforts 
need to be made to link value addition 
and processing activities in LPZs to create 
synergies between the producing zone and 
non-farm business opportunities in terms 
of small-scale milk processing. The state 
governments in conjunction with research 
institutions can play a major role in ensuring 
that livestock development programmes and 
services enable the livestock keepers to take 
full advantage of these opportunities. Specific 
priorities to foster investment on sustainable 
livestock development need to be listed for 
promoting livestock intensification amongst 
smallholders. 

Table 6: Determinants of livestock income: 
Double-log function

Dependent variable: Livestock Income

Variables Parameter 
estimates

Standard 
error

Intercept 14.88 0.92

Buffalo to cattle ratio 0.16* 0.03

Buffalo milk yield -0.39 0.26

Crossbred to indigenous 0.09* 0.02

Crossbred milk yield 0.42** 0.18

Indigenous cattle milk yield 0.25 0.15

Crop share -1.58* 0.15

Non-farm share -0.92* 0.1

Smallholder share -0.28 0.17

R-squared 0.35

Number of observations 335

Note: *significant at 1 per cent level,  
**significant at 5 per cent level.

Inter-temporal and Spatial Changes 
in Nutritional Security in India 
Jaya Jumrani

In this study, temporal as well as spatial changes 
in the nutritional security were evaluated 
on the basis of incidence of undernutrition 
(calorie deficiency) and malnutrition (protein 
deficiency) using household-level Consumer 
Expenditure Survey (CES) data of the National 
Sample Survey Office (NSSO) from  50th  (1993-
94) and 68th Rounds (2011-12). The study also 
analysed the scale of nutritional insecurity, 
both at the national and sub-national levels. 
The findings indicate that there has been a 
reduction in the actual calorie intakes across 
locale and expenditure classes during the 18-
year period. According to the demographically 
and activity-adjusted ICMR-NIN norms, 
almost 60 per cent of the population in rural 
areas and 54 per cent in urban areas were 
undernourished during 1993-94 (Table 7). 

Table 7: Prevalence of undernutrition and 
malnutrition across various income groups

Locale and 
Expenditure 
class

Undernourishment 
(%)

Malnourishment 
 (%)

ICMR-
NIN 
norm 

(1993-94)

ICMR-
NIN 
norm 

(2011-12)

ICMR-
NIN 
norm 

(1993-94)

ICMR-
NIN 
norm 

(2011-12)
Rural

Poor 78.65 84.67 45.97 51.44
Middle 
income

38.41 60.5 18.36 27.99

High income 16.25 34.4 8.21 12.83
All rural 60.67 65.93 33.75 33.58

Urban
Poor 77.8 82.37 57.96 61.07
Middle income 42.13 55.71 32.38 41.15
High income 14.5 28.27 12.21 21.97
All urban 53.55 55 40.46 40.83
Rural + Urban 58.97 62.97 35.36 35.55

Note: ICMR-NIN norms are adjusted for age, sex and 
activity status.
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This incidence increased by five and one 
per centage points respectively in 2011-12. 
Protein deficiency is less severe than calorie 
deficiency and is more prevalent among urban 
households across all income classes.

As expected, the prevalence of hunger declined 
with rise in income. This rate of decline was, 
however, stronger in the earlier times. Across 
all income categories, a consistent increase was 
noted in the prevalence of undernourishment 
throughout the 18-year period across rural 
and urban India. Protein deficiency is less 
severe than calorie deficiency and is more 
prevalent among urban households across all 
income classes. Almost all the southern states 
and also Gujarat, Maharashtra and Assam 
were much more calorie deprived than the 
BIMORU (Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha and 
Rajasthan) states. These findings reiterate the 
fact that calorie and income poverty are not 
moving in tandem in India. Interestingly, the 
not-so-poor southern states also had such high 
rates of protein deficiency. 

The state-specific changes in the measures 
of nutritional deficiency were estimated and 
then arranged in ascending order of their 
magnitude. These changes in the context 
of rural calorie deficiencies are depicted in 
Figure 6. Negative changes point towards 
deterioration while positive changes indicate 
improvement. Figure 6.a depicts that only 
Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, and 
Maharashtra witnessed an improvement 
in the incidence of calorie deficiency. Rural 
areas of Jammu and Kashmir show the largest 
deterioration in all the measures of caloric 
deficiency seeking special policy focus. 

Using the Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT) 
measures, three measures of nutritional 
insecurity i.e., calorie deficiency indicator 
(N0), nutritional deficiency gap index (N1) 
and squared nutritional deficiency gap 
index (N2) were computed. These measure 
the headcount ratio, depth and severity of 

Figure 6.a : Spatial changes in rural headcount 
index of caloric insecurity (N0)

Figure 6.b: Spatial changes in urban headcount 
index of caloric insecurity (N0)
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nutritional insecurity in a particular location. 
In terms of N0, rural areas of Himachal Pradesh 
experienced the biggest improvement, while 
rural Maharashtra observed the same for N1 
and N2. In terms of the scale of nutritional 
insecurity, it is observed that overtime 
middle income households have fared the 
worst followed by high income and poor 
households in terms of reduction in caloric 
deficiency according to all the measures. The 
study concludes that there is a strong need to 
create awareness about adequate intakes of 
energy and protein and bring in attitudinal 
changes and adopt lifestyle changes to ingest 
higher energy and protein. Further, different 
measures, rather than relying on a single 
measure, should be adopted for evaluating 
the prevalence of undernourishment and 
malnourishment in India. 

Looking Past the Indian Calorie 
Debate : What is happening to 
Nutrition Transition in India?
Md. Zakaria Siddiqui, Ronald Donato and Jaya Jumrani

The factors influencing calorie consumption 
were evaluated using large nationally-

representative household-level data from the 
50th, 61st and 68th CES Rounds of NSSO. The 
spatial nature of health environment and 
infrastructure, and its likely effects on caloric 
needs were also analysed. The disaggregated 
picture of calorie intake over time by 
rich and poor classes (Figure 7) revealed 
that a considerable shift was observed in 
consumption patterns away from calories 
derived from carbohydrates towards those 
derived from fat-based products, particularly 
for poor segments of the population. 

The state-level and sector-specific prevalence 
rate of disease, was computed based on the 
proportion of households within a state which 
suffered from at least one of the specified 
illnesses using the data from 69th NSSO 
Round.  The cross-sectional analysis for  
2011-12 (68th Round) revealed that in addition 
to the household-level covariates, state-level 
contextual factors such as social infrastructure 
have a significant role in influencing calorie 
intakes across states.

Specifically, households residing in states 
where the prevalence of disease and infection 
is lower and thus better nutrient absorption 

Figure 7: Changes in calorie intake and its composition (Kcal)
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rates are more likely to have lower caloric 
requirements in comparison to those residing 
in less healthy ones. 

Performance of Pradhan Mantri 
Fasal Bima Yojana 

Pavithra S., Jaya Jumrani and Arathy Ashok

Crop insurance is an important instrument for 
risk pooling among farmers. India implements 
one of the largest crop insurance programmes 
in the world, the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima 
Yojana (PMFBY) with lower premium rate and 
village or village panchayat as the insurance 
unit. Other major features of the scheme 
include localized risk coverage for hailstorms, 
landslides and inundation, prevented sowing 
and post-harvest losses under cyclonic and 
unseasonal rainfall conditions. Under this 
scheme, premium paid by the farmers ranges 
between 1.5 and 5 per cent, and premium 
subsidy is applicable for all the notified crops. 
The cumulative number of farmers covered 
under the scheme until Rabi 2016-17 is 574 
lakhs.

In 2015-16,  the program witnessed the highest 

coverage in terms of area insured (28 per cent 
of gross cropped area).  State-wise coverage 
under PMFBY shows that Maharashtra tops in 
terms of proportion of farmers insured (27.36 
per cent) followed by Rajasthan (15.26 per cent) 
and Madhya Pradesh (10.08 per cent) (Figure 
8). In Rabi 2016-17, maximum farmers covered 
were in Uttar Pradesh followed by Rajasthan 
and Madhya Pradesh (Figure 8). The low claim 
to premium ratio under PMFBY indicates that 
the crop insurance product is economically 
more viable compared to previous schemes. 
Despite its huge potential, the scheme is not 
devoid of challenges. Crop-loss estimation 
methods are still inadequate. In terms of the 
classification of loanee and non-loanee farmers, 
it has been noted that for some states such as 
Maharashtra, Jharkhand and Tamil Nadu, the 
share of non-loanee farmers was significantly 
higher than their loanee counterparts. This 
is probably due to the absence of a unified 
classification framework. Delays in issuing 
notifications and extension of cut-off dates by 
the state governments can potentially lead to the 
adverse selection problem. Proper formation 
of clusters, timely entry of information online 
and use of advanced technologies still need to 
be fine-tuned.

Figure 8: State-wise share (%) in PMFbY coverage (farmers insured)
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Patterns of Farm Mechanization in 
India
Nalini Ranjan Kumar 

Over the years, the annual sale of tractors 
and power tillers has continued to grow, and 
reached around 7 lakhs and 56,000, respectively 
during 2013-14 (Figure 9).  In terms of tractor 
intensity, Haryana with 93 tractors per 1000 
hectares (ha) tops the list while Kerala scores 
the least with 3.7 tractors and all-India average 
is 40.8 tractors in 2015-16. To better understand 
the trends in mechanization across states and 
crops, mechanization index (Im), a ratio of 
cost of machine labour to cost of total labour 
(human + animal + machine) was computed. 
West Bengal was estimated to be as low as 
9.8 per cent and Punjab was at 44.7 per cent, 
with a national average of 24.4 per cent during 
2014-15. 

There exists an increasing trend in farm 
mechanization across regions, crops and farm 

size categories over time. Mechanization index 
for the country as a whole increased from 21.5 
per cent in 2004-05 to 24.4 per cent in 2014-15. 
However, the growth in mechanization during 
the period 2004-05 to 2014-15 was very high for 
some crops like jute (563 per cent), sunflower 
(113 per cent), lentil (97.3 per cent), maize (78.6 
per cent) while for rapeseed and mustard, 
sesamum, wheat, sugarcane, and bajra, the 
mechanization index declined to 23.5 per cent, 
19 per cent, 11 per cent, 6 per cent and 5.5 per 
cent, respectively (Figure 9). This might be 
due to an increase in area under these crops 
in less mechanized states and reduction in 
area in high mechanized states, and also due 
to an increase in labour wages in comparison 
to machine labour overtime. Diversity in 
adoption of farm implements across different 
regions and farm size categories can also be 
witnessed. Adoption of farm implements 
varied from 44.26 per cent in case of tractors to 
as low as 0.08 per cent in case of self-propelled 
transplanters during 2011-12. Agricultural 

Figure 9: Changes in mechanization index of crops in 2014-15 vis-a-vis 2004-05
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tractor was the most adopted implement 
among all the farm implements across all the 
regions of India,  except North East Hill (NEH) 
region where power tillers were more popular. 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETS 
AND TRADE

Pesticide Use in Indian Agriculture: 
Market Structure and Policy Issues
Subash S.P., Prem Chand, Pavithra S., Balaji S.J. 
and Suresh Pal

The trends in production and consumption, 
market structure and policy issues of pesticides 
in India were explored. Though there is an 
increasing trend in consumption of pesticides, 
roughly 50 per cent from period 2009-10 to 
2014-15, the per hectare use of pesticide in 
India is much lower as compared to other 
countries (Figure 10). Pesticide consumption 
is the highest in Maharashtra, followed by 
Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana. Pesticide 
production in India is dominated by insecticides 
and fungicides followed by herbicides and 
rodenticides. The shares of fungicides, 
herbicides and rodenticides are growing over 
the period and replacing the insecticides share. 
Indian firms mostly import technical grades, 
or formulations which are protected through 
patents, and exports formulations. Brazil, 

USA and France are the major destinations for 
export of agro-chemicals from India (Table 8). 

The Insecticides Act (1968) and Insecticides 
Rules (1971) regulate import, registration, 
production, sale, transport, distribution and 
use of pesticides. The Central Insecticide 
Laboratory (CIL) is mandated to test the referral 
samples submitted by any officer or agency of 
the Central or State Government, while State 
Pesticide Testing Laboratories (SPTL) mainly 
test the samples taken at the manufacturing 
and point-of-sale for quality control. 

Table 8 : Major export and import destinations 
for agro-chemicals in 2016-17 (tonnes)

Country Insecticides Fungicides Herbicides

Export Brazil 9437.61 42898.27 20457.02

U S A 3275.35 8307.82 6095.06

France Nil 7954.77 Nil

Import China 11095.18 2220.28 15243.93

Germany 1065.93 1523.81 -

Japan Nil Nil 2428.02

Israel Nil Nil 4732.66

Bio-pesticides have the potential to control 
crop losses and reduce negative environmental 
externalities. The study highlights importance 
of regulations and encourage the use of 
cost-effective and environmentally safe 
pesticides, and recommends uniformity in 
testing procedures, deregistration of outdated 
hazardous pesticides, point-of-sale quality 
assurance and competition promoting policies 
in the pesticide sector. 

Farmers’ Choice of Market Channels 
and Producer Prices in India 
P. S. Birthal

Poor transport and communication restrict 
farmers from accessing remunerative markets 
and thereby create opportunities for rent 
seeking by informal buyers, i.e. local traders 
and middlemen. The informal buyers earn 

Figure 10: Trend in consumption of pesticides 
(technical grade) in India
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rent because of information asymmetry where 
traders and middlemen know about prices 
and market conditions, and farmers either do 
not know or know imperfectly. Making use of 
two data-sets, i.e. Census of India (2011) that 
contains information on village-level amenities, 
and a large-scale nationally representative 
survey of farm households conducted by 
National Sample Survey Office in 2012-13 that 
provides information on sales of farm produce, 
we identify correlates of farmers’ choice of 
market channels for paddy and wheat and 
subsequently the effect of road infrastructure 
and information on the prices received from 
different channels. From Figure 11, it is clear 
that about 80 per cent of the farmers do not 
receive government-determined minimum 
support price (MSP). This is because of the 
higher cost of transportation and information 
acquisition they, especially small farmers, 
are more dependent on informal channels, 
comprising local traders and input dealers. 
Some farmers also avail inputs and credit 
from them against their commitment of sale of 
produce as collateral. 

The prices from informal channels are 
significantly lower; 9 to 13 per cent for paddy 

and 7 to 12 per cent  for wheat (Table 9). 
Further, the price realization from other than 
government channels appear to be positively 
related to the scale of production or marketed 
surplus. Paddy prices realized by the marginal 
farmers from local traders and input dealers 
are 15-16 per cent lower than those realized by 
large farmers reflecting the differences in their 
bargaining power vis-à-vis buyers. Further, 
note that the prices from sales in the regulated 
markets are also lower than the MSP. However, 
those who sell in the regulated markets also 
receive lower prices than MSP. 

The findings clearly show a positive 
association between prices and farmers’ access 
to transportation and information (Figure 12). 
The impact of information is comparatively 
strong, indicating that presence of roads 
itself is not sufficient, but it is effective when 
combined with reduction in asymmetry in 
information. 

These findings have important implications 
for agricultural policy. The policy should 
focus on improving efficiency of agricultural 
markets and their outreach by investing in 
transportation infrastructure that reduces 

Figure 11: Cumulative distribution of producer prices
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Figure 12: Roads, communication networks and producer prices
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cost of trade for both farmers and traders. 
Improvements in markets need to be 
accompanied by development of market 
information systems to reduce asymmetry 
in information between farmers and traders. 
Finally, the financial institutions need to 
improve their outreach to smaller farmers to 
reduce their dependence for credit on local 
traders and input dealers who often tie it with 
output sale and extract rent by paying less 
than the market price.

Market Intelligence
Raka Saxena, Naveen P. Singh, Pavithra S. and 
Ranjit K. Paul

The Network project on Market Intelligence 
(2013-17) was carried out to provide reliable 
and timely price forecasts to farmers 

for more than 40 major non-traditional 
agricultural commodities through a network 
of 14 institutions throughout the country. Price 
forecasts for agricultural commodities were 
developed using scientific analysis to allow 
producers to make better-informed decisions 
and manage price risk. More than 180 pre-
sowing and 263 pre-harvest price forecast 
were disseminated through various means 
like personal contacts, SMS, television, radio, 
university websites, pamphlets, Facebook, 
WhatsApp and YouTube etc. to the farmers 
before sowing and during harvests to facilitate 
informed and intelligent decisions by the 
farmers.

To provide the reliable information to the 
farmers, it is essential that forecast prices 
turn out to be closest to the actual market 
prices. It indicates the degree of closeness 

Table 9: Prices realized by farmers from different market channels (Rupees per kg)

Farm class Local  
traders

Regulated 
markets

Input 
dealers

Government 
agencies

Processors All

Paddy

Marginal (<1 ha) 11.27 
(0.15)

12.69 
(0.36)

11.30 
(0.30)

12.73 
(0.15)

10.74 
(1.24)

11.53  
(0.17)

Small (1-2 ha) 11.48 
(0.20)

12.12 
(0.37)

11.80 
(0.29)

13.18 
(0.36)

11.85 
(0.84)

11.83 
(0.17)

Medium (2-4 ha) 12.36 
(0.28)

14.71 
(1.07)

12.52 
(0.64)

12.88 
(0.17)

13.38 
(1.39)

13.02 
(0.33)

Large (>4 ha) 13.27 
(0.59)

13.85 
(0.62)

13.49 
(0.86)

13.83 
(0.51)

14.08 
(1.07)

13.64 
(0.35)

Total 11.48 
(0.14)

12.93 
(0.32)

11.64 
(0.23)

13.03 
(0.17)

11.37 
(1.00)

11.86 
(0.14)

Wheat 

Marginal (<1 ha) 12.59 
(0.14)

13.70 
(0.15)

12.26 
(0.37)

14.34 
(0.15)

12.45 
(0.74)

12.85 
(0.12)

Small (1-2 ha) 12.86
(0.18)

13.62
(0.13)

12.63
(0.24)

14.15
(0.15)

14.24
(1.43)

13.22
(0.10)

Medium (2-4 ha) 13.48
(0.29)

13.84
(0.11)

13.00
(0.31)

14.40
(0.11)

12.88
(0.33)

13.71
(0.12)

Large (>4 ha) 13.51
(0.19)

14.11
(0.24)

14.05
(0.36)

14.10
(0.13)

15.57
(1.30)

13.99
(0.13)

Total 12.81
(0.12)

13.77
(0.08)

12.58
(0.24)

14.24
(0.09)

13.22
(0.64)

13.20
(0.09)

Figures in parentheses are standard errors clustered at village-level.
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of the forecasts to the actual market prices 
and reflects the quality of forecasts. Through 
innovations in methodological approaches 
followed, we could attain greater precision in 
forecasts overtime; however, certain categories 
like horticulture and pulses remained volatile 
(Figure 13). Potato and onion are extremely 

sensitive crops in terms of the impact of all 
external influences to the prices. The pre-
harvest forecasts, due to obvious reasons, were 
more precise than pre-sowing harvests.

The impact of price forecasts on the  
stakeholders was also examined. As 
hypothesized, the farmers changed the 
marketing pattern as per the price forecasts 
provided to them, farmers stored the 
commodities and sold when the prices were 
high as per the price forecast information. The 
details of quantity stored and price realized 
following the price advisories for selected 
commodities are given in Table 10. The prices 
for potato crop were expected to be low during 
March and high during May 2016 in Uttar 
Pradesh. This information was efficiently 
utilized by few farmers; they stored the crop 

Table 10: Quantity sold and price realized for selected agricultural commodities, 2016-17

   Crops Quantity stored (quintal) Price received (Rs./quintal)
With price 

forecast
Without price 

forecast
With  

storage
Without  
storage

Gujarat Castor 532 440 3281 3262
Cotton 1154 1157 5124 4958
Cumin 189 142 13518 13426
Groundnut 878 1463 4792 4553
Tur 390 319 8856 8852

Kerala Black pepper 4 2 675-700 500-550
Maharashtra Green gram 81 37 8250 6500

Maize 297 95 1425 1250
Onion (kharif) 10925 4225 770 650
Red gram 158 70 7750 5300
Soybean 104 50 3100 2850

Telangana Bengal gram 128 12 4900 4000
Chilli (kharif) 360 42 11000 8200
Chilli (rabi) 36 10 12500 9500
Green gram 114 26 7200 5500
Groundnut (kharif) 104 30 4900 4000
Maize (kharif) 522 145 1400 1250

Uttar Pradesh Bengal gram 15 5 5763 5083
Mustard 45 25 3760 3496
Potato 85 15 911 655

Figure 13: Price forecast accuracy for various  
crop categories (%)
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during March-April and sold it in May which 
led to realization of 30-40 per cent higher price 
by them. The average increase in revenue (per 
quintal) of farmer was estimated to be Rs. 100-
150 per quintal. Similarly in case of Gujarat, 
the cotton farmers benefitted from the price 
forecast information. The farmers followed 
the price advisory and the incremental gain 
realized per farmer was Rs. 36,000. Besides 
these, the project had also conducted studies 
which helped in understanding the price 
movements, linkages between marketing 
infrastructure and price behaviour, impact 
on farmers’ decision making etc. Market 
intelligence efforts are extremely important 
and need to be institutionalized over time. 

Demand and Supply Analysis of 
Sugarcane2

Balaji S. J.

To understand the linkages of crop sector 
with rest of the economy, sugarcane was taken 
as a case, and domestic and international 
demand and supply factors associated with 
sugarcane were studied. Farm-level factors 
that influence the adoption behaviour of 
sugarcane over other competing crops were 

first studied, and supply-enhancing factors 
were analysed later. To address the problem 
simultaneously, Heckman’s sample selection 
model was adopted using more than 35,000 
farm households’ characteristics provided 
by the NSSO’s Situation Assessment Survey 
(2012-13). The results of the study revealed 
that market price of competing crops such as 
paddy and cotton have negative relationship 
with crop selection and quantity of sugarcane 
produced. 

Minimum support price was also positively 
related to the choice and output of sugarcane. 
Also, crop diversification, farm size, family 
size, availability of credit and insurance 
has positive relationship the sugarcane 
production at the farm level. To understand 
the factor demand and output supply factors 
further, restricted Translog profit function was 
employed and elasticities of factor demand 
and output supply were computed using plot-
level cost of cultivation data. Results revealed 
that inputs compete with each other in use  
(Table 11). Higher the price of an input, lesser 
was the demand for itself and competing 
resources, shown by the negative elasticities. 
Output prices had a positive effect on input 
use. 

Table 11: Input demand and output supply elasticities for sugarcane (2011-12 to 2013-14)

Quantity Input/Output Prices of 

Output Fertilizer Labour Machine Land Capital

Fetilizer 2.460***
(0.105)

-2.004***
(0.095)

-0.344***
(0.072)

-0.112***
(0.023)

3.572***
(0.959)

-1.838***
(0.666)

Labour 2.018***
(0.061)

-0.064***
(0.013)

-1.924***
(0.051)

-0.030***
(0.011)

3.536***
(0.957)

-1.810***
(0.665)

Machine 1.821***
(0.124)

-0.175***
(0.036)

-0.248***
(0.095)

-0.344***
(0.040)

3.490***
(0.961)

-1.912***
(0.667)

Output -3.040***
(0.081)

0.576***
(0.024)

2.531***
(0.076)

0.273***
(0.019)

2.906***
(0.953)

-1.649**
(0.663)

Note:  Standard errors are in parentheses;  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05

2 This work is done in collaboration with MIDS (Chennai)
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Value Chains of Agricultural 
Commodities in India3

Shiv Kumar, Abimanyu Jhajharia and  
T. K. Immanuelraj 

In India, the existing marketing structure for 
agricultural commodities is unorganised and 
inefficient, wherein value addition is done in 
very limited scale. This is mainly due to poor 
connectivity of supply chains in agricultural 
commodities in general, perishable 
commodities in particular, as most of these 
products are sold outside primary markets, and 
their market infrastructure and information 
are inadequate.   Further, investment in food 
processing is very low, and food safety issues 
are not paid adequate attention. 

On the consumption side, structural changes 
are happening at faster rate than changes 
in production front. The consumption 
requirements are not adequately responded 
by changes in the processing, marketing and 
production systems.   The drivers of structural 
change can work well when (a) supply chains 
are compact, (b) there is adequate flow of 
information, and (c) there is capacity to 
respond to these drivers of change.  

This project intends to examine present 
status of value chains of key agricultural 
commodities with the aim to suggest financial, 
policy and institutional requirement for their 
modernization.

Besides, it would not only cover present 
marketing arrangements for select agricultural 
products but also include mapping of the 
supply chains right from production to delivery 
to consumers.  The special focus would be on 
product transformation for value addition 
and food safety issues. This would provide 
insight to planner and policy makers to reduce 
the weaknesses and capitalize on strengths 

of value chains of agricultural commodities. 
Specific value chains for selected commodities 
is given below. 

Meat

India’s meat production is around 21 per 
cent to total value of output from livestock 
sector, only next to milk group. In a span of 
11 years from 2006, its production increased 
from 2.3 million tonnes to 7.4 million tonnes 
(2016-17).  Globally,  India has emerged as a 
leader, captured around 22 per cent market 
share during 2013-14. This is mainly attributed 
to safe, quality meat production with better 
infrastructure in export oriented processing 
sector. Moreover, to regulate the flow of 
clean, safe and hygiene meat in the country, 
the various legal measures/laws were put 
in place to govern the meat industry. India’s 
food regulations were harmonized as per 
international standards to regulate their 
manufacture, storage, distribution, sale and 
import enabling unidirectional compliance by 
stakeholders involved in meat value chains.   

However, literature and past experience reveals 
that there is potential of economic losses due to 
diseases like Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD), 
Hemorrhagic Septicemia (HS), Peste des Petits 
Ruminants (PPR), Classical Swine Fever (CSF) 
and Brucellosis,  have  reportedly caused 
losses to the extent of  Rs. 14000 crores (2013), 
Rs. 5255 crores (2014), Rs. 4500 crores (2017), 
Rs. 429.91 crores (2014) and Rs. 22000 crores 
(2015), respectively. Application of value 
chain approach to manage, livestock disease 
risk and improve food safety assumes greater 
importance. 

Marine fisheries products

Marine fishery sector contributes around 
4 share in agricultural GDP.  During 2017, 
marine fishery export forms around 3 per cent 

3 This work is done in collaboration with IVRI, NDRI, IIHR, CAU, SKUAST and CMFRI.
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of total agri-product exports.  According to 
CMFRI  estimates,  private capital Investment 
was Rs. 22,662 crores in the year 2015. The 
maximum private investment channelled into 
mechanized fish catch (Rs. 20,810 crores and 
91.83),  followed by motorized boat (Rs.  1,498 
crores and 6.61) and rest in non- mechanized 
boat (Rs. 354 crores  and 1.56).  This shows the 
sector has attained substantial private capital 
augmentation for mechanization of marine 
fishery. The literature reveals marketing 
efficiency of marine fishery sector was around 
50-60 per cent across states.  

Tomato 

Karnataka is the leading tomato producer 
state in southern India. The yield of tomato is 
highest (33.94 t/ha), except Andhra Pradesh, 
as compared to the national average (24.36 t/
ha). The annual technological gain (yield) in 
tomato production has been around 2.11 per 
cent during the period TE 2003-04 to TE 2016-
17. The annual growth in fresh tomato export 
is around 50 per cent in value terms which 
shows spectacular performance. Currently, 
India is able to enhance share of export in 
production of tomato from 0.11  in TE 2003-04 
to 1.75  in TE 2016-17. 

Organic ginger

India is the largest producer of ginger  
accounting 0.65 million tonnes (30 per cent) 
out of global production of 2.15 million 
tons in 2014-15. As per FAO statistics, China 
occupied second place with about 21 per cent; 
Nepal came in third place with about 13 per 
cent share.  The  North Eastern states are the 
major supplier of ginger, accounting for about 
26.61 per cent of total area and 24.82 per cent 
of the total ginger production of the country. 
Meghalaya, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh 
are the leading states.   Ginger is grown as 
main cash crop, supporting the livelihood and 
improving the economic level of many ginger 
growers.  A large number of tribal farmers still 

practice the traditional methods of cultivation 
with the utilization of organic input, which 
are generally safe, eco-friendly, less expensive, 
and hence has huge potential under premium 
organic trade.  

Apple

Apple is one of the important temperate fruit 
crops,  accounts for 76 million tonnes in world 
production, in 2012.   China alone contributed 
almost half to the world production(49 per cent), 
followed by United States (< 5  per cent), Turkey 
(3.8  per cent), Poland (3.8 per cent), and India 
(2.9 per cent). Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Arunachal Pradesh 
are the major apple producing states of India.   
Jammu and Kashmir contributes 65-68 per 
cent of total production of India and generates 
an income of Rs. 5000 crores annually for 
the state. Nevertheless, production system 
in India is plagued with weak production 
and supply chain, poor marketing strategies, 
low transparency in the marketing system 
which have turned the terms of trade against 
producers.  Due to powerful intermediaries in 
the marketing system, present marketing has 
an inherent tendency to give more benefits to 
these intermediaries at the cost of small apple 
growers.  

Econometric Analysis of Import 
Demand of Pulses in India
Sharath S. Yeligar, Shiv Kumar, D.R. Singh and 
Parwin Arya

India’s per capita consumption of pulses has 
been declining continuously while aggregate 
demand has been simultaneously increasing 
due to demographic and socio-economic 
changes. Over the decade, pulse import 
grew by 35 per cent.   Even, during 2016, the 
government of India took an unprecedented 
step to explore the possibility of leasing land 
in African countries and Myanmar, to grow 
pulses for export back to India.  This study 
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attempts to understand the important factors 
that lie behind the increasing import demand 
using trade data from 1980-81 to 2013-14. The 
dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS) model 
was used to capture short term and long term 
import demand elasticity of major pulses. 

The result reveals that the relative price 
(domestic wholesale vs international price) 
of pulses was significant only in the short 
run, not in the long run.  This implies that 
import of pulses cannot influence in the long 
run through changes in prices or tariffs, as 
domestic prices are much higher than world 
price.  Amongst other factors, income and 
urbanization were influencing in the long run. 
With existing vibrancy of Indian economy, 
rising pace of urbanization and per capita 
income would persistently boost the import 
demand for pulses.  The study concludes 
that import demand is not likely to go down 
rather go up. Hence, to meet the increasing 
demand, Govt. can procure the pulse through 
long term formal agreements with exporting 
countries which can reduce the instability 
in pulse import to a large extent.  Operation 
of this formal trade ensures assured supply 
at predetermined prices and predetermined  
time.  Besides, this study suggests that 
imports need to operationalized quickly as per 
seasonality and harvest time of the exporting 
countries. 

Production–Trade–Price Linkages 
and Onion Price Shocks
Raka Saxena and Ramesh Chand

Onion prices in India are highly volatile. The 
price spikes are turning frequent and severe 
over time, sometimes creating a situation 
of price crisis. The main reasons for severe 
and frequent price shocks are production 
fluctuations and changes in nature of demand 
for onion. Considering this, a study was 
conducted to analyse various dimensions 
related to production, trade, consumption, 

prices and price transmission in onion with 
a view to suggest suitable policy options to 
control or mitigate the recurring onion price 
shocks.  Price transmission analysis was applied 
to analyse the linkages and transmission of 
onion prices to different domestic markets, 
export and onion Wholesale Price Index (WPI). 
The market behaviour was studied using 
data on onion arrivals and prices in Azadpur 
market in Delhi; Lasalgaon, Pune and Solapur 
markets in Maharashtra; Bengaluru and Hubli 
markets in Karnataka; and Indore market in 
Madhya Pradesh.

This becomes evident from close examination 
of the sequence of change in production, market 
arrival and prices during the crisis year and in 
the year preceding the price crisis for the state 
of Maharashtra. A very strong and significant 
association is seen between the production 
in any given year and market arrivals in the 
state in the following year. During 2005-06 
to 2016-17, production of onion witnessed 
decline in four years, followed by a decline 
in the market arrivals in the subsequent year 
in each case (Table 12). The next change was 
witnessed in domestic prices. In year 2007-08, 
the production declined by about 4 per cent 
leading to decline in arrivals in 2008-09 by 
about 9 per cent. This sequence got repeated 
in the same way in years 2009-10, 2012-13 and 
2014-15, where production decline of about 
20, 17 and 9 per cent led to 17, 16 and 12 per 
cent decline in the arrivals, respectively. The 
decreased arrivals immediately impacted the 
market prices.

As understood, the minimum export prices 
(MEP) should ease the domestic price situation 
of onion as the export policy relies heavily on 
the tool of MEP to correct the onion inflation. 
It is assumed that MEP should correct the 
onion inflation with one time lag. Figure 14 
demonstrates the changes in MEP in a month 
and changes in onion inflation (measured 
through onion WPI) during the subsequent 
month.
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The plots of both the series clearly demarcate 
that imposition of higher MEP in November 
2013, July 2014 and June 2015 was able to  
lower the onion inflation in subsequent  
months, i.e. December 2013, August 2014 and 

July 2015. However, MEP is just one factor in 
controlling the inflationary situation caused 
due to onion; it is largely governed by the 
management of domestic supply situation of 
onion.

Table 12: Trends in production, arrival and prices of onion in Maharashtra 

Year Production    
(Th tons)

Arrival  
(Th tons)

Price  
(Rs/ton)

Change in 
Production (%)

Change in 
Arrival (%)

Change in 
Price (%)

2005-06 2469 2321 396

2006-07 2812 2417 537 13.9 4.1 35.6

2007-08 2713 2985 564 -3.5 23.5 5.0

2008-09 3933 2719 734 44.9 -8.9 30.1

2009-10 3146 4113 860 -20.0 51.3 17.2

2010-11 4905 3405 1051 55.9 -17.2 22.2

2011-12 5638 3308 594 14.9 -2.8 -43.5

2012-13 4660 3702 878 -17.3 11.9 47.8

2013-14 5864 3108 1489 25.8 -16.1 69.6

2014-15 5362 3548 1333 -8.6 14.2 -10.5

2015-16 6529 3132 1382 21.8 -11.7 3.7

2016-17 - 5603 660 - 78.9 -52.2

Figure 14: Comparison of changes in minimum export prices and onion inflation
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Onion markets are highly co-integrated with 
each other and thus prices are transmitted 
from one market to the other quickly. There 
should be continuous monitoring of prices and 
market arrivals by some agency of the Central 
Government, which should also provide 
advance information to the Government about 
implications of production fluctuation on 
prices. This should be followed by appropriate 
and early action, based on market intelligence 
to regulate trade, like liberalising import, 
restriction on export and check on hoardings.

Asymmetric Price Transmission in 
Groundnut
T.K. Immanuelraj,  Shiv Kumar  and Abimanyu 
Jhajharia

Being the largest importer of edible oils, 
third largest consumer in terms of per capita 
consumption,   fourth largest oil seed producer 
in the world, India’s presence  in global edible 
oil market is very significant.  The stagnation 
in oilseeds production and increasing effective 
demand through increasing per capita income, 
and population growth, cheap edible oil in 
the international market  have widened the 
demand supply gap.  Hence, India’s import 
demand for edible oils have continued to 
increase over the years (Figure 15). Of late, 
edible oil imports is around 15 million tonnes 
in 2016-17, accounting for nearly 70 per cent of 
total consumption in the country.  The major 
components of edible oils are palm and soft 
oils.  The palm oil is the cheapest among all the 
edible oils, accounts two-thirds of total edible 
oils import, mainly sourced from Indonesia 
and Malaysia. In relation to home-grown 
edible oils, namely groundnut oil, mustard oil, 
sunflower and soya oil, the palm oil is much 
cheaper. 

The area under oilseed cultivation has 
stagnated between 26–28 million hectares over 
the last several years.  Though, breakthrough 
in oilseed productivity, and attaining self-

sufficiency in oilseeds and edible oils 
production seems to be elusive dream, there 
has been a conscious attempt in recent years to 
improve production by adjusting price parity 
of oilseeds through increase of Minimum 
Support Price (MSP), implementing schemes 
like National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil 
Palm, regulating import prices through tariff 
rate, and taking up various other measures 
related to technology, institutions and policy. 

However, the fact  of existing institutional and 
infrastructural constraints in  agri-marketing 
system in the country  that severely dis-
incentivise  oilseeds producing farmers are not 
undeniable. Because they limit perfect price 
transmission and the market efficiency which 
is necessary condition for the welfare of the 
farmer.   The nature of vertical integration and 
price transmission in the marketing chain of 
groundnut oil   was carried out using monthly 
price series secondary data from 2009 to 2017.  
The  co-integration results reveal that all the 
market price series were co- integrated.  The 
results of granger-causality test shows that 
bidirectional causality was found between 
palm oil wholesale price and groundnut 
wholesale price, implying both prices  are 
interdependent and move in tandem.  
However, at the producer and consumer end, 
uni-directional causality was found signifying 
that groundnut seed price and groundnut oil 

Figure 15:  Edible oil’s  import and consumption
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retail price were determined by groundnut oil 
wholesale price. 

The special significance of the study is 
rejecting the usually followed assumption 
of symmetric price transmission using Engle 
Granger Threshold  Co-Integration.  The 
results revealed that though there is long-
run equilibrium relationship found between 
the price series of groundnut oilseed  and 
wholesale groundnut oil, adjustment to the 
disequilibrium was not symmetric as assumed  
by usual co-integration studies. The positive 
shock coefficient was estimated to be -0.07 and 
insignificant, implying that if the groudnut 
oilseed price increase, immediately that shock 
(disequilibrium) transmitted to wholesale 
groundnut oil price, but the adjustment  or the 
rate at which the disequilibrium is eliminated 
is only seven per cent, so the wholesale price 
stays high for long time.  However, if the 
groundnut oilseed price decreases, wholesale 
oil price also decreases, but disequilibrium 
is eliminated speedily at the rate of 50 per 
cent. So, it comes back to equilibrium.  The 
conclusions emerging from the study is that 
market is not working favourably for farmers 
in case of oilseeds.  

TECHNOLOGY AND 
SUSTAINAbLE DEVELOPMENT

IPRs and Indian Seed Industry
Venkatesh P, Nithyashree ML and Suresh Pal

The composition of the applications filed by 
different institutions shows that about 32 per 
cent of the applications (8465) were filed by 
private sector and most of these were in the 
new variety (NV) category.  Concentration of 
the applications for proprietary material was 
the highest in cotton, followed by vegetables. 
This implies that applications were more for 
those crops which have commercial interests 
like cotton, and the applications of extant 

varieties (EVs) are perhaps with the intention 
of benefit sharing in case these varieties are 
used for breeding of proprietary materials. 
In case of farmers varieties (FVs), almost all 
the applications were filed for cereal crops, 
particularly rice, and very few applications 
were for pulses and oilseeds. Interestingly, 
four applications had been filed under the 
NV category by the farmers. Overall, private 
sector accounts for 32 per cent of the total 
applications, while the public sector owns 16 
per cent of the applications and the rest were 
submitted by farmers. Most of the applications 
(80 per cent) filed by the public sector were for 
EVs, mainly for cereals and pulses, and only 11 
per cent were for fibre crops. On the contrary, 
the private sector has a diversified portfolio 
with more applications for the varieties of 
fibres, cereals and vegetables. The applications 
for pulses and oilseeds were rather less. This 
implies that the private sector focused on all 
the crops with commercial seed market and 
paid comparatively less attention to the crops 
where public R&D is high and mostly OPVs 
are used by farmers. 

Although Indian PVP fee structure was the 
low in comparison to other countries, it was 
considered high by small seed companies (less 
than Rs 1000 million annual turnover) and only 
a few of their best performing varieties were 
applied for  protection. On the other hand, 
large companies (more than Rs 5000 million 
annual turnover) opined that fee was nominal. 
This is more so when protected varieties realize 
11-16 per cent premium on seed prices over the 
unprotected crops, which should be more than 
enough to recover the cost of protection and 
earn some profit. The benefits could be much 
higher for the varieties having large adoption. 
Thus, economics also favours PVP, but private 
seed companies would like to see expansion of 
the infrastructure of the Authority for timely 
testing of varieties and enforcement of the Act 
in case there are disputes. Therefore, it may 
be stated that there is demand for PVP from 
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all the sectors and the cost of establishing PVP 
is not that high. At the same time, private 
seed companies are using biological and 
legal protection for their material. The use of 
protected gene has certainly increased seed 
prices of cotton; but this has not affected its 
accessibility to large number of farmers as 
more and more companies are selling seed 
containing the gene. As of now, there appears to 
be no concentration of the protected gene based 
seeds but one can’t rule out the possibility of their 
dominance in future. Another major concern 
is access of small seed companies to protected 
genes which may be beyond their means, and 
therefore these companies are left with no other 
option but to look towards public agencies for 
access to novel genes, or work in consortium 
mode to survive in the market. Thus, IPRs 
will provide a mechanism for flow of material 
among private seed companies. Also, it should 
help foster partnership between public and 
private sectors and thereby accelerate flow of 
material to farmers. 

Protection of Plant Varieties: Status 
and Trends  
Subash, S.P., Arathy Ashok and Suresh Pal

This study seeks to understand the trends 
in agricultural research and innovation for 
developing   institutions and policies that 
might be helpful in meeting the upcoming 
challenges. The trends among plant varieties 
registered under the Protection of Plant 
Varieties and Farmers’ Right Act (PPV&FRA), 
2001 were analysed. Over the years, there 
has been an increase in the total number of 
varieties registered. Since 2013, number of 
varieties registered by farmers had increased 
sharply (Figure 16). The sudden spurt in 
the registration of farmers’ varieties can be 
attributed to the efforts undertaken by the 
PPV&FR Authority and Government of 
Odisha. Majority of the varieties registered by 
farmers came from the Jeypore-Koraput region 

in Odisha. The Department of Agriculture of 
Government of Odisha facilitated the farmers 
in this region to file their applications. The 
PPV&FR Authority also has made considerable 
efforts in organizing awareness activities in 
collaboration with ICAR, state agricultural 
universities (SAUs), non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) and other civil societies. 

In terms of  crop-wise composition of varieties 
(Figure 17), rice varieties predominated 
among farmers’ varieties (96.6 per cent). 
Private companies had registered both in 
food crops (395 varieties) and non-food crops 
(214 varieties). The varieties were mostly for 
rice (120 varieties), maize (108 varieties) and 
tetraploid cotton (122 varieties). Public sector 
(ICAR, SAUs) had diverse set of crops and 

Figure 16: Total number of varieties by  
applicant category

Figure 17: Crop and beneficiary-wise 
categorization of plant varieties registered under 

PPV&FRA
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more number of varieties were registered in 
food crops (74 per cent). The study shows that 
only public sector is focusing on the protection 
of varieties of diverse food and non-food crops. 
Private companies are limited in their coverage 
mostly to few food and non-food crops. 

Funding of Agricultural Extension
Suresh Pal

Government funding for extension during 
1960s and 1970s has been quite erratic due 
to dependence of extension on agricultural 
development projects for funding and changing 
priorities of the government. During the early 
1970s, government increased investment in 
agriculture to achieve food self-sufficiency, 
and as a result, extension funding in real terms 
(at 2011 prices) doubled during this period; 
but it registered a declining trend thereafter. 
After a marginal correction during the early 
1980s, the real funding again started rising 
since the mid-1980s—a period of expansion of 
Training &Visit system in the country. There 
was again a sharp uptrend in the real funding 
from the mid- 2000s  (Figure 18). As a result, 
the real expenditure in the triennium ending 

2013 was more than double of that during 
2001-03. This period coincided with system-
wise institutionalization of the ATMA model. 
The real funding registered more than five-
fold increase since the early 1980s and about 
eleven times increase since the early 1960s. 
Thus, the trend in public expenditure on 
extension is consistent with that observed for 
the agricultural sector and major institutional 
changes made in the extension approach. 

Intensity of the Funding: Another way to 
assess funding is to compute various intensity 
ratios such as expenditure as per centage 
of agricultural gross domestic product 
(AgGDP), expenditure per farm household 
and expenditure per hectare of agricultural 
land. As seen from Figure 18, the increase in 
the expenditure intensity was sharp in the 
second half of 1980s, which was maintained 
during the 1990s. The ratio however again rose 
sharply in the second half of the last decade, 
reaching 0.18 per cent during the triennium 
ending 2013. This is less than half of the 
research intensity (0.40 per cent) in this period. 
Other ratios of extension intensity also echo the 
same trends. Except for a marginal correction 
during the early 1980s expenditure, per farm 

Figure 18: Trends in real public expenditure (2011 prices) on agricultural extension
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household and per hectare of agricultural land 
showed a rising trend in real terms. However, 
major increase in the ratios was seen during 
the 1980s and 2000s. In TE 2013, the country 
spent  Rs 166.29 per farm household and Rs 
162.53 per ha at 2011 prices.

This ratio of extension to research intensity 
is broadly consistent with the international 
funding pattern, but certainly the extension 
intensity is low in absolute terms, given the 
size of the country and diversity of production 
environments. Taking extension intensity as 
half of that of research intensity, a norm for the 
former should be 0.22 for developing countries 
and one per cent for developed countries—a 
level already achieved in other countries in 
the mid-1980s. Thus, extension intensity is 
much lower in India, which is not surprising 
as research intensity is also low in comparison 
to the international levels. 

Performance of Extension and 
Advisory Service (EAS) Providers 
in Maharashtra 

Vinayak Nikam and Arathy Ashok

Pluralism in Extension and Advisory 
Service (EAS) provision is clearly evident in 
Maharashtra.  The major EAS providers in 
the state can be categorised as government, 
co-operative, private, non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) and farmer based 
organisations (FBOs). Government EAS 
providers include, line departments, 
Agricultural Technology Management Agency 
(ATMA), Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVKs), ICAR 
institutes and State Agricultural Universities 
(SAUs). IFFCO and KRIBHCO, major fertilizer 
cooperatives in India, are also actively 
involved in providing advisory services to 
farmers in addition to input provision. BAIF 
Development Research Foundation (NGO), 
Agrostar (Private) and number of  FBOs, viz. 
Maharashtra State Grape Growers Association 

(MRDBS), Abhinav Farmers’s Club, Sai Pravara 
Shetkari Producer Company, Sahyadri Farms 
etc. also facilitate extension and agro-advisory 
provision in the state. 

Majority of the EAS providers target all 
categories of farmers and crops except few 
FBOs which provide support to farmers who 
produce mainly fruits and vegetables. BAIF 
gives emphasis to livestock production besides 
agriculture and natural resource management 
and serve nearly to 2.5 lakhs beneficiaries 
in the state. Field visits, trainings and 
demonstrations are the predominant methods 
of EAS delivery in case of government actors 
and the Department of Agriculture provides 
ICT based advisory through M-Cropsap 
application mainly on crop pest surveillance 
and advisory provisions. Krishi Vigyan 
Kendra, Babhaleshwar operates a Community 
Radio Station for providing agriculture related 
information to farmers. MRDBS, with 30,000 
members provide regular training to Grape 
Growers in Maharashtra and provide mobile-
based advisory services. Agrostar, working 
on e-commerce platform also provides mobile 
based advisories through their app ‘Agri 
Doctor’ and call centre. Kisan Call Centres 
by Ministry of Agriculture is managed by 
IFFCO in the state. IFFCO also provides 
information related to the latest mandi 
prices, weather forecast, best practices tips 
related to agriculture, animal husbandry and 
horticulture through IFFCO Kisan application.

Assessment of capacity of different EAS 
providers in terms of staff to agricultural land 
holdings ratio indicated that in the department 
of agriculture, one agricultural assistant (also 
called village level worker) was serving 1704 
agricultural land holdings while in case of 
ATMA staff the ratio was only 1:33. Jointly the 
staff of agriculture department and  ATMA are 
serving 1068 agricultural land holdings/staff.  
When ratio analysed for KVK, Babhleshwar 
it was as much high as 4166 farmers per 
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staff worker. In case of MRDBS, BAIF and 
Agrostar, the corresponding ratios were 1230, 
454, and 4000, respectively.  It was observed 
that wherever the staff numbers are limited, 
ICT platforms helps in better coverage. When 
emphasis is on skill development, then direct 
contact methods are very important and KVKs 
played an important role in such areas. FBOs 
had huge potential for doing crop specific EAS 
interventions in the state.

Intra-household Access and Impact 
of Extension and Advisory Services 
in Eastern India

Arathy Ashok, Prakashan Chellattan Veettil and 
Vinayak Nikam 

Eastern region in India is reported to have 
poor agricultural growth, in spite of the 
endowment of natural resources. Penetration 
of the green revolution in the region was 
reported to be poor and the productivity 
differentials of crops are found to be 
high. Access to EAS helps to improve the 
decision-making ability of farmers related to 
agricultural production technologies, leading 

to better farm productivity and farmers’ well-
being.  A study was done to explore the intra-
household access dynamics of EAS in Eastern 
India and its effects on technology adoption, 
yield and income in rice. Study indicated that 
men had access to EAS in 22.51 per cent of the 
households while access of women was found 
to be very low (7.48 per cent).  Predominant 
source of EAS was private agencies followed by 
public agencies. Access to advisories through 
electronic media was very low in the eastern 
region (Figure 19). With respect to the type of 
advice received, fertilizer related information 
was predominant followed by seed and pest 
and disease management. Women’s access to 
advisories was found to have better in case 
of seeds (6.19 per cent) than other inputs  
(Figure 19).  

Preliminary analysis on the effect of EAS 
access on technology adoption and yield in 
case of rice showed that there is significant 
difference in use of chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides between the households with access 
to EAS and without access to EAS which may 
be attributed to EAS access through private 
agencies, mainly input dealers. Households 
with access to EAS were also found to have 

Figure 19: Sources and types of EAS in Eastern India
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significantly higher yield and market income 
(Table 13). However, no significant effect of 
access to EAS was found on adoption of hybrids.

Table 13: Effect of EAS access on technology 
adoption, yield and income

Variablest House-
holds 
with 

access 
to EAS 

(N=1431)

House-
holds 

without 
access 
to EAS 

(N=4252)

Difference

Adoption of 
hybrids

0.07 0.11 0.04

Chemical fertilizer 
(kg/ha)

270.79 241.81 28.98***

Cost of pesticide 
(Rs./ha)

1196 591 605***

Yield (q/ha) 32.84 25.99 6.85***

Market income  
(Rs./ha)

15372 8528 6844***

Note: *** denotes significance at 1 per cent level of 
significance.

Gender inclusiveness in access to EAS 
indicated that, out of the total households with 
access to EAS, 70 per cent had access to male 
members only, 11 per cent had access to female 
members only and 19 per cent households had 
inclusive access in terms of gender. Further, 
study on the effect of gender differential access 
to EAS showed a heterogeneous effect on 
seed rate, chemical fertilizer usage and yield 
in rice. The inclusive access households were 
found to performed better. Inclusive access 
households were found to have 236.24 kg/
ha higher yield than the men or women only 
access households. 

Intensity and Impact of Agricultural 
Research in India
Shiv Kumar, P. S. Birthal, Jaya Jumrani, R. K. Paul, 
Showkat Bhatt, Jaweriah Hazrana, Bister Joshi and 
Amit Kumar

Investment in agricultural research: 
Agricultural research in India is mainly 

public-funded activity. The governments have 
consistently provided funds for agricultural 
research. The total government expenditure 
on agricultural research and education (R&E) 
has increased from  Rs. 11.9 billion in 1975/76 
to Rs. 113.8 billion in 2014-15 (at 2011-12 
prices). Despite the fact that R&D has potential 
to offer long term solutions to the problems 
of agriculture sector, the research intensity 
measured as expenditure on research as 
proportion of agricultural GDP in the country 
remained much below (0.4 per cent) than in 
China (0.54 per cent), Brazil (1.52 per cent), 
average for developed countries (>2 per cent) 
and general recommended of 1.0 per cent for 
developing countries. Thus, there is a clear 
case of under investment in agricultural R&E 
in India. 

Contributions of agricultural research: 
Technology is capable of offering better 
durable solutions for managing the problems 
of agriculture. Hence, the role of agricultural 
research and development (R&D) is critical 
in managing problems and challenges facing 
agriculture. The contributions of agricultural 
R&D are illustrated in the case of varietal 
development in rice. During the 1970s, 127 
varieties were released, which reached to 223 
in the 1980s, to 257 in 1990s, and further rose 
to 301 during 2001-2012. Besides, rice-breeding 
programme also witnessed some qualitative 
changes over time. The share of varieties with 
fine quality (long slender) grain increased 
from 29 per cent in 1970s to 36 per cent in 
1990s, and the share has however declined to 
28 per cent during 2001-2012 but with notable 
contribution in terms of basmati varieties like 
Pusa 1121 and Pusa 1509.  There is a significant 
increase in the number of varieties developed 
for marginal production environments, as 
well as those tolerant to biotic stresses. These 
varietal developments contributed to marked 
reduction in yield variability even in rainfed 
areas of eastern India. Hybrid rice varieties 
have also been bred and have evinced yield 
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advantage of 15-20 per cent. Thus, maintaining 
high and stable yield with fine grain quality 
is a major gift of rice breeding programme. 
Owing to high rainfall variability, increased 
cost of irrigation water and awareness to take 
one more catch or cash crop to earn extra 
profit from per unit of land, the focus has also 
been on breeding short to medium duration 
varieties.  These varieties constituted about 
half of the total varieties released during 1980s 
and 1990s, have reached close to 80 per cent 
during 2001-2012.

Economic benefits: Another way to look at 
the potentiality of investment is the internal 
rate of return (IRR) which provides the idea 
of potential profitability and quick recovery of 
investment. Adoption of improved technology 
on farmers’ field leads to higher crop yield 
in turn leading to higher production. As an 
example, impact of India’s first triple disease 
resistant (TLCV, Bacterial Wilt and Early Blight) 
tomato hybrid (Arka Rakshak) developed in 
2010 has an adoption rate of about 70 per cent 
and is likely to generate economic surplus of 
Rs.16.54 crores with internal rate of return of 
91 per cent in Karnataka state alone. 

Total factor productivity of field crops: 
Growth in total factor productivity of field 
crops and its sources for the period 1980-
2012 were studied. The preliminary results 
shows that TFP growth (field crops only) 
is 1.76 per cent per annum. The growth in 
TFP is affected by technological change, 
technical improvement and scale efficiency. 
The decomposition analysis further revealed 
that 55 per cent change in TFP is attributable 
to technological change (shift from traditional 
to new technology), 43 per cent is due to 
technical improvement (improved resource 
use efficiency) and 3 per cent is due to scale of 
farming. 

Returns of spending in agricultural growth 
and poverty reduction: It was estimated 
that the returns to investment in agricultural 

research (2.47 per cent) rank next only to 
investment in private investment in irrigation . 
In low-income states, investment in agricultural 
R&D ranked number 2 next to investment in 
private irrigation. It was further found that 
Rupees one million investment on Ag R&D 
reduces poverty by 1231 of rural people, 
and private irrigation by 1286. Spending on 
R&D helps to facilitate growth and reduce 
poverty through public-private investment, 
income, productivity and other pathways. The 
research evidence has shown a rate of return of 
about 12 per cent on investment in agricultural 
R&D during 1980-2010.  One per cent increase 
in agricultural research expenditure per 
hectare may lead to a 0.08 per cent increase 
in agricultural productivity, with the implied 
absolute effects being larger. Simply a one per 
cent increase in per capita incomes reduces 
poverty by 0.37 per cent. 

Research-Extension linkages: Potential gains 
from investment in research may remain 
undermined due to lack of supporting 
infrastructure and institutions. The research 
has shown that farmers who use information 
realize 12 per cent higher returns per hectare 
than those who do not. The impact of 
information is higher in the case of diversified 
systems as compared to farms specialized 
in food grains. Further, the investment 
in public extension services has not kept 
pace with rising demand for information 
in agriculture. Investment on agricultural 
research and development has been shown 
to have considerable potential for enhancing 
farm productivity and in alleviating poverty. 
A 12 per cent higher net income per hectare for 
users translated into an additional Rs. 1,140 
per hectare of cropped area (at 2002-03 prices). 
This was much higher than the expenditure on 
public extension services (Rs.  29/ha), and also 
on the research and education (Rs.  157/ha) in 
2002-03. This implies that under-investment 
in public extension may limit realization of 
potential gains in agricultural productivity 
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from spending more on agricultural 
research. The results suggest that returns on 
investments in extension services are quite 
attractive, and certainly there is a scope for 
increasing outreach of information for spread 
of agricultural technology. 

Redesigning Crop Geometry 
to Meet Ecosystem Needs and 
Farmers’ Welfare
Ashok Dalwai, Raka Saxena, Suresh Pal,

 Pawanexh 
Kohli and Md. Arshad Khan

India produces surplus foodgrains, which 
contributes vastly to food security; however, 
grains alone cannot assure nutritional security. 
The area and value pyramid (Figure 20) shows 
that in case of field crops, 42 per cent of the 
area under major cereal crops (rice, wheat 
and maize) contributes only 20 per cent to the 
value; and in contrast horticulture with just 
7 per cent area contributes 23 per cent to the 
value created.  Accordingly, there is an evident 
need to change the cropping system to suit 
the ecology and the consumers’ preferences, 

so as to ensure that value is captured across 
all aspects of concern. In majority of states 
maximum area is occupied under foodgrains, 
followed by oilseeds, whereas area under 
remunerative crops like nutri-cereals and 
horticultural crops is quite low (Figure 21). 

India has the ability to meet the food and 
nutritional demands of its growing population 
and rising incomes. Looking at foodgrain 
production, India is self-sufficient or rather 
surplus. Thus, there is ample scope to shift 
some area under cereals to high nutrition and 
value crops. The volume of production is a 
function of large tracts of arable land and in 
general the productivity of crops in India is 
lower than those in other countries. A measure 
of the crop yield potential, attainable yield and 
the corresponding yield gap is crucial, so as 
to suggest appropriate policy measures. The 
need is to look for various physical, biological, 
socio-economic and institutional aspects 
which are responsible for these yield gaps. 

Shifting area from staple to high value crops 
in consonance with agro-climatic conditions 

Figure 20: Area and value pyramid
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and resource endowments can lead to a 
sizable increase in the returns for farmers. 
With appropriate produce and specific 
infrastructural & logistic support, a chunk of 
area can be shifted to high value commodities 
for generating higher returns to farmers. 
The change in the existing crop geometry 
will require investing in tandem to develop  
strong structural support for these highly 
perishable produce types. The land-use 
pattern varies across states and significant area 
is categorised under barren and unculturable 
land and other uncultivable land which 
comprises more than 10 per cent as a whole 
for India. This area can be judiciously brought 
under cultivation following suitable land 
management practices.

Farmers and other stakeholders in the 
agricultural value system require to adjust 

according to changing dynamics, which 
today are defined by farmers’ income and 
environmental sustainability. Crop planning, 
cropping intensity, input management need to 
be led by market intelligence and agro-ecology. 
Agriculture has got the potential to support the 
manpower currently involved in it, through 
productive and remunerative employment, 
within the framework of their prevailing assets 
and expertise. Agricultural development must 
be tempered by the challenge of making 
agricultural production sustainable, keeping 
in control greenhouse gas emissions and 
conserving dwindling water supplies, while 
meeting the target of feeding industries and 
a growing population. Regardless of how all 
these and other puzzle pieces fall into place,  
the solution lies in addressing the basic 
concerns of what to grow, where to grow, 
when to grow and how much to grow.

Figure 21:   Crop geometry of states (crop area share (%) in gross cropped area, 2014-15)
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Sources of Growth and Factors 
Affecting Pulses Production in 
India

Prem Chand, Suresh Pal and Sant Kumar

The production of pulses which was hovering 
at 10-14 million tonnes up 2009-10, increased 
to 23.13 mt during 2016-17. During the period  
2013-14 to 2016-17, an additional area of 5.38 
m ha was covered under pulses in the country 
which was mainly contributed by pigeon pea 
and black gram (1.38 m ha, each) and green 
gram (1.07 m ha). The increase in area under 
pigeonpea was in central and south-western 
states, namely Maharashtra (0.4 m ha), 
Karnataka (0.37 m ha), Madhya Pradesh (0.23 
m ha), Telangana (0.17 m ha), Gujarat (0.14 m 
ha) and Andhra Pradesh (0.12 m ha). In case of 
black gram, the additional area coverage was 
mainly in Madhya Pradesh (47.71 per cent), 
Rajasthan (18.88 per cent), Odisha (13.75 per 
cent), Maharashtra (9.74 per cent), Gujarat 
(9.17 per cent) and Uttar Pradesh (8.51 per 
cent). Rabi black gram has mainly increased 
in the state of Andhra Pradesh. An additional 
area of 1.07 m ha under green gram was shown, 
out of which more than half was in the state of 
Rajasthan (52.52 per cent). 

High prevailing market price of pulses is one 
of the important factors in bringing additional 
area under pulses in the country. An increase 
of 77 per cent point in WPI of pulses during 
2015 as compared to previous year was 
observed, whereas it was almost constant in 
case of cereals and oilseeds. The increase was 
higher in the crops that gained more additional 
area, i.e. black gram (117 per cent points) and 
pigeonpea (100 per cent points) than the other 
pulses. A significant increase in MSP and 
bonus on pulses substantially (16 to 34 per cent 
increase during 2013-14 to 2016-17) supported 
by increase in procurement of pulses may also 
have induced farmers to bring additional area 
under pulses. 

For promoting pulses in rice-fallow areas 
in eastern India, a new initiative launched 
under RKVY as a sub-scheme to bring area of 
rice fallow in Eastern India under pulses and 
oilseeds cultivation. The additional area of 
1.09 m ha under rabi pulses mentioned earlier, 
is contributed by these eastern rice fallow 
states, namely Chhattisgarh, Bihar, Jharkhand, 
Odisha and West Bengal.   Some of the other 
important strategies adopted by Government 
are extension of operational area of NFSM, 
programme on Additional Area Coverage 
of Pulses during rabi/summer and crop 
diversification programme implemented in 
the original green revolution states.  Besides, 
initiatives like distribution of seed mini-kits, 
subsidy on production of quality seed, creation 
of 150 pulse seed hubs, strengthening breeder 
seed production, strengthening/establishing 
production units of bio-fertilizers and bio-
control agents, etc., also have been taken to 
increase pulses production in the country. 

Resource Use Planning for 
Sustainable Agriculture

Prem Chand, Rajni Jain, Subhash Chand, 
Prabhat Kishore, Lungkudailiu Malangmeih and 
Sulakshana Rao

Current land use pattern in many of the states 
are not based on principle of comparative 
advantage. Cropping pattern in various regions 
are inefficient in terms of resource use and 
unsustainable from natural resource use point 
of view, resulting into serious misallocation of 
resources, efficiency loss, indiscriminate use 
of land and water resources, and adversely 
affecting long term production prospects. 
Therefore, a network project on “Resource 
Use Planning for Sustainable Agriculture” is 
being undertaken with the overall objective of 
developing optimum resource use plans under 
various resource constraints and technology/
policy interventions. So far the study on 
resource endowment, changes in land use and 
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cropping pattern, identification of issues and 
constraints, and crop suitability for one of the 
selected regions, i.e. Bundelkand have been 
conducted. 

Changes in land use and cropping pattern: 
During the period of 1970-71 to 2014-15, 
gross cropped area (GCA) has increased by 
2.19 m ha both horizontally by converting 
wastelands into cultivation (0.71 million ha) 
and vertically through multiple cropping (1.57 
m ha). The increase in double-cropped area 
is certainly helpful in increasing production 
in the region but at the same time, it has 
implication for resources, particularly water, 
as average rainfall in the region is declining 
over the years. There has been a decline in area 
under permanent fallow but current fallow 
are increasing. Declining area under pastures 
and grazing lands may affect feed and 
fodder availability as area under cultivated 
fodder is already low (1.13 per cent of GCA 
in UP Bundelkhand and 0.36 per cent in MP-
Bundelkhand) in the zone. It is observed that 
there has been a considerable shift in area from 
cereals to oilseeds and pulses. 

Shift in irrigation pattern: The area irrigated 
in the region has increased considerably from 
17.19 per cent in 1970/71 to over 63 per cent 
during 2014/15 increasing at the rate of 4 per 
cent per annum. The increase is more visible 
after 1990s because of both surface as well 
as ground water facilities created during the 
decade. Over the years, there has been a heavy 
shift from surface to groundwater sources 
leading to depletion of groundwater table 
in the zone. In 2004, only three blocks from 
the zone were under semi-critical category, 
whereas in 2013, 16 blocks have come under 
semi-critical, two under critical and three 
under overexploitation category.  

Water resources in bundelkhand: Total 
irrigation water availability of 17 Billion Cubic 
Meters is estimated in the zone from all sources 
with the composition of 60 per cent surface and 

40 per cent ground water.  The area irrigated in 
the region is more from ground water sources 
(57.53 per cent) than the surface water. The 
irrigation water availability per hectare of net 
sown area (NSA) in the region was estimated 
0.41 ha mm. However, with adoption of high 
water demanding crops (rice and wheat 
occupying >40 per cent of NSA) used irrigation 
is more than 60 per cent of available water.  
This explains how the agriculture leads to over 
exploitation of irrigation water.    Therefore, 
further study on Optimum Crop Plan based 
on resource availability at agro-climatic 
zone level and its replication in other agro-
ecologies is in progress to bring out best-suited 
cropping pattern that will promote sustainable 
development of farm and farming community.

Suitability of paddy in bundelkhand region: 
Though agro-climatic diversity of country can 
support cultivation of wide varieties of crops, 
but every crop may not be sustainable in each 
region either economically or ecologically 
due to unsustainability of natural resources 
in longer run. Therefore, being high water 
requiring crop, suitability of paddy in 
Bundelkhand region of Madhya Pradesh 
based on various biophysical parameters, viz. 
temperature (oC), rainfall (mm), pH, texture, 
electrical conductivity (EC dS/m), organic 
carbon (OC %), and slope (%), depth (cm) 
was carried out. The data were collected from 
various sources such as IMD, IWP MET data, 
ICAR-geo portal, soil health card scheme, etc. 
The suitability manual developed by NBSS-
LUP (2006) was used as suitability criteria 
and FAO, 1976 suitability classification was 
adopted in the present study. 

Suitability maps for paddy for all eight 
biophysical parameters in all the six districts 
of Bundelkhand region of Madhya Pradesh 
were prepared and we found that all the 
districts were under highly suitable category 
as there was no much variability in soil depth, 
EC and temperature across the districts. The 
individual suitability maps were overlaid and 
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an overall suitability map were obtained by 
applying the worst-criteria principle (Figure 
22). The Study found that cultivation of paddy 
is not suitable in Datia and Chattarpur districts 
while it is marginally suitable for Tikamgarh, 
Sagar, Damoh and Panna districts.  

for the block year 2008-11 were used to estimate 
the net returns for obtaining an optimum crop 
plan for maximising farmers’ profit. Diverse 
crops such as paddy, wheat, maize, lentil, 
moong, sugarcane, potato, jute, rapeseed & 
mustard, khesari, cauliflower, gram, okra, brinjal, 
onion, tomato, cabbage, arhar and other minor 
crops have been considered in the model. 

Table 14 gives  the existing and optimum 
cropping patterns under two scenarios, viz. 
existing ground water use (scenario-I) and 
25 per cent increase in ground water use 
(scenario-II).  It can be observed that area 
under kharif maize, rabi maize, arhar, kulthi, 
gram, lentil, khesari, moong, urad, pea, 
rapeseed & mustard, linseed, potato, cabbage, 
brinjal, cauliflower, okra, tomato, onion, 
sugarcane and chilli and other minor crops 
have increased in both the scenarios while 
area under paddy, wheat and jute have shown 
decline in scenario-I. This allocation has led 
to about 1.41 per cent decrease in GCA at 
existing water use while about 16 per cent rise 
in scenario-2. 

The new optimum model at existing use of 
ground water resource can contribute 7.83 per 
cent increase in farmers’ revenue compared 
to the existing one. Under the scenario-II, the 
model led to increase in farmers’ revenue to 
the extent of 20.42 per cent. Thus, it may be 
inferred that if the water development is raised 
to 55 per cent from the existing level of only 44 
per cent, the adoption of optimum crop plan 
would certainly raise the income of farming 
community of the state. The adoption of model 
may further be accelerated, if the cheap source 
of irrigation devices such as subsidized electric 
operated pumping sets and solar operated 
irrigation devices are made available to the 
farmers. Adoption of the recommendation 
would obviously raise the income of the 
cultivators on the one hand and augment the 
national exchequer on the other.

Figure 22: Overall suitability map for paddy in 
MP bundelkhand

Increasing Farm Income by 
Optimizing Cropping Pattern for 
the State of bihar4

Rajni Jain, T K Immanuelraj, S K Srivastava and 
Raju S S

Bihar agriculture exhibits challenges  such 
as shrinking net sown area, non-availability 
of quality seeds, major irrigation through 
diesel pump sets (more costly), inadequate 
storage facilities, inadequate processing 
industries for agricultural producers, and 
stagnant production of crops. Out of total 
available ground water of 26.27 BCM, state has 
utilized only about 40 per cent for irrigation 
purpose. In this study, an attempt has been 
made to revise the existing cropping pattern 
using linear programming considering land 
and groundwater as constraints. Data of 
Comprehensive Cost of Cultivation Scheme, 
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, 

4 This work is done in collaboration with RAU(S).
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 Table 14: Existing and optimal crop plan for bihar

(‘000 ha)

Crop Existing 
plan 

Optimal plan

Scenario-I  Scenario-II
Paddy 3156 2900 3500
Wheat 2106 2000 2600
Maize_rabi 350 368 400
Maize_kharif 233 250 250
Lentil 173 200 200
Moong 161 200 200
Sugarcane 159 250 250
Potato 151 200 200
Jute 124 120 150
Rapeseed & 
mustard

87 110 110

Khesari 84 85 85
Cauliflower 62 70 70
Gram 59 70 70
Okra 58 70 70
Brinjal 55 60 60
Onion 53 56 56
Tomato 47 70 60
Cabbage 39 40 40
Arhar 27 40 40
Others* 118.51 124.5 139.5
GCA 7388 7283.48 8550.5
Change in GCA 
(%)

NA -1.41 15.73

Change in farm 
revenue w.r.t. 
TE 2010-11 (%)

NA 7.83 20.42

Note: ‘*’ includes linseed, pea, sunflower, urad, barley, 
kulthi, ragi & chilli; NA-not applicable,

Linear Programming based 
Optimum Crop Model for Assam5

Rajni Jain, Kingsly Immanuelraj, S K Srivastava, 
Raju S S and Lungkudailiu Malangmeih

Assam, the gateway to the northeast is an 
agrarian state with rice as the staple crop. 

The productivity of the major crops like rice, 
pulses and oilseeds is yet to reach acceptable 
level despite various efforts in the past. This 
study was an exploration to develop an 
optimum crop mix for Assam to maximize the 
net returns ensuring the best use of land and 
other natural resources for the state. Attempts 
have been made to obtain crop combination 
under rainfed and irrigated area separately 
in both kharif and rabi season as there was a 
difference in the returns in each scenario. The 
model was developed using plot level data 
collected under “Comprehensive Scheme 
for Cost of Cultivation of Principal Crops 
of Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 
Ministry of Agriculture for the year ending 
2010-11 and based on primary survey of  
some crops. Due to limitation of coefficients  
for some minor crops, only 21 crops were 
selected for obtaining optimum crop mix for 
the state. 

It was observed that above 70 per cent of the 
cropped area is occupied in kharif season and 
most of the cultivable land is left fallow in 
rabi season. Considering the vast untapped 
water resource in the state and its potential to 
increase farm income by increasing assured 
irrigation, sensitivity analysis was carried out 
by gradually increasing the net irrigated area 
by one per cent in each subsequent iteration. 
At existing level of resources, the result from 
the Linear Programming model for optimum 
crop planning indicates higher returns than 
the existing plan (Rs. 39.30 hundred crore 
in optimum plan over 34.16 hundred crore 
in existing plan at market price) (Table 15). 
Sensitivity analysis also indicates that the profit 
could be increased substantially by bringing 
rabi fallow land under irrigation (Figure 23). 
This implies bringing more land under double 
or triple cropping considering the untapped 
available water in the state. Assam is faced 
with errant floods during rainy season and 

5 This work is done in collaboration with AAU.
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droughts on the other hand especially in 
hilly zone. The flood water can be diverted 
into use by creating storage structures which 
can prevent the crop damage due to flood on 

one hand and make the water available for 
agriculture on the other. This can be achieved 
by proper investment and implementation 
from various departments.

6 This work is done in collaboration with TNAU.

Table 15: Gains due to optimum crop model over existing scenario 

Parameters Rainfed Irrigated Pooled

Net Cropped area in optimum model (000 ha) 3441.09 175.59 3616.68

Change in GCA (per cent) 9.87 0.49 9.38

Existing Revenue (Rs.  crores) 3153.95 261.72 3415.67

Optimum Net Returns (Rs. crores) 3661.00 268.82 3929.82

Change in Farmers’ Revenue (Rs.  crores) 507.05 7.10 514.15

Change in revenue in optimal plan (per cent) 16 3 15

Optimal Crop Allocation for 
Sustainable Resource Use in Tamil 
Nadu6

Rajni Jain, Immanuelraj T K, S K Srivastava and 
S S Raju 

Optimal crop plan for Tamil Nadu was 
developed with the objective of maximising 

Figure 23: Increase in objective function with increase in irrigated area

farmers’ profit subject to land and water 
constraints. The plan suggests a decrease in 
area of minor cereals and other high water 
consuming crops such as banana and turmeric 
while increase in area under all other crops. 
Vegetables, commercial crops and sugarcane 
found to be the potential crops in the optimum 
plan resulting in increase of gross cropped 
area by 20 per cent and farmers’ revenue by 27 
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per cent as compared to the existing crop plan 
(Table 16). The increase in area under paddy, 
maize, bajra, blackgram and greengram in the 
optimal plan could be encouraged to achieve 
the goal of doubling farmers’ income in the 
near future as well as achieve nutritional 
security of the state.  Hence, the ongoing 
development programmes like ICDP, NFSM, 
ATMA, RKVY need to be further intensified 
by identifying zone-wise suitability of crops. 
Moreover, necessary supportive measures 
like micro-irrigation system, soil and water 
conservation programmes and more location 
specific subsidy support in minor irrigation 
should be given to water sensitive zones.

Table 16: Optimum crop plans for Tamil Nadu

Crops Current 
Plan (Area 
in 000 ha)

% increase/decrease 
in area under optimal 

plans

Plan-I:  
At 

existing 
water use

Plan-II:  
10% 

reduction 
in water use 

Paddy 1876 13.65 4.21

Other cereals 638 -7.84 -5.64

Pulses 535 8.13 12.71

Oilseeds 503 27.44 29.42

Sugarcane 306 52.29 57.84

Other HWC 
(Banana & 
Turmeric)

143 -23.08 -22.38

Commercial 
crops

307 87.30 87.30

Vegetables 66 110.61 110.61

GCA (000 ha) 4374 19.56 17.03

Water used in 
BCM

27.24 - 22.45

Farmers revenue 
(Rs ‘00 Crores)

116.23 27.44 26.47

Note:  HWC-High water consuming crops.

Impact Assessment of Mobile App 
Using Economic Surplus Model
Vinayak Nikam, Shiv Kumar and Immanuelraj T. K.

The mobile app Abinitio developed by ICAR-
National Research Station for Grapes, Pune, 
was first commercialized by Express Weather 
Pvt. Ltd. Currently, it is being developed 
and maintained by S K Crop Tech Company. 
The App provides complete information and 
decision support system to farmers to take 
appropriate decisions on crop diseases, pest, 
irrigation, soil and fertiliser management 
through in depth insight. Besides this, 
information and forecasting about weather is 
also given to the farmers. The company has 
established 110 Automatic Weather Stations 
(AWS) in Nashik, Sangli, Pune and Solapur 
districts of Maharashtra with the help of state 
government and farmers.  Each AWS covers 
area of 50 km2 and gives real time information 
about the weather parameters to the farmers. 
Cost of the app for farmers has increased from 
Rs. 800/year in 2012 to Rs. 1200/year in 2017. 
The adoption of app has increased more than 
six times (from 800 to 5000) during last five 
years. Information is available in Marathi and 
English language.

The results of economic surplus method 
show that (Table 17) over the period of 2007 
to 2022, this app would produce total surplus 
of  Rs.  9140.85 million, net present value of  
Rs. 9111.94 million with net benefits of  Rs.  4822.98 
million. The Internal Rate of Return of 316 per 
cent generated so far is much higher than IRR 
of agricultural research and development (30 
per cent) in National Agricultural Research 
System. This discerns not only economic 
power of mobile app technology in agriculture, 
but also helps in realizing the potential of 
agricultural technologies developed by NARS 
at farmers’ field level. The results indicate the 
use of mobile app as an economically viable 
and feasible option to farmers to increase their 
income. 
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Table 17: Net present value, internal rate of return and benefit-cost ratio of Mobile app

Year Adoption rate  
(%)

Change in total 
surplus  

(Rs. Million)

Research and 
development  cost 

(Rs. Million)

Net benefit  
(Rs. Million)

2007 0.00 0.00 0.32 -0.32

2008 0.00 0.00 0.37 -0.37

2009 0.00 0.00 0.37 -0.37

2010 0.00 0.00 0.38 -0.38

2011 0.00 0.00 0.38 -0.38

2012 0.03 308.62 7.24 301.38

2013 0.03 443.53 5.74 437.79

2014 0.07 1882.96 7.14 1875.82

2015 0.10 1179.06 6.56 1172.50

2016 0.16 2799.74 6.66 2793.07

2017 0.16 2864.27 7.06 2857.20

2018 0.17 3255.76 6.86 3248.90

2019 0.18 3672.36 6.96 3665.39

2020 0.19 4114.07 7.06 4107.00

2021 0.19 4350.87 7.16 4343.71

2022 0.20 4830.24 7.26 4822.98

Net present value (NPV) (Rs. Million) 9111.94

Internal rate of return (IRR) (%) 316

Producer surplus (Rs. Million) 5466.13

Consumer surplus (Rs. Million) 3674.71

Total surplus (Rs. Million) 9140.85

Past values adjusted through WPI index, (2005); Discount rate of 10%.

ICT in Agricultural Education: 
Status and Impact

Rajni Jain, Pavithra S., Anshu Bharadwaj and 
Ranjit Paul

Infrastructural status of  ICT: The Deans and 
Directors of the colleges of selected twelve 
State Agricultural Universities were surveyed 
to quantify the infrastructural status that is 
required for usage and availability of ICT in 
agricultural education.  The indicators were 
computed and categorized into three groups, 
namely common, faculty and students. 
The ratio of total number of computers to 
students ranged from 0.05 in NDAUT to 
0.48 in the LUVAS. Across the SAUs the 

computer-faculty ratio was more than one, 
except in case of GADVASU where it was 0.35. 
Except NDUAT and PAU, all the other SAUs 
reported 100 per cent of access to internet by 
the students. The proportion of students with 
access to internet was 50 per cent in PAU and 
only 1.67 per cent in the NDUAT. CSKHPKV 
offered 8 e-courses for the students and across 
all these universities all the courses offered by 
the respective universities were used by the 
students.  There was no facility of e-course in 
the GBPUAT and NDUAT universities. Video-
conferencing was not available in 25 per cent 
of selected universities (Table 18). Thus, there 
is tremendous potential in improving ICT 
infrastructure for agricultural education in 
selected state agricultural universities.
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Table 18: Infrastructural status in state agricultural universities

Category Indicators %

Common Range of number of E-courses available (number) 0-29

SAUs with smart seminar halls 100

SAUs with regular website updation 67

SAUs with own domain email system 67

SAUs with digital student report card system 22

Faculty Computer availability 35-100

Internet availability 100

SAUs with video-conferencing availability 75

SAU using biometric for staff 22

Student Computer availability 5-50

Internet availability 2-100

SAU with students information system 56

SAU with online admission 44

SAU with online payment of fees in SAUs 22

SAU with biometric for students  in SAUs 22

Use of ICT initiatives and corresponding 
status: Recognizing the potential of ICT as a 
catalyst for improving the growth of higher 
education in agriculture and overcoming the 
challenges in higher education to some extent, 
many initiatives have been taken in agriculture 

education. The study found that nearly 50 per 
cent faculties have been using CERA and other 
online journals mainly for their research work 
(Figure 24). Other ICT initiatives of ICAR, 
though important for agricultural education, 
are being used by 12-25 per cent of faculty 

Figure 24 : Status of availability and use of ICT initiatives by the faculty in ICAR and SAUs

ICAR SAUs
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only. Availability and use of ICT applications 
vary from university to university. Use of ICT 
initiatives vary from 12-32 per cent in State 
Agricultural Universities. It was highest in 
HPKV (32 per cent) followed by HAU and 
YSPUHF. Except few, all the universities 
used the initiatives less than the capacity. 
Interestingly Banda Agricultural University 
(BAU) has use 4 times the availability of 
initiatives.  Based on inputs from faculty, there 
are mainly two reasons for low usage namely 
(i) lack of training, and (ii) lack of time for self-
exploration and learning.

Impact of ICT in agricultural education: 
It was observed that majority of the 
respondents (70-90%) agree to improvement 
in their academic development using ICT 
(Figure  25). To understand various factors, 
students from all 12 universities were 
surveyed regarding how adoption of ICT 
can be improved in agricultural education. 
The analysis showed that good internet 
speed, infrastructure facilities, availability of 
e-resources, operational knowledge of ICT 
tools and access to ICT are most important 
factors for enhancing its adoption. Statistical 
analysis is also done separately for students 
and faculty based on each university and 
also combining all the universities together. 
It is found that fellowship and course under 
study as important factors for adoption of 
ICT among students due to the reason that 
fellowship assists them in financing computer 
and internet facilities even if the access to 
university resources is not available. Training, 
computer availability and WIFI availability in 
university campus are most significant factors 
for adoption of ICT among faculty.

The results showed that students and faculty 
need to be exposed to various tools of ICT 
and also various online application software. 
Study observed many bottlenecks such as 
access to ICT resources, lack of training and 
skills, poor infrastructure, lack of qualified 
faculty, poor or inadequate availability of 

interactive multimedia, online class courses 
in agricultural domain, self-learning modules 
and poor signal strength of WIFI. To improve 
the use of ICT in agriculture education, there 
should be regular awareness programmes for 
students, teachers and administration. Also, 
course curriculum should include IT courses, 
qualified faculty vacancies should be created. 
Innovative methods should be developed 
to increase competency in ICT. Thus multi-
pronged approach can help in achieving 
information literacy in agriculture.

Institutional Innovations in 
Irrigation Water Management 
Subhash Chand, Shiv Kumar, N. Ravisankar and 
R.C. Srivastava

PRI and Warabandi system in managing canal 
water: A study on Institutional innovations 
in irrigation water management systems was 
carried out in Saharanpur district of Uttar 
Pradesh and Rohtak district of Haryana on the 
basis of declining canal command areas using 

Figure 25: Impact of ICT in agricultural 
education   
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primary data of 2015-16. The study explored 
the role of Panchayat Raj Institution (PRIs) 
in managing common resources (commons), 
including conflict resolving under warabandi. 
The study observed that as compared to 
UP, PRIs were more active and  effective 
in Haryana in avoiding encroachment and 
equitable distribution of water and conflict 
resolving (Table 19).

Table 19: Role of Panchayat Raj Institutions in 
canal water management 

Type of activities Saharanpur 
(UP) 

N=301

Rohtak 
(Haryana) 

N=302

Total (%)

Channel 
maintenance

278  
(92.36)

266 
(87.79)

544  
(90.1)

Conflict resolving 186 
(61.79)

209 
(68.08)

395 
(65.4)

Water 
distribution 
equity

157 
(52.16)

148 
(58.74)

304 
(50.5)

Water saving 
advice

62 
(20.59)

79 
(26.09)

141 
(23.3)

Common 
water resource 
management

250 
(49.83)

247 
(81.52)

497 
(82.2)

Avoidance of 
encroachment

130  
(43.19)

251 
(82.84)

381 
(63.1)

Note : Figures in parenthesis indicate the per cent to total.

The major source of conflict in sharing of canal 
water was due to fragmentations and division 
of land holdings, followed by non-cooperation 
of fellow farmers, blocking main canal, less 
time allotted to individual, etc.  The PRIs have 
played significant role in resolving the disputes 
related to water distribution. During 1990-
2015, total 129 disputes have ended in strike in 
both the states (75 in UP and 54 in Haryana). 
PRIs have resolved maximum number of 
conflicts followed by friends and relatives. 
However, police and irrigation department 
also have resolved some of the conflicts.  
The compilation of respondents opinions in 
relation to better canal water management 
system shows that more than 70 per cent canal 
users were happy with warabandi system and 
reported to continue the existing system for 
maintenance of field channels. However, about 
14 per cent have said that main channel should 
be maintained by member of warabandi only. 
About 30 per cent farmers have suggested that 
PRI and warabandi members together should 
maintain the field channels and more than 47 
per cent desired that main channel should also 
to be maintained by them. However, 72 per 
cent canal water users have said that village 
ponds should be maintained by PRIs and 
warabandi farmers together.  

Technical inefficiency in wheat production 
and their determinants: Study also explored 
the source of technical inefficiency associated in 
the wheat production.  On an average farmers 
have received good yield of wheat crop (3.8 
t/ha). This may be due to assured irrigation 
and increased use of groundwater. Among the 
different water market regimes, net buyers have 
recorded higher yield and returns. The results 
of maximum likelihood Estimates (MLE) of the 
parameters of stochastic frontier production 
function indicates potential of increasing 
the level of production through raising their 
optimum input uses. However, irrigation and 
land diesel pump sets, and investment in water 
transmission and other farm machinery needs 

Discussion of project team with farmers 
regarding salinity increased due to ground  

water pumping 
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to be optimally used for higher farm efficiency. 
Though output elasticities for machine hours 
(0.48), quantity of seed (0.37), fertilizer (0.62) 
and water applied to wheat crop (0.22) were 
positive, lower output elasticities indicate  
scope of improvement. The return to scale 
of 1.897 indicates that wheat growers need 
to increase output elasticity to realize 
higher production by adoption of modern 
technologies (Table 20). 

Table 20: Determinants of technical inefficiency 
of wheat growers

Variables Coefficient 
estimated 

Constant 7.54***

Age of Farm households (No of year)   -0.014 ns

Gender Factor (Women headed = 1   
other = 0)

  -01.04** 

Education  (No of years)    -0.10***

Total no of tractor/household      0.80ns

State dummy ( Haryana = 1, UP = 0)  -1.13***

Water MGT dummy_1  (water buyers/
seller = 1, otherwise = 0)

 -0.33ns

Water MGT dummy_2   (Net water 
buyer = 1, otherwise = 0)

 0.05*

Total number of observation (N) 603

L R Chi square (7) statistics 53***

Notes: *** , **, and * indicates significance at 1%, 5%  and 
10 %, respectively; ns = not significant; Dependent variable 
is household level technical inefficiency estimated from 
the stochastic frontier analysis.

Impact of Micro-Irrigation: 
Coverage and Performance 
Sant Kumar, Pramod Kumar and M. Awais

Considering the limited availability of water for 
future, National Mission on Micro-Irrigation 
(NMMI) scheme was launched during 2010 
as an important component of Pradhan 
Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY). The 
scheme was intended to increase area under 

improved method of irrigation and for better 
water use efficiency.  This study assesses the 
impact of NMMI in bringing more area under 
micro irrigation across the states of India. 
The analysis of trend in area coverage and 
promotion expenditure on micro irrigation 
reveals that during 2005-06 to 2017-18 both area 
coverage and promotion expenditure have 
consistently and independently increased, yet 
they converged in the recent time.

Since 2005-06, there has been considerable 
progress in area under micro irrigation, 
consisting of 4.7 m ha under sprinkler and 3.9 
m ha under drip system. The states promoting 
MI scheme faster are Rajasthan (20.3 per cent), 
Andhra Pradesh (15.3 per cent), Maharashtra 
(15.2 per cent), Gujarat (12.4 per cent), 
Karnataka (11.0 per cent), Haryana (6.7 per 
cent), Madhya Pradesh (5.0 per cent), Tamil 
Nadu (4.2 per cent) and Chhattisgarh (3.1 per 
cent). These nine states together accounted for 
more than 93 per cent of total area under MI 
in 2016-17. Rajasthan alone accounts for nearly 
one third of sprinkler-irrigated area of the 
country. Analysis further shows that states of 
Haryana, Gujarat and Karnataka are leading in 
adoption of sprinkler irrigation, while Andhra 
Pradesh, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu 
have taken lead in adoption of drip system. 
Horticultural crops are the major beneficiary 
of micro irrigation system occupying 1.78 lakh 
hectares of micro irrigation. This increasing 
area can be attributed to favorable policies and 

Figure 26: Progress of micro irrigation in India 
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assistance of the central and state governments 
for bringing more irrigated area under  
high value crops, and farmers’ awareness of 
using limited water for better returns from 
farming. 

An attempt was also made to assess the impact 
of sprinkler irrigation on farm households 
of Bikaner district of Rajasthan using field  
survey data. With the adoption of sprinkler 
irrigation, significant change in cropped area 
and yields of major crops were noticed on 
farmers’ fields. Groundnut, a major kharif crop, 
benefitted the most indicating almost doubling 
of both area and yield after having irrigation 
using sprinkler system. Further, findings 
indicate that increase in both area and yield 

of other kharif crops like guar, moth, bajra and 
moong. However, the magnitude differs with 
each other. Among rabi crops, wheat, mustard 
and gram have benefitted more by sprinkler 
system than the other crops. Both area and 
yield of wheat increased three times whereas 
in case of gram area has tripled, while yield 
has doubled after introduction of sprinkler 
irrigation. Creation of irrigation facilities have 
also helped in introducing of new crop like 
Ishabgol in the district.  The study suggests that 
with the use of micro irrigation, productivity 
of the crops are likely to increase substantially 
in future. Bringing more area under micro 
irrigation across various states may be helpful 
in increasing production of many crops.

Direct Benefit Transfer for Micro-
Irrigation

Prabhat Kishore and P. S. Birthal

By alleviating capital constraint, input 
subsidies incentivise farmers to adopt 
productivity-enhancing technologies and good 
management practices. For long, the central 
and state governments have been providing 
subsidies on several inputs such as fertilisers, 
seed, electricity, machinery, equipments, etc., 
but the marginal and small farmers could not 
benefit much from these because of targeting 
errors. The Government of India, drawing on 
the experiences of several countries that have 
implemented direct benefit transfer program 
(DBT), started experimenting with direct 
transfer of input subsidies in 2013 in order to 
bring in transparency and accountability in 
targeting of intended beneficiaries. In 2014, 
the Government of Uttar Pradesh started 
implementing the DBT program for all kinds 
of agricultural subsidies. Since then, about 
two-thirds of the total 23.3 million farmers 
have registered for direct transfer of various 
agricultural subsidies (Table 21), and their 
distribution is fairly equitable across different 
zones of the state. 

Figure 27: Change in cropped area and yield after 
adoption of sprinkler irrigation in bikaner 
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Table 21: Cumulative number of farmers 
registered for DBT in different zones, 2014-2017

Zone Total 
number 
farmers 

(mil-
lion)

 % 
share in 

total

% of 
total 

farmers 
regis-
tered 
for 

DbT

% share 
in total 
farmers 
regis-
tered 
for 

DbT

Eastern 10.1 43.2 65.7 42.2

Western 7.3 31.2 66.6 30.9

Central 4.5 19.2 71.9 20.5

Bundelkhand 1.5 6.4 67.3 6.4

Total 23.3 100.0 67.3 100.0

In 2017-18, a total of  Rs. 2983 million was 
transferred to 1.35 million farmers, each 
receiving about Rs. 2200. Bundelkhand is the 
most backward region in the state, and seems 
to have been favoured in DBT. 

About three-fourths of the beneficiaries 
avail subsidies for seed, followed by plant 
protection chemicals (PPC), machinery and 
micro-irrigation. However, of the total amount 
disbursed the share of machinery is higher (39 
per cent) as compared with other inputs that 
have almost an equal share (Figure 28). 

Assessing Vulnerability of Wheat 
to Heat Stress
P. S. Birthal

There are limited studies that have assessed 
effects of extreme climatic events, confirm  
that these events have become more frequent 
in recent years, and are predicted to rise 
in future. Their consequences are likely 
to be more serious than changes in mean 
climate. Focusing on wheat, heat events were 
identified, and their consequences upon wheat 
production were subsequently analysed, 
considering spatial heterogeneity in yield and 
adaptation measures using district-level data.  
A heat event was counted as a period if the daily 
maximum temperature at a location remains 
at least 3°C higher over its long-term mean 
consecutively for three or more days. Since 
wheat is more sensitive to higher temperatures 
three months prior to harvest, heat events were 
identified from three months prior to harvest. 
The probit regression in Table 22 clearly shows 
a rise in the frequency and intensity of heat 
events. Distribution of heat events as well as 
heat-stressed is skewed towards lower bound 
indicating that probability of occurrence of 
two or more events is uncommon. Further, 
the probability of a heat event to last for a 
prolonged period, say more than ten days, is 
also rare. 

Figure 29 shows spatial pattern in heat stress. 
Although, much of India is prone to heat-
stress, it is the north-western region, where 
wheat is a dominant crop, is more exposed to 
heat stress. Eastern region and some parts of 
central region also experience heat stress but 

Figure 28: Beneficiaries of different categories of 
schemes and DbT amount disbursed, 2017-18

Beneficiaries

Amount
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Table 22: Probit estimates for trends in heat stress, 1966-2011

 Dependent variable: heat stress =1, zero otherwise

February March April All 

Heat-
stressed 

Heat Heat-
stressed

Heat Heat-
stressed 

Heat Heat-
stressed 

Heat 

days events  Days Events days events days events

Time 0.01063***

(-0.0006)
0.0059***

(-0.0006)
0.0038***

(-0.0006)
0.0028***

(-0.0006)
0.0024**

(-0.0008)
0.0022**

(-0.0007)
0.0039***

(-0.0006)
0.0021**

(-0.0007)

Constant  -21.76***

(-1.105)
 -12.50***

(-1.184)
 -8.33***

(-1.250)
 -6.39***

(-1.216)
 -5.62***

(-1.492)
 -5.26***

(-1.395)
 -8.05***

(-1.160)
 -4.31***

(-1.192)

No. of 
Observations

14306 14603 14603 14306 14306 14603 14306 14306

Figures in parenthesis are district-clustered standard errors. ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.

Figure 29:  Spatial distribution of heat stress, 1996-2011

its frequency as well as duration are less.    The 
effect of heat stress was measured using fixed 
effects panel regression, where  crop yield is 
regressed on heat stress, its squared term and 
interaction with irrigation. The marginal effect 
derived from estimated regression coefficient 
shows an annual growth of two per cent in 

wheat yield during 1966-2011 (Table 23). The 
negative and significant coefficient on marginal 
effect of heat stress confirms its adverse effects 
on crop yield. While statistically significant 
positive marginal effect of irrigation reckons its 
positive contribution towards improving crop 
yield. Further, hypotheses related to changes 
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in the impact of heat stress on crop yield, and 
the effectiveness of irrigation in reducing the 
harmful effect of heat stress on crop were 
tested. The results reveal that heat-induced 
loss has increased over time. The harmful 
effect were slowed down with irrigation by 
moderating the  heat stress. Given the tendency 
of a rise in heat stress in the future, there is a 
possibility of accentuating its negative effect 
on crop production. A few important messages 
that emerge from this study are as follows. 
Irrigation strategy should focus on improving 
water-use efficiency through the use of 
sprinkling and drip methods. There is a need 
to promote modern agronomic practices, such 
as residue mulching, zero-till, and balanced 
application of fertilizers that have been 
reported to improve resilience of crop to heat 
stress.  Finally, crop breeding has a critical role 
in managing adverse effects of heat stress. The 
heat-tolerant traits embedded in seed provide 
an insurance against extreme events. These 
are not expensive to multiply, and provide 
long-term solution. Until recently, India’s 
agricultural research focussed on breeding for 
higher yields, neglecting stress tolerance traits. 

National Innovations in Climate 
Resilient Agriculture 
Naveen P Singh, Arathy Ashok, Bhawna Anand 
and Surendra Singh 

Changing contours of climatic conditions is 

posing serious risks to the livelihoods of the 
farmers, especially in developing country 
like India where majority of the landholdings 
are small and marginal, and their limited 
resources base make them difficult to adapt. 
Enhancing resilience of rural communities 
to climate variations, necessitates a clear 
understanding of micro-level perceptions and 
adaptation issues.  As climate variations are 
linked to the vulnerability of community, via  
affecting the dynamism of temperature and 
precipitation cycle - resulting into crop failures, 
groundwater depletion, farm unemployment, 
rural migration and increased indebtedness, 
thereby exacerbating the vulnerability of the 
community, this study was formulated  with 
the objective to prioritizing location specific 
adaptation strategies.

Farmers employ a wide range of adaptation 
strategies, such as water conservation 
techniques, crop varieties of suitable duration 
and participation in non-farm activities and 
employment guarantee schemes to cope up 
with the climate variability. However, these 
autonomous responses by the farmers are 
severely constrained by several field level 
economic, informational, infrastructure, 
financial and institutional barriers. Of late, 
there is an emerging consensus among the 
developing nations towards mainstreaming 
adaptation into rural development and 
poverty alleviation policy and programmes 
for strengthening farmers’ capabilities and 
making asset of the farm communities more 
resilient to unpredictable weather perils. The 
framework envisages developing coherent 
and conducive policy environment for resilient 
development through greater convergence 
between micro and macro-level. Figure 30 
represents a general framework encompassing 
various areas for building resilience.

Assessment of vulnerability to climate change 
provides useful information to design policies 
for managing a variety of risks associated with 

Table 23: Average marginal effects of heat

Heat events Heat-stressed days

Trend 0.019***
(0.000)

0.020***
(0.000)

Heat stress  -0.009***
(0.002)

 -0.002***
(0.001)

Irrigation 0.072***
(0.020)

0.074***
(0.024)

*** significane at 1%.

Figures in parentheses are standard errors.
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climate change in agriculture. Using district 
level data, the study developed several indices 
like infrastructure, nutrition, economic, 
health, sanitation, workforce, agriculture, 
environment and an integrated Sustainable 
Livelihood security index (SLSI) to identify 
and understand the relevance of various  
indicators for adaptation and the current 
resiliency status of 637 district, 29 states and  
14 agro-climatic zones (excluding island 
region) given by the Planning Commission. 
The indices were classified into four different 
clusters, namely Very low (0 to 25th per 
centiles), Low (26 to 50th per centile), Medium 
(51 to 75th per centile) and High (76 to 100th 
per centile). Table 24 shows the status of  
14 agro-climatic zones in India based on 
weighted and unweighted SLSI.

The calculated SLSI indicates that majority of 
the agro-climatic zones have lower livelihood 
status. The major contributing factors for lower 
livelihood status were infrastructure, nutrition, 

health, sanitation and environmental status. 
Majority of agro-climatic zones recorded 
medium economic security status. Regions 
like Gujarat Plains and Hills show higher 
infrastructure status index. The agricultural 
status index reflects that majority of agro-
climatic zones have either very low or low 
status, which is largely attributed to vagaries 
of nature; climatic parameters (rainfall and 
temperatures). Furthermore, the study also 
identified 163 districts out of 637 having lower 
agricultural security, with maximum districts 
lying in the states of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, and Maharashtra. 
Out of these, 132 districts show improvement 
in the status on account of continued 
scientific research efforts in crops, technology 
development and policy interventions by 
the governments. Prioritization of location-
specific adaptation strategies for building 
climate smart agriculture is one of the future 
planned activities of the project.

Figure 30: Framework for building resilience
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Agro – Economics of Tobacco in 
India

Usha Rani Ahuja and N. P. Singh

The study aimed to raise awareness about the 
strategic significance of tobacco cultivation and 
its economics. It also undertook a comparative 
analysis and evaluated the potential impacts 
of tobacco control measures. On the whole, an 
integrated approach towards tobacco control, 

Table 24: Status of various Agro-climatic Zones with respect to different indices

Index Very Low Low Medium High

Relative Weightage Relative Weightage Relative Weightage Relative Weightage

Infrastructure Status 
Index 

2, 4, 6, 8 - 5, 7, 14 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 
11, 12, 14

1, 3, 9, 11 1, 10 10, 12, 13 13

Economic Status Index 1, 3, 5, 6 - 2, 4, 14 1, 6, 14 7, 8, 9, 12 2, 3, 4, 5, 
7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13

10, 11, 13 -

Nutritional Status Index 1, 2, 3, 13 - 6, 8, 10 1, 2, 3, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 12, 13, 

14

5, 7, 9, 11 4, 11 4, 12, 14 -

Health Security Index 7, 8, 13, 14 - 4, 6, 9 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 7, 8, 9, 

11, 14

1, 2, 3, 12 6, 10, 12, 
13

5, 10, 11 -

Sanitation Status Index 2, 4, 7, 8 1 5, 11, 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 

12, 13

9, 10, 12, 
13

1, 2, 3, 4, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 

14

1, 3, 6 -

Workforce Status Index 10, 11, 12, 
13

- 1, 3, 6 5, 10, 12, 
13

5, 7, 9, 14 2, 4, 8 -

Environment Status 
Index

1, 2, 4, 13 2, 3, 4, 5, 
13

6, 10, 11 1, 6, 7, 8, 
10, 11, 14

3, 5, 8, 12 9, 12 7, 9, 14 -

Agricultural Status Index 5, 6, 11, 13 1, 6, 7, 11, 
12, 13, 14

7, 9, 12 3, 4, 5, 8, 
9, 10

4, 8, 10, 14 2 1, 2, 3 -

Sustainable Livelihood 
Security Index

- 5, 6, 8, 13 4, 7, 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14

1, 2, 9, 11 - 3, 10, 12 -

Source: Authors Estimation. Note: Western Himalayan Region (1), Eastern Himalayan region (2), Lower-Gangetic Plain 
(3), Middle-Gangetic Plain (4),Upper-Gangetic Plain (5), Trans-Gangetic Plain (6), Eastern-Plateau and Hills (7), Central-
Plateau and Hills (8), Western-Plateau and Hills (9), Southern-Plateau and Hills (10), East-Coast Plains and Hills (11), 
West-Coast Plains and Ghat (12), Gujarat-Plains and Hills (13), Western Dry Region (14)

incorporating region-specific elements seems 
to have better mileage in achieving the objective 
of controlling the tobacco epidemic. The 
supply-side measures focusing on agricultural 
diversification may be considered as long-term 
measures to supplement the demand-side 
measures. It should also be emphasized that 
only demand-side measures within a country 
without global control of supply side may not 
achieve the goal of tobacco control within a 
reasonable period of time. 
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Given India’s 33% share of the world’s poor, its 
success in poverty reduction plays an important 
part in achieving the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) from a global perspective. This 
calls for a roadmap for gradually phasing out 
tobacco cultivation having short-, medium- 
and long-term strategies, incentives and 
support thereby providing succour to farmers 
to shift to viable alternatives. Therefore, 
reduction of tobacco use should be given high 

priority by the government. It is imperative 
that we better understand the nuanced 
development pathways and evidence-based 
policies for tobacco cultivation as well to 
control the tobacco epidemic in India. There 
is a need for further research to identify 
precisely as to how the different segments of 
Indian population and tobacco-use markets 
will respond to various public health tobacco 
control measures. 
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SEMINAR/WORKSHOP 
ORGANIZED

Impact Assessment of Agricultural 
Technology
One-day workshop on “Impact Assessment of 
Agricultural Technology” was organized on 
November 13, 2017 to provide a platform to 
ICAR institutions participating in the Network 
for impact assessment of technologies 
developed by the respective institutes. It 
would help to collate credible evidences on 
improved technologies together and make 
the impact more visible. The workshop was 
organized in two technical sessions viz. 
impact of agricultural technology and wrap up 
session besides the inaugural session. During 
inaugural address Deputy Director General 
(Education) Dr N.S. Rathore emphasized 
on estimating quality and social benefits of 
technologies, in addition to productivity 
gains. He also emphasized that while 
developing technologies, important aspects 
such as technical, economic, environmental 
feasibilities and social acceptance should be 
kept in mind. Dr Suresh Pal, Director, ICAR-
NIAP elaborated the importance of impact 

III TRAINING AND CAPACITY bUILDING

assessment, data needs and institutionalization 
of impact assessment activity. In the workshop 
a total of 30 participants from 13 ICAR 
institutes participated and made presentations 
on various types and aspects of technologies. 
Workshop was concluded with discussion on 
work plan and its follow-up action. 

Resource Use Planning for 
Sustainable Agriculture
The workshop on Network Project “Resource 
Use Planning for Sustainable Agriculture” was 
held under the chairmanship of Dr. Suresh 
Pal, Director, ICAR-NIAP on 17th February 
2018. He briefly outlined the importance and 
need of the project. He indicated that resource 
constraints are rising and there are distortions 
in resource allocation, hence, there is a need 
to focus on the most limiting constraint and 
to improve the efficiency.  He mentioned that 
the project needs to serve a great purpose of 
analyzing the current scenario and provide 
the best possible solution in a cost-effective 
way. Resource endowment and constraints 
across major agro-ecosystems and need for 
possible technological/policy interventions 
were presented by the partners. Major agro-

Workshop on “Impact Assessment of Agricultural 
Technology”, November 13, 2017.

Workshop on “Resource Use Planning for 
Sustainable Agriculture”, February 17, 2018.
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ecological regions/agro-ecosystems discussed 
during the workshop included irrigated 
region (depletion of ground water), arid region 
(salinity of soils), eastern humid region, semi-
arid region (depletion of ground water & soil 
erosion) and rainfed rice fallow system. Total 
25 participants from partner centers and NIAP 
participated in the workshop.

TRAINING PROGRAMS

Summer School on Advanced 
Analytical Techniques for Decision 
Making in Agriculture
The Institute conducted a Summer School on 
“Advanced Analytical Techniques for Decision 
Making in Agriculture” from 10 July–30 July 
2017, sponsored by the Education Division 
of ICAR. The aim of the training programme 
was to provide exposure to Faculty members/
Scientists at various State Agricultural 
Universities/ICAR Institutes on current 
econometrics/advanced statistical techniques/
modelling methodologies for decision making 
through use of various software packages 
with particular emphasis on applications 
in agriculture. Forty-two researchers from 
different disciplines of agricultural sciences 
applied for participation in the summer school. 
Out of 22 participants, 18 were from SAUs and 
4 from ICAR institutes and 3 candidates from 
ICAR-NIAP. The participants represent 11 
states i.e Bihar (1), Gujarat (4), Karnataka (2), 
Madhya Pradesh (1), Maharashtra (3), Punjab 
(3), Rajasthan (1), Tamil Nadu (2), Uttarakhand 
(2), Delhi (5) and Jharkhand (1). The 
participants were made aware about different 
current forecast modelling techniques/
multivariate analytical techniques through use 
of various software packages. The course has 
been structured in a series of modules with 
classroom lectures and practicals on computer, 
including demonstration of statistical software 
packages. The lectures delivered by speakers 

from ICAR system and guest faculty outside 
ICAR institutes on theoretical aspects and 
hands-on exercises covered were 54 and 
34 respectively.  All lectures and practical 
exercises were provided to participants in the 
form of Training compendium & e-manual. 
Overall success rate for the conduct of summer 
school training program was more than 90 
percent by participants. 

Inception-Level Training on Core 
Issues Related to Agricultural 
Sector
The inception level training program for 
Probationers of the Indian Economic Services 
(IES) was organized by ICAR-NIAP during 
June 5-9, 2017. During the training program 
twenty five topics related to core issues on 
agriculture were covered. Topic wise pre-
training and post-training assessments were 
carried out.   In the pre-training assessment, 
it was observed that they had low to medium 
level of knowledge in most of the topics related 
to agriculture.  The overall post assessment 
score showed increase in the knowledge, 
indicated by 67 % of the total participants with 
medium level of knowledge  and only about 
33 % with low level of knowledge in the core 
issues of agriculture.  This may be attributed to 
the proper selection of resource persons from 
agricultural economics, dairy and fisheries, 
extension, horticulture, breeding and plant 
protection.  These professionals were chosen 
from various elite national organizations 
including NITI Aayog, Ministry of Finance, 
Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices 
etc. to impart and enrich the understanding of 
the participants.

Sixty-six percent of the trainees found the 
topics as most useful, and the rest of them 
indicated the topics as just useful.  Regarding 
the coverage of topics, 59 percent of the 
participants were of the opinion that topics 
were well covered, while 41 % of them rated 
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as fairly covered.   Majority of the participants 
expressed that since duration of the training is 
short (5 days only), extending the training to 

an another week and adding more field visits 
would further improve the exposure of the 
participants. 

Inception level training program for IES Probationers, June 5-9, 2017.
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• Knowledge partner with the Department 
of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers 
Welfare, and Member of the National 
Committee on Doubling Farmers’ Income 
by 2022.

• Facilitating technological interventions 
led strategy, an initiative of ICAR for 
development of reports of all the states.

• NIAP facilitated Peer Review of Indian 
Council of Agricultural Research by the 
Committee constituted by the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

• NIAP facilitated Outcome Review of 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
by the Committee constituted by the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers 
Welfare.

Goods and Services Tax
In view of GST being effective from 1 July, 
2017, ICAR-NIAP organized a consultation 
meet on 11 July, 2017. The meeting was 
inaugurated by Secretary DARE & DG, ICAR, 
Dr. Trilochan Mohapatra and was attended by 
Special Secretary DARE & Secretary, ICAR Sh. 
Chabilendra Roul, Deputy Director Generals of 

IV POLICY INTERACTIONS

various SMDs, Assistant Director Generals and 
other senior officers of the Council. The curtain 
of the meet was raised by a brief overview of 
the purpose of the meeting by Dr Suresh Pal, 
Director, ICAR-NIAP. Later, Dr Naveen P 
Singh, Principal Scientist, ICAR-NIAP gave a 
detailed presentation on GST and its relevance 
for agriculture sector. The topics covered 
during the session included Indian economy 
– an overview, Existing Indirect Tax Structure 
in India, Introduction to G.S.T, Understanding 
CGST, SGST & IGST, Main Features of the 
GST Act, Benefits and challenges of GST, 
Agriculture sector in earlier regime, GST and 
its reflections on agriculture sector, e-NAM 
and GST and its relevance for ICAR’s R&D. 
The presentations also showcased some 
illustrations on mechanism and Tax Benefit 
under GST. The idea of the consultation meet 
was to update the participants on the key issues 
relating to transition and the preparedness 
of the agriculture sector and ICAR as an 
organization for the same.  The deliberations 
and interaction with them will be immensely 
useful to the participants. The meeting ended 
with a resolve to prepare a policy brief and 
FAQ on GST for wider dissemination of 
various stakeholders in Agriculture sector.
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NIAP-Annual Day
The Institute celebrated its 25th Annual Day 
on 2 May 2017. Dr. Harsh Kumar Bhanwala, 
Chairman, National Bank for Agriculture and 
Rural Development (NABARD) delivered 
10th Dayanatha Jha Memorial Lecture on 
“Agriculture in Current Context-Opportunities 
and Challenges- NABARD’s Perspectives”. 
Dr R S Paroda, Chairman, TAAS, Dr Ramesh 
Chand, Member NITI Ayog and Dr T 
Mohapatra, Secretary, DARE and DG, ICAR 
graced the function.

V OTHER INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES

Promotion of Official Language
For the implementation and extensive use of 
Rajbhasha among the staff of the Institute, 
a committee on Hindi official language was 
constituted by Central Rajbhasha Department. 
The committee monitors the progress of various 
actions being taken and suggests measures 
for implementation of official language. It 
coordinates and helps in executing the Council 
orders and circulars from Central Rajbhasha 
Department, annual program guidelines 
and submits the progress reports timely. The 
Institute organized the monthly staff and 
quarterly meeting of Rajbhasha and Hindi 
workshop regularly.

The Institute Rajbhasha Samiti has been 
implementing the guidelines, circulars and 
instructions issued by Council and Central 
Rajbhasha Department, Government of India. 
Name plates and stamps are also bilingual 
in the Institute. Every computer system of 
the Institute has Unicode for Hindi typing. 
In “Mera Gaon Mera Gaurav” programme, 
information is disseminated in Hindi language 
to the farmers.  

The Official language committee of NIAP 
organized a series of events to celebrate “Hindi 
Pakhwada” during 14-28 September, 2017 
to generate more awareness among the staff 
about the use of Hindi. The activities which 
were organized during the ‘Hindi Pakhwada” 
included essay competition to develop creative 
writing skill on various topics and debate in 
Hindi along with live discussion on burning 
topics. The opportunity was given to Non-
Hindi speakers also to present their views in 
Hindi on any topic of their interest. A quiz 
competition was also arranged for general 

NIAP 25th Annual Day Function.

Cultural program on 25th Annual Day of NIAP.
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awareness in Rajbhasha. An overwhelming 
response was received from NIAP employees 
in the said events. The Hindi Pakhwada ended 
with poem recitation and prize distribution.

Participation in ICAR Sports Meet
ICAR-NIAP participated in Inter-Zonal Sports 
Meet at IARI, New Delhi during 25-29 April, 
2017. Ms. Sonia Chauhan participated in 
carom and chess competitions and brought 
laurel to the Institute by wining Silver Medal 
in Chess Competition (Women). ICAR-NIAP 
sports team also participated in ICAR Central 
Zone Sports meet at CIAE, Bhopal during 10-
13 November, 2017.

their surroundings, Basmati varieties of paddy, 
need of community based organization, 
Minimum Support Price, e-NAM, water 
logging & saline ground water management 
etc.

Focus Group Discussion were conducted to 
identify the problems related to fish culture 
faced by farmers and alternate livelihood 
options for women. Farmers perception 
about soil testing, soil health card and its 
likely impacts on farming in Khokhiyaka and 
Jorkhera villages of Palwal district of Haryana 
were Studied. Literature support for the 
government scheme like Pradhan Mantri Fasal 
Bima Yojana was provided to the farmers. 
Farmers were advised for linking with market 
for fetching better prices; to buy quality 
seeds from National Seeds Corporation and 
IARI, New Delhi; to visit “Kisan Mela” to 
be organized in the month of March at IARI. 
Linkages were created with ATIC-IARI, New 
Delhi for fish seed availability. Major problems 
faced by the farmers were: limited access to 
fertilizers due to introduction of direct benefit 
transfer of fertilizer subsidy, low claim amount 
from crop insurance, low bargaining power of 
farmer, water logging & saline ground water 
and lack of awareness about the cleanliness & 
sanitation.

Yoga Day
Yoga is important to fitness and wellness. Yoga 
is a medium to achieve good physical and 
mental health and it is not expensive to practice. 
3rd International Day of Yoga was celebrated  
at ICAR-National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research.  On 21 June 
2017, NIAP staff joined ICAR and IARI staff 
for yoga session. On this occasion, the yoga 
instructor explained about the importance 
of yoga in our daily life. Various yoga poses/
asana were demonstrated by the instructor  
and also explained about each yoga asana 
benefits.

Central Zone Contingent including NIAP staff at 
Inter-Zonal Sports Meet, 2017

Mera Gaon Mera Gaurav (MGMG)
Mera Gaon Mera Gaurav (MGMG) programme 
of the government aims at fulfilling dream 
of lab to land by regular contact of scientist 
with the farmers in the village. Under this 
programme, three teams have been formed 
in the institute and these teams have selected 
15 villages from Rohtak, Palwal and Mewat 
districts of Haryana state. In the year 2017-18, 
eighteen visits were carried out by scientists 
in the selected villages; total 61 field activities 
were conducted which benefitted 1303 farmers. 
Meetings were conducted in selected villages 
for creating awareness among farmers about 
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana, Soil Health 
Card Scheme, maintenance of hygiene around 
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NIAP joined ICAR and IARI staff for Yoga Day 
Celebration on June 21, 2017

Swachh bharat Mission
During the year, various cleanliness activities 
were conducted with the launch of Swachh 
Bharat campaign “Swachhta Hi Seva” in the 
institute premises. On 15.9.17, Director, NIAP 
briefed the staff with the activities to be held 
in the Pakhwada i.e., from 15.09.2017 to 
02.10.2017. He encouraged the staff to actively 
participate in spreading the awareness 
related to Swachh Bharat Mission. After that, 
Director, NIAP and staff cleaned the campus 
surroundings and outside.

On 17.09.2017 the employees of the institute 
celebrated the Seva Divas and devoted two 
hours out of their schedule in planting saplings 

in the compound and cleaned the entire 
premises of the institute. On 24.09.2017, the 
institute celebrated Samagra Swachhta Divas 
under Swachh Bharat campaign “Swachhta 
Hi Seva”.  The employees along with Director 
devoted 2 hours in cleaning the office premises, 
checking the water coolers and the garden area. 
On 25.09.2017, the Sarwatra Swachhta Divas 
was organised and NIAP employees along 
with Director devoted 2 hours in cleaning 
the surroundings like bus stand and the main 
road.  On October 1, 2017 the employees of the 
Institute assembled and went to India Gate for 
cleaning the nearby Tourist spot. Staff of the 
Institute dedicated half day in cleaning the 
pond and surroundings of the India Gate and 
motivated the tourists to keep the city clean.  
On closing day i.e. 2.10.2017, prize distribution 
ceremony was organised and the work of 
outstanding performers during Swachhta 
Abhiyaan was recognised and appreciated. 
The best performers were awarded during the 
function.

Lectures and Meetings
• Meeting for scoping exercise with Dr. 

Wei Zhang and Dr. Man Li from the 
International Food Policy Research 
Institute (IFPRI) who were on scoping 
visit for a new project on land use in India 
and Bangladesh, funded by the NASA of 
the United States on November 16, 2017.

• Initiated lecture series on ‘Agricultural 
Development and Policy’ and the first 
lecture on “Governance and Agricultural 
Development” was delivered by Sh. P.K. 
Basu, Former Secretary, Department of 
Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers 
Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Farmers’ Welfare (MoA&FW), on 7 
February, 2018.

SWACHH BHARAT  
MISSION

ßLoPNrk gh lsokÞ
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Suresh Pal
• Fellow, Indian Society of Agricultural 

Economics, Mumbai.

• Invited speaker at the Speaker’s Research 
Initiative Group Workshop for the 
Members of Parliament, Parliament Library 
Building, New Delhi, March 21, 2018.

• Member, Research Program Committee, 
Indian Society of Agricultural Economics.

• Secretary, Agricultural Economics 
Research Association (AERA).

• Member, Committee on Doubling Farmers 
Income, DAC&FW, New Delhi.

• Member, Committee of Department of 
Agriculture Cooperation and Farmers 
Welfare (DAC&FW) and Warehousing 
Development and Regulatory Authority 
(WDRA) on the need for convergence to 
strengthen post-harvest and marketing 
infrastructure, Department of Agriculture 
Cooperation and Farmers Welfare.

• Member, Committee on the Model 
Contract Farming Act to examine the 
existing provisions of contract farming 
in various states and Union Territories 
and draft a template for Model Contract 
Farming Act.

• Member Secretary, Committee for Peer 
Review of ICAR, Minister, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

• Member Secretary, Committee for 
Outcome Review of various Schemes 
of ICAR for XIIth Plan, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

VI AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

• Member Secretary, Committee for 
Developing Appropriate Yardsticks for 
measuring quality of research undertaken 
by ICAR institutes, constituted by 
Secretary (DARE) and DG, ICAR.

• Member of an internal committee to study 
and suggest implementation plan for the 
recommendations made by the High 
powered Committee constituted by the 
Govt. to review the structure and function 
of ICAR.

• Member, Committee to recommend the 
maximum sale price of Bt. Cotton seed for 
the year 2016-17.

• Representative of ICAR in NITI Aayog’s 
Task Force to prepare the framework with 
specific indicators to rank the scientific 
laboratories/institutions.

• Guest of Honor, International Conference 
on “Agribusiness in Emerging 
Economies”, TERI School of Advanced 
Studies, New Delhi, January 3, 2018.

• Chaired a session on “Development, 
Credit, Institutions, Infrastructure & 
Services”, National Conference on Agro-
Economic Research, IEG, Delhi, January 
30-31, 2018.

• Panelist, Policy Dialogue on “Innovations 
in Ensuring Remunerative Prices (MSP) 
to Farmers: Challenges and Strategies”, 
New Delhi, March 23, 2018. 

• Member Secretary, Meeting on Doubling 
Farmers’ Income, IARI, New Delhi, June 
7, 2017.

• Member, Expert Committee, NABARD, 
Mumbai.
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P.S. birthal
• ICAR Rafi Ahmad Kidwai 

Award-2016-2017.

• Fellow, Indian Society of Agricultural 
Economics 2017.

• Chief Editor, Agricultural Economics 
Research Review, 2016-17.

• Chairman, Sectional Committee (Social 
Sciences), NAAS.

• Member, Quinquennial Review Team, 
CSWRI, 2016.

• Member, Research Advisory Committee, 
Directorate of Weed Research 2015-18.

• Member, Research Advisory Committee, 
NDRI, 2016-18.

• Member, Research Advisory Committee, 
Indian Veterinary Research Institute, 
2017-2020.

• Member, Institute Management 
Committee, Indian Institute of Maize 
Research 2015-17.

• Member, Editorial Board, SAARC Journal 
of Agriculture.

• Member, Standing Working Group on 
“Revamping agricultural extension 
system”, State Planning Board, 
Government of Chhattisgarh from 2016 
onwards.

• Member, External Research Committee, 
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural 
Development, Mumbai.

• Convener in the Panel Discussion session 
of  Policy Dialogue on Incentives and 
Strategies for Scaling out Innovations for 
Smallholders. Trust for Advancement of 
Agricultural Sciences, New Delhi, 30-31 
October 2017.

Nalini Ranjan Kumar
• Discussant in a session on “Commodity 

Studies”, National Conference on Agro-
Economic Research organized by the 
Agro-Economic Research Centres and 
Units of the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Farmers Welfare, Government of India, 
IEG, Delhi, January 30-31, 2018.

• Member, Editorial Board, Potato Journal, 
Indian Potato Association, ICAR-CPRI, 
Shimla. 

Rajni Jain
• Session organiser cum Co-chairperson for 

special session on “Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning Technologies 
for Rural and Agricultural Systems”, 
7th World congress on Information and 
Communication Technologies (WICT 
2017), South Asian University, December 
14-16, 2017.

• Session organiser cum Chairperson 
and member, Technical Programme 
Committee, for special session on 
“Computer Applications in Agriculture 
and Social Sciences”, 5th International 
Conference on Computing for Sustainable 
Global Development, New Delhi, March 
14-16, 2018.

N. P. Singh
• Member, IMC, ICAR-NIASM, Baramati, 

Pune.

• Member, Global Technology Watch 
Group-Sustainable Agriculture.

• Managing Editor, Agricultural Economics 
Research Review (AERR), October, 2017.

• Member, Editorial Board of Weather and 
Climate Extremes, Elsevier, Geneva.

• External Member, IGNOU, New Delhi.
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• Member, Institute Management (IMC) 
Committee, ICAR-CCARI, Goa.

• Member, Moderation Board, IGNOU, 
New Delhi.

• Member, Commodity Derivatives 
Advisory Committee (CDAC), sub-group 
on spot price polling under aegis of SEBI, 
Mumbai, July, 2017.

• Resource Person, Meeting of Committee of 
Experts under MIDH ,4, Siri Institutional 
Area, Hauz Khas, New Delhi, 18 August 
2017.

• Resource person for revisiting FOCARS at 
NAARM, Hyderabad.

Raka Saxena
• Attended meeting with Shri G. S. 

Shekhawat, Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, GoI to 
discuss various issues and strategies for 
Doubling Farmer’s Income, September 
2017.

• Panelist, panel discussion on “Sustainable 
Agriculture and Doubling Farmers’ 
Income, National Consultation on 
Sustainable Development Goals, SDG 2 - 
Zero Hunger, End hunger, achieve food 
security and improved nutrition and 
promote sustainable agriculture”, India 
Habitat Centre, New Delhi, April 13, 2017.

• Participated in Consultative Committee 
of Parliament on “Agriculture – Doubling 
of Farmers’ Income meeting”, Parliament 
House, New Delhi, 2 November 2017.

• Moderator, session on “Doubling 
Farmers’ Income”, National Conference 

on Agriculture for Kharif Campaign, 
2017 (25-26 April 2017). Also made the 
synthesis presentation, Vigyan Bhawan, 
New Delhi, April 26, 2017.

• Joint Sectary, Agricultural Economics 
Research Association (AERA).

• Member, Paper reviewing committee of 
International Conference on “Agribusiness 
in Emerging Economics”, TERI, New 
Delhi, 3-4 January 2018.

• Chaired the session on “Public Policy 
issues in Agribusiness”, International 
Conference on “Agribusiness in Emerging 
Economics”, TERI, New Delhi, January 
3-4, 2018.

• Discussant, Seminar on ”R&D 
Technological Reforms in Agriculture”, 
The Centre for Agricultural Policy 
Dialogue and Techno-Economic Research 
Institute, New Delhi, January 5, 2018.

• Resource Person, Meeting of Committee 
of Experts under MIDH, NCDC, Hauz 
Khas, New Delhi, 18 August 2017.

T. K. Immanuelraj
• Participant in the meeting of Inter-

Ministerial Committee to review prices of 
essential commodities.

Subhash S.P.
• Dr. R. T. Doshi Foundation Awards for 

best paper at 25th Annual Agricultural 
Economics Research Association (India) 
conference held at ICAR-National 
Academy of Agricultural Research 
Management, Hyderabad, Telangana, 
India.
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A. Edited book
Pal, Suresh (2017) Agricultural R&D Policy in 

India, National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research, New 
Delhi.

b. Policy Papers
Birthal, P.S., Negi, D., and Roy. D. (2017) 

Enhancing Farmers’ Income: Who 
to Target and How?  Policy Paper 30, 
ICAR-National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research, New 
Delhi.

Saxena, R., Singh, N.P., Balaji, S.J., Ahuja, U.R. 
and Joshi, D. (2017) Strategy for Doubling 
Income of Farmers in India, Policy Paper 31, 
ICAR-National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research, New 
Delhi.

Singh, N.P., Ashok, A., Pavithra, S., Balaji, 
S.J., Anand, B. and Khan, M.A. (2017) 
Mainstreaming Climate Change 
Adaptation into Development Planning, 
Policy Paper 32, ICAR-National Institute 
of Agricultural Economics and Policy 
Research, New Delhi.

Saxena, R., and Chand, R. (2017) Understanding 
the Recurring Onion Price Shocks 
Revelations from Production-Trade-Price 
Linkages. Policy Paper 33, ICAR-National 
Institute of Agricultural Economics and 
Policy Research (NIAP), New Delhi.

C. Policy briefs
Singh, N.P. and Bisen, J.P. (2017) Goods and 

Services Tax: What it holds for Agricultural 
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Indian Agricultural Statistical 
Research Institute (IASRI) 
New Delhi – 110 012

Dr. M.I. Krishnan 
Head 
National Academy of Agricultural 
Research Management (NAARM) 
Rajendranagar, Hyderabad – 500 030  
Telangana

Dr. Harbir Singh 
Principal Scientist 
ICAR-Indian Institute of Farming 
System Research (IIFSR) 
Modipuram, Meerut 
Uttar Pradesh

Dr. Amit Kar 
Head 
Division of Agricultural Economics 
Indian Agricultural Research Institute 
New Delhi – 110 012

Dr. G. Venkateshwarlu 
Assistant Director General (EQR) 
Education Division 
Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan – II, 
New Delhi – 110 012

Director (Finance) 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
Krishi Bhawan 
New Delhi – 110 001

Ms. Neha Chandiok 
Administrative Officer (Member Secretary) 
ICAR-National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy Research (NIAP) 
New Delhi – 110 012
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Institute Management Committee Meeting held on March 10, 2017.
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XII PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

Suresh Pal
• Member, Board of Management, Navsari 

Agricultural University

• Regional policy dialogue organized by 
ACIAR and TAAS, Dhaka, Bangladesh, 
8-9 September, 2017.

• Meeting of Committee to review 
policy research centres, Centre for 
Policy Research, Punjab University, 
Chandigarh,17 August, 2017.

• Research Advisory Committee (RAC) 
meeting of DAC&FW IEG, University 
Enclave, New Delhi August 5, 2017

• Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Agriculture, Examination of Demands 
for Grants (2018-19), 22 February, 2018 
Parliament House, New Delhi.

• First Meeting of the National Steering 
Group under SAMAVESH Initiative, 17 
May, 2017, NITI Aayog, New Delhi.

• Meeting on Doubling Farmers’ of Delhi, 7 
June, 2017, IARI, New Delhi.

• Interaction meeting for the 
recommendation of NCF on MSP, 1 July, 
2017, NITI Aayog, New Delhi.

• Meeting of Inter-Ministerial Committee to 
review the prices of essential commodities, 
11 August, 2017, Krishi Bhawan, New 
Delhi.

• Meeting of Committee to review policy 
research Centres (Nominated by DG, 
ICAR), 17 August 2017, Centre for Policy 
Research, Punjab University, Chandigarh.

• Consultation meeting (NITI Aayog), 25 
September 2017, NITI Aayog, New Delhi.

• 2nd Meeting of the Committee for 
restructuring and revamping of ASRB, 
3 October 2017, NASC Complex, New 
Delhi.

• Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Agriculture, Examination of Demands 
for Grants (2018-19), 22 February, 2018 
Parliament House, New Delhi.

• ICAR Meeting on Doubling Farmers’ 
Income under the Chairmanship of Prof. 
M. S. Swaminathan on 3 November, 2017, 
NASC, New Delhi.

Nalini Ranjan Kumar
• Facilitated the signing of MOU between 

ICAR-NIAP and DRPCAU, Pusa, 
Samastipur for the participation of 
Division of Agricultural Economics, 
in the Network project on “Structural 
Transformation, Regional Disparity and 
Institutional Reforms in Agriculture”.

Sant Kumar
• Conducted Viva-voce of Post Graduate 

Student of the Department of Agricultural 
Economics of Banaras Hindu University, 
Varanasi of thesis entitled “Study on 
Marketed and Marketable Surplus of Rice 
and Wheat in Varanasi District of Uttar 
Pradesh, June 23, 2017.

• Second meeting of Committee on Ranking 
of ICAR Institutes NASC Complex, New 
Delhi March 9, 2018.
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Subhash Chand
• Conducted Ph.D. Agricultural Economics 

student comprehensive Exam as External 
Examiner, Sher-e-Kashmir University of 
Agricultural Sciences and Technology of 
Jammu March 25, 2018.

N. P. Singh
• Reviewer, Agricultural Systems, Elsevier, 

The Netherlands.

• Reviewer, Food Policy, IFPRI Washington, 
DC.

• Reviewer, Agricultural Research, NAAS, 
New Delhi.

• Reviewer, Indian Journal of Agricultural 
Economics (IJAE).

• Reviewer, Indian Journal of Agricultural 
Sciences (IJAS).

Raka Saxena
• Made a presentation on “Using Market 

Intelligence as an Effective Mechanism to 
Curb Price Volatility”, National Meeting 

of Experts on Agriculture Markets, Price 
Data Visualization and Early Warning 
System, New Delhi, September 11-12, 
2017.

• Reviewer, Agricultural Economics 
Research Review.

• Reviewer, Indian Journal of Animal 
Nutrition.

• Reviewer, Agricultural Research, NAAS, 
New Delhi.

• Reviewer, Journal of Dairy Research.

Prem Chand
• Participated in stakeholder Consultation 

on “Crop residue and air pollution” jointly 
organized by CIMMYT, BISA, The Nature 
Conservancy (TNC), and the Council on 
Energy, Environment & Water (CEEW), 
New Delhi, 3 November, 2017

T. K. Immanuelraj
• Member, Board of Studies, Division of 

Agricultural Economics, ICAR-IARI, New 
Delhi
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XIII VISITS AbROAD AND FOREIGN DELEGATIONS

Name of Scientist Nature of Visits Place Duration

Suresh Pal SAARC FAO Regional 
Conference on Agricultural 
Trade Forum   

SAC, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh

22-23 May, 2017

Suresh Pal Regional policy dialogue 
organized by ACIAR and 
TAAS 

Dhaka, Bangladesh 8-9 September, 2017

Foreign Delegations 
• Round table meeting with USDA delegation led by Chief Economist, USDA and Minister 

Councilor at ICAR-NIAP on 1st September, 2017 to discuss the issues of market reforms, 
crop insurance, commodity outlook and global projections, trade opportunities etc.

• Delegation from Palestine visited ICAR-NIAP on 13 November 2017 to discuss the issues of 
risk and disaster management in agriculture.

US delegation at ICAR-NIAP.
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XIV TEACHING

Teaching: PG Programs, IARI

Name Course Name (credit hrs) Course Leader/
Associate

Division

N. R. Kumar Agricultural Economics (2+1) Major Advisor Agricultural Economics
International Economics and 
Trade-II (2+1)

Major Advisor ICAR-CIFE, Mumbai

Economics of Development 
and Planning (3+0)  

Major Advisor ICAR-CIFE, Mumbai

International Economics & 
trade-I (1+1) 

Major Advisor ICAR-CIFE, Mumbai

Rajni Jain Artificial Intelligence (2+1) 
Rough Sets and Fuzzy Sets 
(2+1) 

Course Leader 
Course Leader

Computer Application 
Computer Application

N. P. Singh Agricultural Marketing Leader Agricultural Economics
T. K. Immanuelraj Agricultural Price Analysis (2+1) Leader Agricultural Economics

Agricultural Production and 
Resource Economics II (2+1)

Associate Agricultural Economics

Agricultural Production and 
Resource Economics IV (2+1)

Associate Agricultural Economics

Vinayak Nikam Fundamentals of Management 
in Extension (2+1) 

Course Associate Agricultural Extension

Advance Management 
Techniques (2+1)

Course Associate Agricultural Extension

Organisational Behaviour (2+1) Course Associate Agricultural Extension

Student Guidance

Name Degree (No. of Students) Division Advisory Committee
Nalini Ranjan Kumar Ph.D. (3) ICAR-CIFE, Mumbai Major advisor

M.Sc. (1) ICAR-CIFE, Mumbai Major advisor
M.Sc. (1) ICAR-CIFE, Mumbai Member advisory

Rajni Jain Ph.D. (4) Computer Application Chairman
Ph.D. (3) Computer Application Co-Chairman

N. P. Singh 2 Ph.D. & 1 M.Sc. Agricultural Economics Chairman
Ph.D & 1 MSc Agril. Econ, 
1 PhD student SWCE

Economics & 
Environment Science

Co-Chairman/
Member

T. K. Immanuelraj  Ph. D IARI, New Delhi Co-Chairman
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Degree Awarded

Doctor of Philosophy

Balaji S. J. in the discipline of Agricultural Economics, thesis title “Agricultural Growth, Rural  
Non-Farm Employment and Poverty” in India at 56th Convocation of IARI, New Delhi on  
9 February, 2018.
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XV LECTURES DELIVERED bY NIAP SCIENTISTS

Name of Scientist Topic and Date Organization

Suresh Pal Transforming Indian Agriculture: Some 
Reflections, 5 June, 2017.
Inaugural function and keynote address for the 
trainees, 23 January, 2018.
Doubling of Farmers’ Income, 5 June, 2017.
NAAS Foundation Day Lecture on Transforming 
Indian Agriculture: Some Reflections on 5 June 
2017.

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi
ICAR-IARI New 
Delhi 
ICAR, New Delhi
NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

P.S. birthal Sources of growth in Indian agriculture, January 
29, 2018.
Economic viability of Indian agriculture: 
Perspectives and challenges, 19 September, 2017.

ICAR-IARI, New 
Delhi 
ICAR-NDRI, 
Karnal,

Usha Ahuja Agribusiness in Developing and Emerging 
Economies on Gender and ICT Issues in 
Agribusiness, 3 January, 2018.

TERI School of 
Advanced Studies, 
New Delhi

Nalini Ranjan Kumar Potato Marketing and Export 24 July, 2017.
 
Economics and Marketing of Potato, 16 December, 
2017.
Role of Aquaculture in enhancing Farmer’s 
income, 5 October, 2017.
Advanced Analytical Tools for Decision Making 
in Agriculture, 22 July, 2017.

ICAR-CPRI,  
Shimla
ICAR-CPRI,  
Shimla
ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi
ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi

Rajni Jain Decision Trees for classification, 25 July, 2017.
 
Need assessment for Farmers’ FIRST Portal for 
Enriching Knowledge and Integrating Technology, 
18-19 September, 2018.
 
Data organization and its need for farmer first,  
23-26 October, 2017.
Rough set approach for policy analysis, 30 
January, 2018.

ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi 
ICAR-Indian 
Institute of  
Soil Science,  
Bhopal
ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi 
ICAR- IARI,  
New Delhi
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Subhash Chand Entrepreneurial Development, 23 June - 13 July 
2017.
Impact assessment of natural resource  
conservation programmes: a case study of 
watersheds.
Importance of soil and water conservation 
measures for potato cultivation in hilly areas: An 
experience of Nilgiris Tamil Nadu, 24 July, 2017.
Soil and water conservation measures and their 
socio economic impacts: A case study of integrated 
watershed Development program in Tamil Nadu, 
August, 2017.

ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi
IAR-IARI, 
Agronomy 
Division, New Delhi
ICAR-CPCRI, 
Shimla
 
ICAR- IIFSR, 
Modipuram, UP

N. P. Singh Climate Change.
Vulnerability to Climate change: Adaptation 
strategies and layers of resilience on 8 June, 2017 
in one-week training program for the Officer-
Trainees of Indian Economic Service (IES), 
Ministry of Finance, 5-9 June, 2017.

CSAUAT, Kanpur
ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi

Raka Saxena Role of Marketing and Prices in Doubling of 
Farmer’s Income, 8 June, 2017.
Data and Knowledge Management through 
Market Intelligence to Curb the Farm Price 
Volatility, 28 September, 2017.
Market and Economic Analysis of Onion, Garlic 
and Potato in India, 2 November, 2017.
Strategies and Policies to Double the Income of 
farmers by 2022, 6 February, 2018.
Enhancing the Income of Delhi Farmers, 7 June, 
2017.
ARIMA model of Forecasting Theory and 
Practical, 13 July, 2017.
Lecture on Public Policy and Sustainable 
Development on “Doubling Farmers Income” to 
IAS officers, on  22 February, 2018.

ICAR-NIAP, 
New Delhi 
DKMA, New Delhi 
NHRDF 
 
ICAR-IIWM, 
Bhubaneswar
IARI, New Delhi
 
ICAR-NIAP, 
New Delhi
ICAR-NIAP, New 
Delhi
TERI, SAS,  
New Delhi

Prem Chand Methods for measuring agricultural sustainability, 
10-30 July, 2017.

ICAR-NIAP, New 
Delhi

T. K. Immanuelraj Introduction to Linear Programming, 10-30 July, 
2017.
An introduction to DEA and SFA, 10-30 July, 2017. 

Co-integration analysis, 10-30 July, 2017. 
 
Introduction to optimization and Gams software, 
February, 2017.

ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi
ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi
ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi
ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi
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Arathy Ashok An introduction to causal inference. ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi

Pavithra S. Risk and Insurance in Agriculture, 5 - 9 June, 2017. ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi

Vinayak Nikam Agriculture and extension policies connect and 
disconnect with nutrition: Extension strategies for 
nutrition. September, 2017.

Basics of meeting October, 2017.

Division of 
Agricultural 
Extension, IARI, 
New Delhi 
Division of 
Agricultural  
Extension, IARI, 
New Delhi

balaji S. J. Yield Improvement in Cotton Cultivation: Impact 
of Irrigation, October, 2017.
Tracing Structural Breaks in Time Series Data, 
February, 2017.

ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi
ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi

Prabhat Kishore Advanced Analytical Techniques for Decision 
Making in Agriculture,  

ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi

Subash S. P. Propensity Score Matching, Regression 
discontinuity design & Social Network Analysis.  
10-30 July, 2017.
Regression Discontinuity Design for assessing 
impact of interventions 23 2017 - 13 October, 2017.
Regression Discontinuity Design for assessing 
impact of interventions, 23 January, 2018 –   

12 February, 2018. 
Case Study Research and Social Network Analysis, 
11-16 December, 2017.

ICAR-NIAP,  
New Delhi  

ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi
ICAR-IARI,  
New Delhi
 
ICAR-NAARM, 
Hyderabad
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XVI TRAINING, SEMINAR AND CONFERENCE ATTENDED

Training Programmes

Name of Scientist Trainings Place Duration

Suresh Pal Executive Development Programme 
on Leadership Development

ICAR-NAARM, 
Hyderabad

 July 28-01 
August, 2017

Subhash Chand Competency enhancement programme 
on effective implementation of 
training functions by HRD Nodal 
Officers of ICAR

ICAR-NAARM, 
Hyderabad

February  
15-17, 2018

Jaya Jumrani Winter School organized by the 
Department of Economics, Delhi 
School of Economics, University of 
Delhi and Centre for Development 
Economics 

DSE, New Delhi December 
13-15, 2017

Pavithra S. Training workshop on Integrating 
systems modelling tools to support 
the scaling of climate smart 
agriculture in semi-arid regions 

ICRISAT, 
Hyderabad

May 3-5, 
2017

Arathy Ashok Training programme on Science 
Policy & General Management 

National 
Institute of 
Advanced Studies 
(NIAS), Bangalore

February 26  
- March 09, 
2018

Prabhat Kishore Summer School on Advanced 
Analytical Techniques for Decision 
Making in Agriculture

ICAR-NIAP, New 
Delhi

July 10-30, 
2017

Seminars, Conferences, Workshops etc.

Name of Scientist Seminar/Conference/Workshop Place and 
organization

Duration

Suresh Pal Hunger and Nutrition Dimension of 
SDGs (Nomination by DG, ICAR)

India Habitat 
Centre, New 
Delhi

April 13, 
2017

Agricultural Outlook conference 
2017 organized by Department 
of Agriculture, Cooperation and 
Farmers’ Welfare

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

April 28, 
2017
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National Consultation on SDG 1 NITI Aayog, New 
Delhi

June 20, 2017

Expert discussion at Embassy of the 
Federal Republic of Germany in New 
Delhi 

German Embassy, 
New Delhi

July 5, 2017

Round table discussion on Accelerating 
Agricultural Development in India 
through Agricultural Research and 
Extension.  jointly organized by 
IFPRI, SFSA and NAAS

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

July 17, 2017

Regional Dialogue on Agricultural 
Mechanizat ion in South Asia 
organized by IFPRI

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

July 20–21, 
2017

Delhi Economics Conclave 2017 Hotel Taj Palace, 
New Delhi

July 22, 2017

Policy Dialogue on Innovations 
in Ensuring Remunerative Prices 
(MSP) to Farmers: Challenges and 
Strategies, Organized by IFPRI

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New Delhi

March 23, 
2018

International Conference on Advances 
in Potassium Research for Efficient 
Soil and Crop Management 

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

August  
28-29, 2015

National  Workshop on Green 
Revolut ion in  Eastern  India : 
Constraints, Opportunities and Way 
Forward

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

October 10, 
2017

77th Annual Conference of the Indian 
Society of Agricultural Economics 

ICAR RC for 
NEH Region, 
Umiam

October  
12-14, 2017

Workshop on Building NRAA as a 
Knowledge Platform for the Rainfed 
Systems in the Country

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

October  
25, 2017

Policy Dialogue on Incentives and 
Strategies for Scaling Out Innovations 
for Smallholder Farmers organized 
jointly by Trust for Advancement 
of Agricultural Sciences (TAAS) 
and Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research (ICAR) 

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

October  
30-31, 2017

25th Annual Conference of AERA on 
Doubling Farmers’ Income: Options 
and Strategies

NAARM, 
Hyderabad

November 
7-9, 2017
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Policy Dialogue on Agricultural 
Economy of Punjab at Punjab 
Agricultural University, Ludhiana

PAU, Ludhiana November 
21, 2017

New age Himalayan farmers workshop 
on Perspectives and Experiences 

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New  
Delhi- 110012

November 
29-30, 2017

National Seminar on Challenges of 
Agricultural Policy Reforms in India

NITI Aayog, New 
Delhi

January 5, 
2018

Pre-budget discussion, organized by 
BW Media

IHC, New Delhi January 19, 
2018

Seminar on Annual Budget  2018-19 The Leela Palace, 
Diplomatic 
Enclave 
Chanakyapuri, 
New Delhi

February 10, 
2018

World Bank Seminar on Water 
Resources

New Delhi February 15, 
2018

Session on Role of e-National 
Agriculture Market (e-NAM) and 
draft APLM Act

New Delhi March 17, 
2018

Inception Workshop cum orientation 
meeting of Technical Cooperation 
Project (TCP) 

NITI Aayog, New 
Delhi

March 20, 
2018

P. S. birthal 25th Annual Conference of AERA on 
Doubling Farmers’ Income: Options 
and Strategies

ICAR-NAARM 
Hyderabad

November 
7-9, 2017

National Conference on Sustainable 
Development Goals and India’s 
Preparedness and Role of Agriculture 
organized by IFPRI, TAAS and ICAR

New Delhi May 11-12,  
2017

National  Workshop on Green 
Revolut ion in  Eastern  India : 
Constraints, Opportunities and Way 
Forward

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

October 10,  
2017

Policy Dialogue on Agricultural 
Economy of Punjab

PAU Ludhiana, 
Punjab

November 
21, 2017

National seminar on Challenges of 
Agricultural Policy Reforms in India 
organized by Centre for Agricultural 
Policy Dialogue & Techno-economic 
Research Institute, and IIT Delhi

New Delhi January 5, 
2018
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Workshop on ‘Sustainable Pathways 
to Revitalize Punjab Agriculture: 
Challenges and Opportunities 
organized by  FAO, Punjab State 
Farmers’ Commission, and CIPT, 
Chandigarh

Chandigarh January  
30-31, 2018

National workshop on Prospects 
of Dairy Development in Madhya 
Pradesh

Nanaji 
Deshmukh 
Veterinary 
Science 
University, 
Jabalpur

January 6, 
2018

77th Annual Conference of the Indian 
Society of Agricultural Economics 

Shillong, 
Meghalaya

October  
12-14, 2017

I n t e r n a t i o n a l  c o n f e r e n c e  o n 
Agribusiness in Developing and 
Emerging Economies

TERI, New Delhi January 3, 
2018

National Seminar on Policy and 
technological Options for Doubling 
Farmers’ Income

Chandigarh March 22-23, 
2018

Usha Ahuja In terna t iona l  Conference  on 
Agribusiness in Developing and 
Emerging Economies Organized by 
TERI School of Advanced Studies 

10, Institutional 
Area, Vasant 
Kunj, New Delhi 

January 3-4, 
2018

Nalini Ranjan Kumar Policy Dialogue on Innovations in 
Ensuring Remunerative Prices (MSP) 
to Farmers: Challenges and Strategies 
organised by International Food 
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), 
jointly with the National Academy 
of Agricultural Sciences (NAAS), 
and ICAR- National Institute of 
Agricultural Economics and Policy 
Research 

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New Delhi

March 23, 
2018

Conference on Green Revolution 
in Eastern India:  Constraints, 
Opportunities and Way Forward jointly 
organized by the International Food 
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) and 
Tata Cornell Institute for Agriculture 
and Nutrition 

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New Delhi, 
India

October  
9-10, 2017

Sant Kumar National  Workshop on Green 
Revolut ion in  Eastern  India : 
Opportunities and Way Forward

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

October  
9-10, 2017
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Policy Dialogue on Incentives and 
Strategies for Scaling Out Innovations 
for Smallholder Farmers

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

October  
30-31, 2017

Policy Dialogue on Innovations in 
Ensuring Remunerative Prices (MSP) 
to Farmers: Challenges and Strategies 
and Launch of Global Food Policy 
Report

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi

March 23, 
2018

Subhash Chand National conference on Farmers 
First for western region organised by 
Indian Association of Soil and water 
conservationists, ICAR-IISWC & TI, 
Dehradun 

Gujrat 
Agricultural 
University, 
Anand

February 1-3, 
2018.

N. P. Singh National Seminar on Innovative 
Technologies and Value Chain 
Management of Onion, Garlic and 
Potato for enhancing Farmers’ Income 

NHRDF November 2, 
2017

Raka Saxena International Conference on Agribusiness 
in Emerging Economics 

TERI, New Delhi January 3-4, 
2018

25th Annual Conference of Agricultural 
Economics Research Association

ICAR-NAARM November 
7-9, 2017

Prem Chand 14th India Policy Forum, 2017 NCAER, New 
Delhi

July 11-12, 
2017

Indo-French Interactive Seminar on 
the Foresight Agrimonde-Terra for 
2050: The Indian Perspective jointly 
organized by ICAR, Institute National 
de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA)  
and Centre international de recherche 
agricole pour le développement 
(CIRAD) 

NASC Complex, 
New Delhi.

December 
7-9, 2017

25th Annual Conference of AERA 
onDoubling Farmers’ Income: 
Options and Strategies

ICAR-NAARM 
Hyderabad

November 
7-9, 2017

Conference on Draft Pesticide 
management Bill 2017

Bharat Krishak 
Samaj, New 
Delhi.

March 5, 
2018

Pavithra S. Conference on “Green Revolution 
in Eastern India:  Constraints, 
Opportunities and Way Forward” 
organized by the International Food 
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) and 
Tata Cornell Institute for Agriculture 
and Nutrition (TCI)

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New Delhi

October  
9-10, 2017
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Vinayak  Nikam 1st International Extension Congress  Bhubaneshwar, 
Odisha

February 1-3, 
2018

National Seminar on Doubling 
Farmers’ Income and Farm Production 
through Skill Development and 
Technology Apllication organised by 
Indian Society of Extension Education

BAU Sabour, 
Bihar

November 
28-30, 2017

Arathy Ashok National Seminar on Doubling 
Farmers’ Income and Farm Production 
through Skill Development and 
Technology Apllication organised by 
Indian Society of Extension Education

BAU Sabour, 
Bihar

November 
28-30, 2017

Policy Dialogue on Incentives and 
Strategies for Scaling Out Innovations 
for Smallholder Farmers, Organized 
by TAAS

NASC Complex 
New Delhi

October  
30-31, 2017

balaji S.J. 25th Annual Conference of AERA on 
Doubling Farmers’ Income: Options 
and Strategies

ICAR-NAARM, 
Hyderabad

November 
7-9, 2017

Subash S.P. Policy Dialogue on Innovations 
in Ensuring Remunerative Prices 
(MSP) to Farmers: Challenges and 
Strategies, Organized by IFPRI

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New Delhi

March 23, 
2018

Policy Dialogue on Incentives and 
Strategies for Scaling Out Innovations 
for Smallholder Farmers, Organized 
by TAAS

NAAS Lecture 
Hall, NASC 
Complex New 
Delhi

October  
30-31, 2017

2nd Asia-Pacific Workshop on 
Innovation, IP and Competition

National Law 
University, New 
Delhi

February 
5-10, 2018

25th Annual Conference of AERA on 
Doubling Farmers’ Income: Options 
and Strategies

ICAR-NAARM, 
Hyderabad

November 
7-9, 2017

Annual conference of Indian Society 
of Agricultural Statistics on Statistics 
and informatics for farmer’s welfare

ICAR-Directorate 
of Rapeseed-
Mustard 
Research, 
Bharatpur, 
Rajasthan

November 
25-27, 2017

Prabhat Kishore 25th Annual Conference of AERA on 
Doubling Farmers’ Income: Options 
and Strategies

ICAR-NAARM, 
Hyderabad

November 
7-9, 2017
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National Conference on Farmers 
First for Conserving Soil and Water 
Resources in Western Region

Gujrat 
Agricultural 
University, 
Anand

February 1-3, 
2018

Policy Dialogue on Innovations in 
Ensuring Remunerative Prices (MSP) 
to Farmers: Challenges and Strategies

NASC Complex, 
Pusa, New Delhi

March 23, 
2018

National  Workshop on Green 
Revolut ion in  Eastern  India : 
Constraints, Opportunities and Way 
Forward

NASC, Pusa, 
New Delhi

October  
9-10, 2017
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XVII OTHER ACTIVITIES AND DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

Media Interface
• DD Kisan, Market Intelligence, 7 and 9 

October 2017.

• Pre-budget discussion, Indian habitat 
Centre, New Delhi, 19 January, 2018.

• DD Kisan, ‘JAGO KISAN’,” ß[kk| lqj{kk 
vkSj lkoZtfud forj.k iz.kkyhÞ, 26 January, 
2018.

• Krishi Darshan, Doordarshan, Budget, 
February 1, 2018.

• Land Tenure Security and Doubling  
Farm Income, IIC, New Delhi, 21 February 
2018.

• Cultivating sustainable returns, The 
Economic Times, February 24, 2018.

TV/Radio Talks
Talk show Vad-Samvad at DD Kisan Studio on 
27 June, 2017 at Asiad Games Village Complex, 
New Delhi.

Talk show at DD Kisan on 17 July, 2017 at Asiad 
Games Village Complex, New Delhi.

Talk show at DD Kisan on 1 December,  
2017 at Asiad Games Village Complex, New 
Delhi.

Training of ARS probationers
The following scientists under training were 
attached to the Institute for their research 
orientation :

1) Utkarsh Tiwari (IISS, Bhopal)

2) Pramendra (CAZRI, Jodhpur)

Distinguished Visitors

Dr. Ramesh Chand 
Member, NITI Ayog, New Delhi

Sh. P. K. basu 
Former Secretary, Department of Agriculture, 
Cooperation & Farmers Welfare 
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’  
Welfare (MoA&FW)

Dr. Trilochan Mohapatra 
Secretary, DARE and Director General, ICAR 
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi

Sh. Chhabilendra Roul 
Special Secretary, DARE and Secretary, ICAR 
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi

Dr T Ramasami 
Former Secretary 
Department of Science and technology 
Government of India, New Delhi

Dr. Ashok Dalwai 
Special Secretary 
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and 
Farmers Welfare 
New Delhi

Dr. Mruthyunjaya 
Former Director, ICAR-NIAP and 
National Director, NAIP 
New Delhi

Dr. P. K. Joshi 
Director, South Asia 
IFPRI, New Delhi

Dr. N. S. Rathore 
DDG (Agricultural Education) 
ICAR, New Delhi
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Dr. S. K. Singh 
Former Addl. Secretary (DARE) and Financial 
Advisor (ICAR), New Delhi

Dr. A. K. Singh 
DDG (Horticulture) 
ICAR, New Delhi

Dr. A. K. Singh 
DDG (Agricultural Extension) 
ICAR, New Delhi

Dr. J. K. Jena 
DDG (Fisheries Science) 
ICAR, New Delhi

Dr. R. b. Singh 
Former President, 
National Academy of Agricultural Sciences 
New Delhi

Dr. Sudhir bhargava 
Member, Governing Body, ICAR

Dr. M. C. Varshneya 
Former Vice-Chancellor 
Kamdhenu University, and 
Member, ICAR Governing Body

Dr. Madhur Gautam 
Senior Economist 
World Bank, Washington, DC

Dr. Ramesh Deshpande 
India Agriculture Group 
Washington, DC

Dr. Nicolas Rada 
Senior Economist 
ERS, USDA, Washington, DC

Dr. Javed Rizvi 
Regional Director for South Asia 
World Agroforestry Centre, (ICRAF) 
New Delhi

Dr. H. Rahman 
Director, South Asia 
ILRI, New Delhi

Dr. Deepak Pental 
Former Vice-Chancellor 
Delhi University, New Delhi

Dr. Prabhu Pingali 
Founding Director,  
Tata-Cornell Institute and Professor 
Charles H. Dyson School of Applied 
Economics and Management 
Cornell University, USA

Directors of different ICAR Institutes

Vice-Chancellor of different SAUs.
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XVIII PERSONNEL

Scientific

Name Designation

Dr. Suresh Pal Director

Dr. P. S. Birthal National Professor

Dr. Usha Rani Ahuja Principal Scientist

Dr. Rajesh K. Rana Principal Scientist (till 13 July, 2017)

Dr. Anjani Kumar Principal Scientist (till 30 April, 2017)

Dr. Nalini Ranjan Kumar Principal Scientist (from 20 July, 2017) 

Dr. Rajni Jain Principal Scientist

Dr. Subhash Chand Principal Scientist

Dr. S. K. Pandey Principal Scientist

Dr. Naveen P. Singh Principal Scientist

Dr. Shiv Kumar Principal Scientist

Dr. Raka Saxena Principal Scientist

Dr. Prem Chand Scientist (SS) (from 3 April, 2017)

Dr. S. K. Srivastava Scientist (SS) (On deputation from 20 March, 2017)

Ms. Arathy Ashok Scientist (SS)

Dr. T. K. Immanuelraj Scientist

Dr. Vinayak Ramesh Nikam Scientist

Ms. Jaya Jumrani Scientist

Ms. Pavithra S Scientist

Mr. Balaji S.J. Scientist

Mr. S. V. Bangaraju Scientist

Dr. Abimanyu Jhajhria Scientist

Mr. Prabhat Kishore Scientist

Mr. Subash S. P. Scientist (from 9 May, 2017)
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Technical

Name Designation

Mr. Prem Narayan Chief Technical Officer

Mr. Khyali Ram Chaudhary Assistant Chief Technical Officer

Mr. Mangal Singh Chauhan Assistant Chief Technical Officer

Mrs. Sonia Chauhan Assistant Chief Technical Officer

Mr. Satender Singh Technical Officer (Driver)

Administrative

Name Designation

Ms. Neha Chandiok Administrative Officer

Mr. Vinod Kumar Rai Assistant Finance and Account Officer

Mr. Sushil Kumar Yadav Assistant Administrative Officer

Mrs. Umeeta Ahuja PS to Director

Mr. Inderjeet Sachdeva Assistant

Mr. Sandeep Mathur Assistant

Mr. Yatin Kohli Assistant

Mr. Harish Vats Assistant

Mr. Deepak Tanwar Jr. Steno

Mr. Ajay Tanwar UDC

Skilled Supporting Staff

Name Designation

Mr. Mahesh Kumar Skilled Supporting Staff

Mr. Mahesh Pal Skilled Supporting Staff
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XIX bUDGET 

Head Grant Expenditure, Rs. Lakhs

Grants for Creation of Capital Assets (CAPITAL)

Equipment 15.42

Information Technology 27.32

Library Books and Journals 13.35

Furniture and Fixtures 0.00

Vehicle & Vessels 6.83

Other 2.90

Total Capital Expenditure 65.82

Grants in Aid-Salaries (REVENUE)

Establishment Expenses (salaries)

Establishment Expenses 495.83

Total  Establishment Expenses 495.83

Grants in Aid-General

Pension and Other Retirement Benefits 38.85

Travelling Allowances 12.55

Research and Operational Expenses 178.29

Administrative Expenses 178.01

Human Resource Development 3.17

Miscellaneous Expenses 5.40

Total Expenditure Grants in Aid-General 416.27

Grand Total 977.92

Plan Scheme Projects 113.71

Other Projects 92.77
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Promotions
• Merit promotion of Dr. Raka Saxena, Senior Scientist to the next higher grade of Principal 

Scientist w.e.f. 09.03.2016

• Shri Satender Singh, Senior Technical Assistant (Driver) to the next higher grade of Technical 
Officer (T -5) w.e.f. 29.06.2016

New Joining
• Dr. Nalini Ranjan Kumar, joined as Principal Scientist on 20.07.2017

• Dr. Prem Chand, joined as Scientist (SS) on 03.04.2017

• Mr. Subash S. P., joined as Scientist (Agril. Economics) on 09.05.2017


